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HEALTH ASPECTS OF 'ADOLESCENT SEX, 1982.

MONDAY, APRIL 19, -1982

7 . SENATE,,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON AGING, FAMILY AND HUMAN SERVICES,

.. COMMITTEE ON't AJAOA AND HUMAN RESOURCES,
Washington,. D.C. ., .

The subcommittee _met; pursuant to notice, at 9:47 p.m. in room
42A2, Dirksen Senate Office. Ruilding,° Senator Jeremiah Denton

Ichairinan of the Efubcommittee) presiding.
Preient: Senator, Denton. .

, ,

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR DENTON .

Senator DENTON. Good 'morning: 'tbi hearing will come to. order.
. This is an oversight hearing oft title X of the 'Public Health Serv-

. ice Act, entitled "Health Aspects of Adolescent Sexual Relations." I.
want to welcome the witnesses and guests to this hearing, Which is

-under the auspices-of the subcomMittee I chair,.Aging, Family and
Human Services. . . c

During the past decade, we have seen an alarming increase: in'
the rate of sexual relations among adolescents: Not only does a
greater 'Proportion of adolescent yotith now engage in preMarital
sexual relations, but also a significant number has these relations
at an earlier age. Those trends raise serious questions, among
others, about the health of many young people, and these health
questions are the subject of today's hearing. , r

The most 'obvious and the, most discussed risk of adolescent
sexual relations is pregnancy. The creation and nurturing of a new
life, a third person, is the: greatest lifelaffirming experience any
Mortal can. have.' But pregnancy can also disrupt. the lives of 'un-
married young women and men who are not 'prepared fgr ;parent-

o hood. It can cause medical and emotional problems for young girls,.
whether they carry the child to term or, abort.'

And, it goes without saying that the lack of preparedness for par-
enthood on the part of the young man and woman involved certain-
ly has consequences for the child when it is born and as it grows
up.

Because of the attention that the dangers of adolescent pregnan-
cy and abortion haVe already received, this hearing is concerned
primarily with other important health considerations- associated
with adolescent sexual relations.

Traditionally, an unmarried adolescent's decision on whether or
when to have sexual relations, has been based to a large extent on
values handed down within families, with the parental impartation

(1)
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of thee values achieved. in one or more ways: by example; by
verbal prec'ept; by introducing the child to church, school, litera-
ture or other means by which moral standards are presented.

In the Oasi 15 years or so, it is undeniable that many indiViduals
have chosen free sex or promiscuous lifestyles, and much of our en-

-.tertainment, our. media and our literature evince and proclaim
that-a sexual revolution has taken place. Many, of these influences
implicitly and explicitly tell adolescents to look Only to themselves
for the answers to these complex, life-changing decisions. .'

Tpdeed, many Federal grantees preach that it is "OK" to have
sexual relations and to use contraceptives,, and the contraceptives
do not work, then simply have an abortion. The influence of par-
ents is' diminished by these other influences, and peer pressure is
strong' toward early sexual relations.

Many parents disagree that their children;shOuld join in the so-
called sexual revolutidn, and there, is a question as to whether or
not there really lias been a sexual revolution. Surprising to me is
that so many kids are not becoming sexually active before mar-
riage.

An increasing number of doctors a nd psybhologists are coming to
the view that the sexual.revolution approach is not only dehuman-
izing, but also misleading. 'Mc mounting epidemic of venereal dis-
_ease alone attests to the fact that there are issues other than preg-
nancy to consider before an adolescent engages in premarital

. sexual relations.
= Certainly, the decision on whether to engage in premarital
sexual relations can have a' tremendous impact on future relation.
ships 4nd marriage,' and that impact is, according to all the-re-

'search and' documentation, decidedly negative.
Whether it is psychologically or .emotionally healthy to ask an

adolescent to shoulder alone the burden of-the decision to engage
in sexual relations before marriage is 'an area we will discuss
today.

Before an individual becomes iriVolved in any activity,'.' it is
rational and responsible for the individual to be fully aware of all
the Possible consequences of the activity. This would appear to be
true most especially when the actors are our children and the -:'rele
vent consequences are as vital as thdse at issue here today.

The useof prescription contraceptives by adolescents is a Matter
that raises serious health Concerns. With the increase in.adolescent
sexual activity has come an increase in use of birth control pills
and IUD's. Medical has demonstr4ed a number of health
risks associated with the use of these 'prescription 'birth control -

methods. .
.

..,

It is'inandatory, therefore,,that when we make policy about birth
control we understand what may happen to adolescents who use
Government-akproved or provided drugs or devices., It is. equally
iniportint to keep in mind the capacity, or lack thereof, of, adoles-
ce'n to understand and evaluate all the possible health conse-
.que ces. , .

Th e is no disagreement that venereal disease is a major health.
threat oday 'to adolescents. Nearly 85 percent of all reported cases
Of VD occur in people between the ages of-15 and 30, with those in
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the 15- to 19-year-old group having one of the highest rates, of. VD
transmission.

The incurable herpes simplex II, as well as possibly immune
strains . of gonorrhea and syphilis, must be considered. Cervical
cancer and the transmission of fatal disease to newborn infants are
but two possible consequences of herpes.- The Center for Disease
- Control, reports that the incidence of this disease is growing aCa
rate of 400,000 new cases a year.

When children begin sexual relations at earlier ages, the likeli-
hoo&of their having multiple partners increases. This raises the
probability of VD infection and cervical cancer.

The facts and expert assessments to be Presented here this morn-
ing will b) of great interest to those wbo make Federal policy.
They ,will also have implications for clinics and physicians, phar-
maceutiaal research and marketing, and, most important, the
faMily. I look forward to a productive and enlightening session.

We will now receive for the record a statement by Senator Hum-
qphrey.

[The statement. followsj

STATEMENT OF SENATOR HUMPHREY

Mr. ChairmUn; I regret that other committee responsibilities will prevent me from
attending the oversight hearing on title X to review the' health aspects of teenage

' sexual activity. This hearing will provide members of the Senate important data
that is needed tu make informed decisions regarding adolescents and the family. I
look forward-to readirig the testimony of the experts that' you have gathered for this
hearing.

Senator DENToN. It is my pleasure now to call our six witnesses
for today's hearing; if they. will, please come forward, ladies and
gentlemen.

On your right and on my left will be Dr. Herbert Ratner: He was
director of.public health for Oak'Park, Ill., for over 24 yearg. He is
the former chairman of the Maternal and Child Health Committee
of the Illinois Association of Medical Health Officers and is pres-
ently the editor of Child and Family Quarterly. He is also ple,
author of a critique of American medicine for the Centex for the
Study of Democratic Institutions. Welcome to you, Dr. Ratner.

Dr. Adele Hofrhannwelcome to youis a pediatrician and the
director of the Adolescent Medical Unit of the Netv York .Universi-
ty Medical Center. She is a past president of the So'cidyfor Adoles:
cent Medicine and the first chair of the AmeriCan;jAcademy of Pe-
diatric Section on Adolescent Health. -;

Dr. John Hillabrandwelcome to has heeri a 'practicing
obstetrician/gynecologist for over '45 years. Heis A founding fellow
of the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists and a
founder of the Maternal Health Committee of the Ohio State Medi-
cal Association.. He has appeared as an expert witness at over two ,

dozen liability trials 'involving pharmaceutical companies and has
acted as a medical consultant in dozens of other such cases.

'Di. Prabodh Guptadid I pronounce that right, sir? `3.
Dr. GUPTA. That is correct.
Seriatim DENTON. Welcome to you.
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He is a member of the Johns Hopkins School of.. Medicine's De-
partment of Pathology. He was recently devribed by the-Washing-
ton Post as one of the Nation's leading pathologists. r.

Welcome to you, Miss Chamberlain. Miss Naomi Chamberlain is
president of Chamberlain & Associates. She has worked the last .8
years developing adolescent pregnancy prevention programs in
inner city neighborhoods and housing projects.

Last but not least, Dr. Ray Short; welcome to you, sir. He is a
renowned author, lecturer, counselor and professor of sociology at
the University of Wisconsin in Platteville. He has taught marriage,
and, family college courses both *here. and abroad fbr over 20 years,
and is a member of the National Council oil Family Relations.

You are sitting as a panel. I will ask you to make your oral re-1
marks, limited to 10 minutes, if possible. All of your written state-
ments will be included in full in the official record of the. hearing.

I ivilbask Dr. Ratner to lead off.

STATEMENT OF HERBERT RATNER,, FORMER PUBLIC HEALTH
OFFICER, AND EDITOR, CHILD AND FAMILY QUARTERLY, OAK.

, PARK, .ILL.; ADELE D. HOFMANN; DIRECTOR, ADOLESCENT
'MEDICAL UNIT, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER,

EPART-NECOLOGIST, TOLEDO, OHIO; PRABODH K. GU
NEW YORK, N.Y.; JOHN HILLABRAND, OBSTETRICIAN AND GY-
NECOLOGIST,

OF PATHOLOGY; 'JOHNS HOPKINS HOSPITAL, BALTI-
MORE, MD.; NAOMI CHAMBERLAIN, PRESIDENT, CHAMBERLAIN
& ASSOCIATES,. INC., WASHINGTON, .D.C.; AND RAY E. SHORT,
PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN,
PLATTEVILLE, WIS., A PANEL
Dr. RATNER. Mr. Chairman, the problem we are facing is so great

and has so many interwoven strands, and it demandftsuch an ex-
tensive, sophisticated analysis that we can hardly da-itistice to the
problem and its solution in a ,brief appearance before a Sedate com-
mittee.

Despite the limitation on time, my hope is that I can introduce"a
new look at the problem which. may stimulate a broader and
deeper. approach to the solution. There is an old saying that, "For'
every 'problem that is complex, difficult and many-faceted,' there is
a solution that is simple, easy and false." I believe this is the situa-
tion we are caught in right now and from which we must extricate
ourselves. .

We cannot, afford 'to live out Kierkegaard's profound but tragic
observation that, "The trouble with life is we understand it back-
ward but have to live it forward." Civilization may not last if we do
not better understand lifas we live it fOrWard.

My position is pragmatic, with emphasis on the need for a long-,
range approach, with which few seem to concern themselves. It
took severargenerations to get into our present mess; it will take
one' or more generations to get back to a sane society. Emergency
solutions will not solve the problem. The short-range approach will
do little for us in the long run. These are. band-aids at a, time when
we need a tourniquet. ? V

venture to state, without equivocation that with our current
,practices, 'we ark generating more ill health 'than we are prevent-



ing. Iatrogenic diseasethat is, physician-generated diseaseis vir-
tually epidemic, especially' in the area of reproductive-medicine.

Let me specify this in respect to. controlling pregnanciesAn ado-
lescents through contraceptive education and through the dispensa-
tion of contraceptives in clinics. Despite the .exPenditure of, huge
Sums -of money and the .assignment of large numbers of medical
personnel, both public and voluntary,`to this problem, the following
seems to be the outcome. ,1

. (1) The number of abortions keeps increasing annually, irrespec-
tive of social class and educational attainment; whether among col-
lege women' from the suburbs or inner city youngsters from junior
and senior high schools.

(2) Pregnancies keep occurring at younger and younger ages.
(3) . The suicide rate amongleenagers keeps increasing, and the

rate is .higher among the sexually active who are not pregnaht
than among those who are pregnant.

(4) Promiscuity keeps increasing with greater detriment to 41

health both bodily and einotional. To the body: because of the detri-
mental 'effeCta of the oral steroidL-namely, the pillamong those
using it; because of the increase of Pelvic. inflammatory disease and
ect4pic pregnancies amongst ,*.tiSers\ of IUD; because of the
shaholy increased venereal disease rates, ,xneire epidemic than ever
before'in public. health history;despite all of our, miracle drug's..

Twenty five years ago we thought that by tracking down con-
tacts, we could eradicate syphilis. Today we know, that is practical-
ly infpossible. The Center for Disease Control. states and calculates
that in the ages betweeri 15 and close, to 12 percent have experi-
enced a.venereal disease. _

In the case of genit41.herpes, there are an estimated 20 million
cases in the United States at present, and it has been estimated
that new cases- are developing at the rate of one-half 'to 1 million,
cases yearly. .

To the psyche: because depression caused by the pharmacological
effects of the pill which are particularly dang ouS because of its
insidious nature; because of depression caused e-lack of fidel-
ity of the boys. Most of the girls are,gettirig dep ssed.. .

'As Gebhard's figures showhe repeated the 'tiny studies made
20 years earliermost girls (50 to .60 percent) when they give, up
their virginity have .marriage in mind, but 'few boys do (11 to 14
percent).1 The situation has worsened since.

Concerning the pill, which in testimony I declared, at the .Nelson
hearings in 1970, to be chemical warfare against the. women of the
world, a fact which since ,then has been overwhelmingly confirmea
by the medical literature. I should point out here that In°1970, all'
those who criticized the. pill turned, out to be right 4nckall.'those
who defended the pill turned out to be wrong..

Let- me give you some specific deffils on the pill. This iS in .re-
speCt to mortality: `There were more deaths from adverse effects of

...oral contraceptiye use than .from all complications of pregnancy,
delivery and the puerperium caribined," and here I am quoting.a

.

' Homan, H.S. Sex and American College Girls Today. Editor's Comment. "Child & Family;" "'
1968!

12-743 0 - 83 - 2
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prominu. English epidemiologist; Valerie Beral; in an article that
appeared 1 1979.2

(2) Tht death rate from diseases of the circulatory system in
women who used oral contraceptives is five times that Of those who
have never used them. This is a quote: "The excess.was substantial-
ly greater than the death rate from complications -of pregnancy in
the control group, and was double the death rate from accidents.",
which comes from a study of the Royal College of General Practi-
tioners, where they discussed. mortality among oral contraceptive
users.'

It-is important to point, out that when people defend the pill and,
say it is less dangerous than pregnancy, they mislead by using a
gross maternal mortality rate. But the fact is that 'most deaths in
pregnancy are found in, the high-risk categoriesa bad heart, dia-
betes so forth and so on. "When it comes to thp prime users of the
pillyoung women who are in good healththe 'death rate from
pregency is negligible," and I am quoting here Dr. Louis Hellman,.
who as a great promoter of the pi11.4

(3)' Close to 100 disease conditions are associated with the pill.
This includes even vitamin deficiencies that are difficult to correct,
and abnormal changes in the concentration of trace minerals.

(4) Over 100 laboratory tests are affected by the pill resulting in
abnormal findings.5 As one expert has said, `!The problem in pill
development is 'to minimize the metabolic mischief of the pill. "6

(5) What, is clear now is that if we knew in 1960 what we know
now, the pill never could have been approved by 'the Government
under the Kefauver-Harris amendment. We should also reflect on
the following, because here you are hearing the voice of the con-
sumer.

(a) Among physicians recommending the pill to their patients, 72
percent of 'tile_ wives practicing, birth control would not use it, and
among those who did use it, 40 percent changed to another form of
contraception within 2 years. This is from'a study that came out of
Albert, Einstein Medical School in 1972.7

(b) And this is the most telling point, it seems to me--70 percent
of the providers of the pill in Planned Parenthood clinics (-eject the
use of the pill as a personal birth control method.°

(c) Of course, everybody should know by now that the leading
feminists are rejecting the pill.° If you want to hear one of the

2 Reproductive Mortality, Brit. Med. J., Sept. 15, 1979, pp. 632-4.
° Royal College of General Practitioners Oral, Contraceptive Study. Mortality Among Oral

. Contraceptive Users. Lancent, Oct. 8, 1977, pp. 727-30.
Hellman, L., Chairman, Advisory Committee for Obstetrics ant Gynecology,', Food ,and Drug-

Administration. "A Doctor's View of Birth-Control Pills." Redbook, April 1969, p. 60. "A healthy
young girl runs a very negligible risk. ' So to say that the risk in taking the pill is less than
the risk in having the baby doesn't make much sense."

5,,Weidling, H. and Henry, J. B, Laboratory Test Itesults Altered by "The Pill." JAMA,
229:1762-8, 1974.

° Wilms and Briggs. Med. J, Australia; Dec. 28, 1974, pp. 942-3.
7..Wassertheil-Smoller, S. et at. Contraceptive Practices. of Wiies of Obstetricians. Mimeo-

graphed Copy of Paper Presented at the American Public Health Association Annual Meeting.
Atlantic City, Nov. 16, 1972.

" Hatcher, R. A. and Trussell, J. Contraceptive Use Among Family Planning Cliryc Personnel.
Perspectives, 13:22-3, 1981. .

9 Seaman, B. "The. Doctor's Case Against the Pill." Doubleday & Co., Inc., New York, 1980.
Introduction .hy the Boston Women's Health Book Collective.

10
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sharpest criticisms, of the pill, get Germaine Greer, author of "The
Female Eunuch," to come down and testify..
/d) It should also be known that several countries have never lip:-

proved of the pill for contraceptive purposes because of;the medical*-
/hazards. This partiCularly, is the-case with Japan; it also. applibs to
Russia and Israel. I understand .from a personI spoke to who re-
cently returned from China that some Communities distributing ;

'the pill are now hoVing second thoughtion the. pill. ,
(e) Finally, teenagers themselves have caught on to the pill and .

are rejecting it in high numbers. There is much in the medical
erature on this. .1

., I edited a booklet, "The Medical Hazards of the Birth Control
Pill," in 1968, and nothing has had to be 'retracted since tlien.16 We
are still receiving orders for this book by the hundreds. It,is one of-
the feW publications available to the public which gives an objec-
tive account of the pill.

.

Bo, it Should be. obviOns`by .noWtliat the pill and elle It ID do not
represent any basic solution to teenagers! problems and it jeopar-
dizes their health.' It is a short-range. approach which compromises,
the future health of adolescents and compounds the future ,healtil
care problems and the burdens .of government. in terms: of the ex-Y.;
cessive costs and strain on the health care systems. .

I may add here that Planned Parenthood and-other family plan
ning clinics, since they do not give total medical care, never see the
complications they cause. It is only family physicians, groos that
give total medical care and emergency rooms "of.°hospitals, and so
on, that really know what is' haPpening; the family physician, in,
particular, because he cares for that adolescent into adult life, and
can best see the consequences and.the regrets of using these power-
ful synthetic chemiCals,many of whose effects do hot show up until
later life. ",

Many sexually actWe women are discovering the flaws of a care-
fiee life' on their own ,which hasi*.giveri rise to a new movement,
called the New Celibacy.'' So, thetime has come for a long-range
approaCh to the problem. of the teenager: ,

I should point out, by way ofintioduction, that the following are
not the scholarly literature. that I customarily refer to, but Rolling
Stone, on March 4, 1982,- did feature. an article described as,
."Herpes, the Pill, V.D.: WFiy Sex,Is,Ndt Fun Anymore."' 2 This dis-
covery is progressively becoming, widespread, and maybe it will
turn into a new celibacy movement not unlike the old. .

In closing, I praise-you for, realiling that the time has come for a
better and long-range approach to this problem. We should recall
here that the American .Cancer. Society and the U.S. Public Health"
Service spend millions -and. mil,iigns of dollars- annually promoting
'abstention from cigarette Smoking 'as their prime educational pro-
gram. Unfortunately; they do not seem to have the same concern
about cervical cancer, _Where the 'data is definite that early sex and
multiple partners leads tea high incidence of cervical cancer. .

I. Rather, H. (Ed.) The MedicalHazards of the Birth Control Pill. "Child & Family Rdprint
Booklet," 1969.

" Schoen, E./Hers. The New Celibacy: The "ideal date': goes dateless. New York Times. Sept.
27,1979.

"Levy, S. The Birth Control Blues. Belling Stone, Mar. 4,498z
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Apparently, however, anything Medical that SpeakS against sc\
sexual promiscui6 'has. diplomatic immunity; and accordingly is
not publieized to the laity. ' . .

If the American Cancer Society and the U.S. Public Health Serv-
ice can .promote 'abstention from cigarette smoking; if th0Ameri-'.,
can Heart Association can bromote abstention, from Et, hierfat,qad
a high:animal-fat diet; if a 'half a dozen oqi*r, organizations

"promote abstention from "a variety of other pleasures- frOm. junk a,
food,moo4elevEiting drogs,-alcOhol and so forth, why are we ao.re-,
ludant.to ',promote abstention 'From teenage sex wheri so clear
that it is detrimentalto 'their future health and happineis and, fur-
thermorei, in Women jeopardizes fertility, a'woman's,greatest.treas-..
ure, by virtue of the 'sterilizing Complications of-the:pill, IUD; abor,
tion, and venereal ilisease?
'''Young girls have to be told that they only :have one body; that it
is no'v'a rehearsal.. body which cah be turned ix/ fora nevi one after
the. fun is over; tpiat..its.a body that has 'JO last{a lifetime. They
must be Persuaded to take-good care of it.

I ckise with a penetrating induction froln a Nobel prize winner,
an internist, Dickinson Richards. It is taken. frorn a 'Johns Hopkirfirti
Syinposiumentitlet"Druga in Our Society:. published in 1964.' a 'I
want everybody tO::reflect on it beCause i?updates an Old'saying,
"God. always for;ivest. mats sometimes forgives,'.nature never for

, gives.".
Here is what-Richards says:
Let man make the ;smallest blunder in his iar-reaching and'dimpleX physical or

physiological reconstructions, and nature, striking:from ome'unforSeen. direction,
exacts a massive retribution.

With this in Mind/w6'ahould begin to realize that the real opPo-,
nent of sex permissiveness is not, old fashioned morality and reli
gion but nature and, nature is mit negotiable. Nature Strikes 'back:
and nature retaliates becapsemature has no choice. ,

This thought,firSt came to my attention many years ago wheal
came ,across a book at the New -York Academyof Medicine eatitled
"Nature Hits Back," by an English .psychiatrist." It revolutionized
my whole. life as a physician.

If-thave a Minute or two left, I would add this. Playboy has a
very interesting series on sex by two women sc They take 'a
positibn counter' to the current and fas on that origi-,
nated with the fiminists and some so that sexual
roles- are determined culturally'and tar= ay predetermined .
13y biology. . .

.
They out, as. has Alice posse -

, . .
oligist who revers

11er earlier feminist position to conclude t ere are certain over
ing bi,o1 'cal fiindaments that 'cannot be dismissed.' The Playboy ,

authors seclude, and in Playboy of all places;that the mode of re-
prOductiOn characteristic orthe ;human speqies ,is monOgamY.1 6 If -

"Talalay, P. (Ed.) "Dugs in Our Society.7.the Johns HopkinsUniversity Press, BaltiWDre,

l9fltelliersort, ."1Ialitre Hits Back." Methuen; London, 1936,
10 Roesi, A. ,A Riosocial,Perspectiv.e on Parenting. Daedalus; spring, 1977; pp. 1-31. Reprinted

& Family, 17:88-125, 1978. ,

10 DurderiSmit J. and DeSimone, D.."Man and N,V,oinan. Part 1. ,The Sexes: A Mystery
:z.Solved?" Ple Januaryanuary 1982, p:288,0 -
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this is true I can vitually guarantee the teenagers,and the Profes7
sionals who go .along- With them. that if ,nature is challenged by
early promiscuous sex. and multiple partnets they wilt- discover,
sooner or later that nature will strike back and exact a fettibutiOn.

In fact, in the polling Stone article referred to above; the .author
makes the same these words, it seems like some wrathful
deity -is exacting revenge for our decade-long . orgy." If Rolling
Stone can entertain this notion. perhaps, also, an the more medi-
callYsopliisticated except for them the diety'is maitre. Along these
lines there is ;Eno ear developn-ient which presently baffles us and
may turn =out to pd other, example; of nature, retaliating. -I refer
to the sudden, -Sba Attie a cancer known as Kaposi's sarcoma,

s!& in hOmosextfals.i7i alitOdiated with anal intercourse. We have
. not. the slightest idea hy' homosexuals should be more susceptible,

biztinay_be-.natute is telling us stineething. Thank you.
Senator DENTON, Thank yout.W. Ratner. Dr. Hofmann?

*Dr. !HotitiveiN.? Thank 41',A1,. Seri& or.- I ,:would- just like to add to
my credentials that I have been involved in the primary care of
adolescents fOr ahno0, 20 years, and have wotked with the yippies,
the hiPpies, the flower children,:the'voluntary white, poor, the ,

:youth. movement of the sixties, anst'.the post-Yietnam wareyoung-
sterS. I am, here today because care about teenager's and ',think I I.
know them very: well = .

In addition, I have (recently, completed' a review of the world lit-
. eratiire on contracePtive use ink teenagers commissioned by the .

World Health S)rganization. for whom I have been 'a-temporary ad-
viser, and I would like too *sent ,sOme orthis information to you
today.

Upfortunately, DJ,: Ratner, t'am going to take great issue with
yotOand do not agree with all of yout -perspectives about contracep-
tion for adolescents in terms of my own evaluationart honest dif-
ference of opinion. 41 ,

This is -an eXtremelylitportant topic in that recent .publicity on.

.thiS
issue has greatly exaggerated ancreven misreptesented,,inmy

.estimate,-thehealth.riSks of prescription contraceptives for adoles-
-cents.: .. .

`Duelo,the'constraints of time, I am going to limit my remarks to
,a brief_reView of oral contraceptives and the intrauterine device as

the ,-prirti4ry ones raising significant questions about' potential
harm:',.But I ask that you also, refer. to my written testimony for.
"additionaf details 4ncl.c

No method of contraception -is perfect 'either for adolescients Or '
onnilentary on other methods.

adults2,None is completely effectiVe, and none entails, absolutely no
risk; However, suchriskssas dO exist must be examined in light of
the far greater hazatds of pregnancy to sexually active adolescents.
-i'According to the Food and Drug. Administration's-patient packet

insert, for oral contraceptives, 'a woman, whether teenager or adult,
is six. times more likely to -die consequent to pregnancy, and deliv-
ery than from using, any type of contraceptives a Paint of signgi-

,
"(a) Altman, L. K. New Disorder Worries Health Officials." New Yokk Times,

May 11, 1982,
(b) Jensen, 0. M. et al. '!Kaposi's Sarcoma in Homosexual Men: Is It a New Diseaser'Llincet,

May.1, 1982, p. 1027. "Our investigation confirins that Kaposi's Sarcoma among young homosex-,
ual men in Denmark is most,,likely to represent a truly new disease entity."
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cant departure, IN. Rd tner, and 'T do. not that the data have
Selectively taken only those at particularlk hi risk:

'Turning first to oral contraceptives, or the pill, this is the most
frequent prescription method used by adolescents. The first con-
cern relates to the possible adverse-effects of oral contraceptives on

. a teenager's !growth. There is, howeVer, no clinical evidence to bear
out this hypothesis..
..While estrogen has been used in very tall girls to -.curtail ulti-

mate height, thiLamount_reqUired_is_10 times_more_than_ that:well_
for contraception.'.No study has ever documented a pill associated'
reduction in predicted height in contracepting adolescents.

The second concern relates to possible interference' with tlitina-
turiipig endocrine system and achievement of regular ovulation.
least, one recent study of more than 200 girls belies this suPposi-
tion, finding 'a prompt return, on discontinuation, to normal -hor-

, monal 'values, menstrual patterns and ovulation in group of
young adolescents who had used the.Pill for exteitded93eriods of, ,
time,

In addition, studiesof girls with excessive height given,high:dose
estrogen to arrest growth, show that almost all also returned to reg----
nlar menstruation within a..few months of the end ofi.rtiestmenti
Which had lasted for 1- to 1% years. , - -

Nor is. there any data suggesting that postpill amenorrheEi,' if
indeed such a syndrome exists, has a higher frequency in teenagers.
than older- women. The conclusion of several notable researchers
that postpill infertility is, at best, an unfounded concern and, at
worst, a modest problem usually responsive- to treatment would
appear to apply to adolescents as muclNas to adults.

Several types of cardiovascular disease have been associated with
oral contraceptive use. This is primarily due to a reversible 'alter-
ation of bloOd-clofting factorS, although changes in blood lipids.may
be contributory as well. The degree of estimated risk varies with
the specific condition involved a the coexistence of other predis-
posing factors.

For example, age and smoki gincrease the risks of heart attacks ,'
and cerebral stroke;.15- to 19:Aar-olds, whether they'smoke pr riot,
are at the lowest risk of all age groups. Nois there evidence that
adolescents are-at any greater risk of thrombophlebitis,.and possi-
bly even less. 3

I was unable to,detect even a single case report in the world lit-
erature of a pill-related death of an adolescent doe to any form of
cardiovascular disease, or for that matter-from any complication of
the pill. Case 'reports of any type of nonfatal :complications in -ado-
lescents specifically, are singularly difficult to find.
`' It shotild be noted, hovievyr, that these observations do not apply
to conditions contraindicating use in adults, such 'as liver diseabe,
hyperlipidemia, and hypertension. They also:are contraindications
for use, in adolescents. It is worth noting: in this, connection that
conditions precluding pill use are easily: detected by physical exarfr.:'.
fruition, routine laboratory'; tests, and simple questioning about
medical facts well within the knOWledge of-most, dolescents.

Much concern has been raised about a posSib e,relationship. be-.
tween the pill and cancer of. thebreast iitera.rs;0 ,o-or liver. The
vast preponderance of current evidence indieateS* increased tisk,
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of breast Cancer due to, oral contrEteptive use. Moreover, the pill is
now recognized to be protective against benign .or noncancerous
breast disease.

In addition, there is no increased risk of cancer of the uterus
- with currently employed preparations combining progesterone and

estrogen together. ,Current'evidence also fails to support ally associ-
ation between pill use and cervical cancer or the precancermis con-
ditions.of clysplasia and carcinoma -in- situ.

The recent rise in incidence of cervical dysplasia among sexually
active adolescents now ahitars to be due exclusively to an early
age at fiist interdburse and frequent coitus with multiple sexual
partners rather than contraceptive use.

While there is a small risk of benign, noncancerous liver tumors
with pill use, no cases have. been reported in adolescents, and the
greatest incidence is in women over 27' who have taken the pill for
at least 7 years. .

Turning. to the intrauterine device, one significant problem is ex-
pulsion, but this is primarily associated with whether or not the
woman has borne a-child, not whether she is an adolescent. Those
who have never borne a child have higher expuliion rates. More-

, over, 'newer tyPes of IUD's have sigriificantlY lower expulsion rates.
A second complication is an'aiiparent, relative increase'in ectopic

pregnancy in IUD users, but this risk does not appear to be any
greater for adolescents than otherS. Indeed, a number of report's, on
IUD use in this -age group do not 'reveal a single case of ectopic

-pregnancy among some 500 users, althoiigh it,undoubtedly occurs,
and probably at a rate similar to that'for older women.

.
, .1 do concur in my findings with a major concern for IUD use in
teenagers" in relation to pelvic inflammatory disease, or PID7.an
infection 'of the fallopian tubes generally:caused by bacteria,. pri-
initrily gonococcus' and chlamydia, Abut on rare occasion by the
fungus actinomyces.

PID is highly' cortelatel with the same factors as Cervical dyspla-
sia; namely, an_early age of first intercourse,. frequent coitus, arid

pariners.lf an IUD is in place, the risk of contracting
pelvic inflammatory disease is further increased by a factor of Ph
to 4, depending on the particular study. _

The major significance of PID1§ -an increased risk of ectopic.
pregnancy and infertility. Estiwates of infertility following a single
episode of PID range from 18 WI 37 percent.

Oral contraceptives and the diaphragm, as well as condoms and
foam, all have a significant place in-family planning initiatives for
adolescents. The intrauterine device, in. my estimate, also should be
considered for married adolescents and, selectively, for those who
are unmarried but have failed repeatedly with other methods, have
experienced one or more past pregnancies, are, at risk. of further
pregnancy, and can be treated promptly in case of intervening
pelvic infection.

With the exceation of an increased risk for pelvic infection in
IUD users frequently exposed to sexually transmitted diseases, con-
traception in adolescents appears, on the basis of the world litera-
ture, to be remarkably safe. There is good argument that unmar-
ried adolescents should not be sexually active because of the possi-
ble consequences to their physical and emotional well-being. But
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despite what you or I might wish, mans people are making
the decision to engage m intercourse. '

. As a physician, my primary duty is to protect the health.of my
young patients. I cannot concur in steps which render this impossi-,
ble by making contraceptives unavailable to sexually active-adoles7\
cen : consequent to the denial of confidential services: The tpll oc- \

. by an unplanned pregnancy in'adoleseents is far, far too \:

gh.- I e uld only justify denying confidential- care -if-I had grave \-g

concerns about the ability of my patienti to give fully informed \
consent, nd m n-4r experience the overwhelming majority of ado-
lescents, given appropriate guidance and counseling, are able to
make effective contraceptive decisions..

Senator DEN'FON. Would you repeat that sentence, please? I did
not understand it; I did not hear it all

Dr. HOFMANN. As a physician, my primary duty is to protect the
,

., health of, my Young patients, and I cannot concur in steps which
would- make it impossible for nae io do so by making confidential
services unavailable to teenagers. Confidentiality is essential to the
physician in. rendering adolescents health care of a Wide variety of
sensitive natures. It is essential, that theY have access to me or my

"colleagues, tq be able to receive services, in confidence.
Senator DgNTON. Confidentiality means that you alone deal with

them, excluding everyone else, including parents. Is that ,what you
are getting at? . .

Dr. HOFMANN. No,. sir.It means that if I am,going,to treat them,
they must have, access to me under those circumstances.

Senatoi DENTON. Under-what circumstances? .Dr. HOFMANN. Confidential circumstances.
Senator DENTON. And I am asking you to define confidentiality.,.
Dr. HOFMANN. I will not rexeal to others .without their permis-

. sion or -unless I *feel that th6f are in seriaus jeopardy of greater
harm on leaving my office. Lwould not for instance, reserve confi-
dentiality in relation to suicide. I would regularly riotify---.-

_Senator. DENTON. In relation tot tiicide, did you say?
Dr. HOFMANN. If the young person wereto tell me,: that they

were going to commit suicide on leaving my office, but they did not
want me toikell anyone, that is obviously something that I am not
going to observe. .

In my experience, what 1 do feel is, that a young person is not
going to tell me anything of significance if she feels I am going to
tell her parents, or that she has to have her parents' consent to get
to me.. 0.nce,she gets in, I do make every effort to involve parents.

Senator DENTON. You make everyffort to involve parents?
Dr. HOFMANN. Absolutely, sir. I might say that in the older

younggters, say age 17, I do not But, certainly, 'or adolescents age"
16 -and under, it is a part of my regular procedure to discs with
them, "Can you involve your parents?" : ..

Obviously, I. always work toward involving parents with drug
abuse problems, ause I cannot, work with a drug abusing youth1-,1

unless parents are *nvolved. Obviously, if a- girl is pregnant and
going to term, I'm t also inTolve the parents. It is a total fainily
problem. We are very anxious to involve parents M instances when
there is an abortion.
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But, I hapPen to work with a largely JlispanibPopulation
have literally seen young women,throwntut of-their homes,t forced
into an early marriage, and suffer such davaluatiqn that the family
unit was almost destroyed over Contraception or abortion: So, t do
have to reserve the right of 'confidentiality with -my young pa-
tientsand I know thi,js true in other histancesnot just to be,
able to gain access to me,- but in order to be able to have then"'
speak to me at all and to tell me their -problems, because they are
not going to tell. anybody else-and they are, not telling _their par-
ents. _ents. _ ; .

I would like to negotiate parental inyolvement, -hut I find it ex- -,
tremely difficult.to work in -.a situation-which-mandate's it because
what this will mean essentially is that young people will not come
to seek- health care including contraception and will not -really
alter their sexual patterns with the risk of pregnancy.'

W!e are conducting some research of present to explore' the spe-
,cific question, and we find that in -our population, which is a gener-

al primary medical clinic for adolescents in which we do give eon-
- traceptives as well as a wide range of other health- services and

continuity care over time to these young peoPle, very, 'very few4of
them would- come for services or tell-a physician that they are_sex-
ually active, even though they would have no intention of ceasing.
this sexual behavior, if parental notification, were required.

Senator- DENTON. This hearing is not intende "to go into that but
-Pince you. brought it up, I wanted to make, re- I had clear what
you meant by confidentiality and the qualific tions to that 'stafe-
ment,'some of which you have gone into,,

Dr. HOFMANN. Health care services--tir how health services ark
deliveredare terribly important fur_ teenagers, in relation to this
particular hearing. I think that some of the things that We have
learned through considerable eXperienco, 'particularly about the
need for confidentiality, go far beyond the legislative. proposals
although I was addressing those indirectlyand very- much -relate
to the health: meeds of adolescents.' In my view as d physician, it is
essential that the physician be given the opportunity to use his or
her best judgMent on this matter in helping the patient. This in-
cludes parental' involvement whenever possible, but maybe not in
every case:Thank you.
- Senator DENTON. Thank you, Dr. Hofmann. Dr: Hillabrand?

Dr. HILLABRAND. Did you address me, Senator?
Senator DENTON. Yes, sir, I did, Dr. Hillhbrand.
Dr. HILLABRAND..Thank you. .

Senator DENTON. I asked you to go ahead, sir. 1 am sorry, jf I did
not speak up.

Dr. HILLABRAND. Well, I am a doctor from Toledo, a board-certi-
fied obstetrician of 'some 45 years' experience. I have delivered
spme 8,700 babies without a maternal death. I am 'reasonably
proud of that..

Arhong my credentials and myreason for interest in these affairs
is -that. I have been Identified with, a service arganization for the
past 12 years which gives assistaticeVto girls. Who might heconsider-
ing abortion, are under pressure to haste an abortion, and can be
helped by the centers of this country; 'Which now number more
than 1,100.
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We are an international organization, under the name of Alter-
natives to Abortion International, which we describe as a prolife,
emergency pregnancy service foundation. We are not political in
any way; we are tax-exempt, so we have to be.

But my interest in these people that I have worked with for 12
years now gives me some insight into the problems involved in
problem pregnancies. The second thing is my identification with
the _courts, in which for the past 12 years I have been appearing as
'an expert witness-on behalf of plaintiffs of all ages, Dr.,Hofmann,
who have gotten into disasters as a .result of taking pills. qv

This has included death from thrombophlebitis and pulmonary
embolism, gangrene of extremities, heart attacks, diabetes, and all
sorts of serious problems which are indeed iatrogenic, to use Dr.
Ratner's term, because they are physician-induced.

I would like to get fundamental to begin with on the question .of
the birth control pill itself, not as a teacher, but to have you think
along with me as' to what it is. It contains two basic ingredients,
one of whiar simulates the estrogens of the tbody, and the other
simulates the progestins of the bodythe sex hormones, the steroid
hiSrmones.

However, the important thing to remember is that the ingredi-
ents of the pill are not hormones. No one who makes them claims
them to be. They cannot be handled in the _human body in the way
natural human hormones are, and they can spell disaster because.
the estrogens and the chemistry of them have to be digested by the
human disposal, which is the liver, and these powerful synthetic
chemicals are not so constituted that, the enzymes of the body can
digest them and dispose of them as they would normal estrogens in
the body; similarly with the progestins which are made to resemble
and have a powerful action resembling progesterones, but cannot
be disposed in this way.

Now, these chemicals try to. go through the liver, but many times
the? just do not male it.This is verified by the chemists that work
on the current problem of tumors in the liver found in those people
of all ages who take birth control pills, which can result in hemor-
rhage and death, and this is in the literature of the dug compa-
nies.themselves. So; I am not advancing any opiniquilof my own.

The drug companies,. specifically Syntex and Cyril, state that:
among the pill-takers, it has been reported that ,the incidence of
liver tuindrs and liver adenomas is 16 times as great as those who
do not take- the pill. These do result in deaths in takers tf all ages.

Now, it is one thing to preach that"the pill is dangerous, but the
day mig,let, arrive when the pill is made to be less dangerous orf ih ,

fect, not. dangerbus at all. On the stand, I am frequently posed with
he question, "Well, doctor, yau are against the pill. If we had a

perfectly safe pill, you would be against it, would you not?"
I say, "You' ask me a question which is. loaded," because if it

were perfectly safe, it would not prevent the first.pregnancy,,and if .

it were not perfectly safe, you have exactly ,what we have here. So,
it is a contradiction in terms to consider, a perfectly safe pill.

Now, what does the pill do? ,Acbording to the original claims, -it
acted by suppressing the pituitary, which in turn then did not pro-
duce the hormones to stimulate the ovary to, produce eggs. This
was its primary mode of action, to inhibit ovulation. ,
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Well, that sounds great, and it works and it is effective, and this
is both a blessing, a hazard, and a risk because when you suppress
the pituitary, you are, in fact, suppressing the master hormone-con-
trolling gland of the human body. We are stills learning what the
pituitary does. Among other things, it regulates the function of the
-thyroid and the adrenal, without which we die if we do not'have

r-p-roper adrenal function; the gonads; and in this case" our particu-
lar' interest in suppressing ovulation. -

I would take it upon myself to disagree diametrically with the
previous speaker. She is well intentioned, but she somehow or
other does not 'seem to comprehend the effects of the pill on teen-.
agers. Even the drug companies themselves advise that in. teen-
agers that have irregularity, the pill not be used because it can
contribute to this. It decommissions the pituitary, in effect.

Imagine, if you will, if We turned off the power in Dr. Ratner's
O'Hare Airport therethe control tower. What vyould happen to
the traffic? And jet me_tell you that the physiological processes of
the hunanendocrine system are much more _complicated than the
traffic in O'Hare Airport. When you turn this off -and suppress it,
and plan to do it over 'a long period of time, then you are in trouble,
especially with youngsters. They can be decommissioned and- made
to be menopausal, so to speak, for a protracted and unpredietable
period of time. . ,

Senator DENTO,N. Sir, may I interrupt you. just for, as moment? I
was going to ask Dr. Hofmann that question later,ibuf I am afraid
K-night forget it.

This.ktient package.insertPPI, as it is commpnly.referred to-it
required by the Food. and Drug Administration in the birth control
package, says, under the title "Who-Sfibuld Not Use.Oral Contra-
ceptives":

If you have scanty or irregular periods or are .a young vornan -'''''outa regular
Cycle, you should use another method of contraception because if you use the pill,
you may have difficulty becoming pregnant or may fail, to have menstrual periods
after discontinuing the pill.

° It would appear that this should be 'Corrected'if you are c.orrett,
Dr. Hofmann...

Dr_ HOFMANN. I think it should be, sir, on the basis of current
infdrniation. I think there pre some theoretical reasons fdeincludf
-ing such a statement in thv, PPI, but there is no confirmed medical
evidence that Use of .the .pill in the immedtate post-menarcheal4
period will in fact interfere with ovulation. And there are several
studies done by, very responsible and reputable endocrinologists,.
particularly in girls who received 10 times the estrogen dose in oral
contraceptives for over a year-and-a-half in relation tB the reduc-
tions of predict6c height in the immediate period surrounding men-
arche who have been shown to regularly ovulate and regularly
return to normal menstrual function on discontinuation.

shared the doctor's concern until my review for the World
Health Organization, but have since revised my opinion. Responsi-
ble professionals' including Ostetricians and gynecologists had led.
me to, to take this position as stated in, the package insert. Unfor-
tunately, when ypu analyze the available evidence, it really sug-
gests that the _hypothalamic ovarian axis is singularly resistant to

9
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such suppression. This is, / think, a surprising conclusion, but 'a
valid one based on my infOrination.

In practice, however, I do not prescribe the pill to girls, with ir-
regular menses because a number of their may have truely
functional problemsnot simply immature cyclesand we simply
do not knoW Whether the pill will aggravate dysfunctional prob-
lems and resultant infertility. So, because we cannot differentiate

twee_ normal menstrual irregularity right after menarche
gins and-what might be:a-dysfunctional problem,-we generally do

ot give the pill until regular menses are egtablished. But where
estrogens have been used 'in early menarche in normal girls,there
really is no evidence of persistent suppression of ovulation at all.

Senator DENTON. So, you do or do not agrei,that young girls' who
do not have a .regular. menstrual cycle yet should' avoid use of

HOFMANN. Well, I probably would not use Ahem. do not
'think there is any clear, laboratory case -study evidence that there
is a spec to them. What can I say? I would rather be
conserva en though there is no confirmatory evidence. But .I
do not t ink is contrailidication is substantiated in the literature.

SenatoryDE ank your I am sure we will -go into these dif-
ferent indica ns findings later because, there appears to be
some conflict.

Please forgive me, Dr. Hillabrand,13tit I thought that the ques-
tion .should be brought up at that point to clarify Dr. Hofmann's
and your disagreement on that subject.
. Dr. HILLABRAND. There is a disagreement here; I am sure; and 'I
appreciate your raising the point. It is a little bit difficult to refute

.theSe unnamed famous authorities of the world, when the true. Mc-
_ perience of people who work in this field,narnely, myself, and I

have now accu lated over 947,,cases of amenorrhea which include
partakers and onpill- takers, and' I find that it is eight times as
great among th pill takers as' among the nonpill takers in the
adolescentg. Now, I am, talking about teenagers entirely.

This is my expvience. I am .a clinician; I am an obstetrician: I
examine the flpatients and I, make the diagnosis,, and I do my own
cytology in the office for hormonal evaluation on these girls. I find
it a disaster to give this pill to adolescents whose pituitary ovarian
access has not matured and become stabilized. And when you inter -.
fere with this with a pdwerful synthetic chemical and you cannot
predict its effect, then you subject these people to tremendoud'phys-
ical- hazards which can endure and ruin their whole life in the
future, and I have seen it happen.

Now supposing we had. a pill- that is perfectly safe, then we
would do something else to the girl,° and this destroys something
about their personality and their personhood and their' value- as a
person. And I see this happen all the time, because girls come in
whose mothers bring them in and ask planned parenthood offices
in our own building to give them the birth controypills so they will
not come home pregnant. - .

In effect, you are telling a teenager, "I- do not trust you. You are
not trustworthy." If we take kids like this and destroy their'Value
system and their ideals and everything that they hold important in
life by saying, in effect, "You are no good; nqbody can trust you; we
have got to give you the pill or you will come hcmie pregnant," I
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think this is something that you cannot put into words, but I see
thi$ happen all the timethe destruction of kids.

As Dr. Margaret Wbite, in London, one Of our trustees in AM,
expressed it, the family planning association: goes out and teaches
in the school that if you take the pill, this is going to. be the
answer; we will not ,have all a these illegitiMate pregnancies in
England: 'They find, to their consternation then, that the kids' de
not stay on the pill: They get pregnant and they get the venereal
disease, and the faiiii1, planning association, the counterpart-Of-Our
planned parenthood, ,says, "Well, we did ribt Start-soon enough; ob-
yionsly. We are in trouble; we need to start sooner"

So, they take the methods that do not work and then apply.them A

to earlier and earlier and earlier ages, and it backfires every time
and we ruin these kids. But what do we do in this epidemic of ve-
nereal disease, which Includes all of these thingswhich we have to
deal with?

The gonorrhea is at epidemic proportiorie. There was a news re-
lease last week in Florida that it is 'burgeoning down there. It is .

completely out of control; they do not know 'how to handle it. All
' these people that have herpeswe cannot even-make the diagnosis.

We have no cure farad it ruins people in their .pregnancies
They are having to- cesareans now; in.a climate where we are.
embarrassed by the incidence of cesareans' that we obstetricians
are performing now;.. .

I find that this and the_IUD's are, in fact, a curse on the youth of
this country. As Harold Williams, one of the pioneers on: the
he was ,both a doctor and a lawyer. In the beginning, he got so:ex-

. cited he wrote et book. He said, `Pregnant or. Dead? In addressing'
Reed College in Portland, Oreg.', lie-described this as the people pol-
luters-'-:-.the pill and the IUD'sbecause they do do these, things,
many of which are irreversible in our youth, and this isyhere our
Value is in our yotith. If we do not bring them up with value sys-
tems, we are in trouble.

I think the IUD's forget expulsion of them:You think about\
PID which is so rampant todaypelvic inflammatory disease-

- which, will ruin our youth. I think when we neuterize our girls
with these things, we are doing something that we cannot replace
and undo. We do not have any' penicillin when we dotthis, and we
convert them' into, sexual playthings for .the entertainment of
young males at what. price? It is an inestimable price.

Senator DENtON.. I,pannot help remarking, Dr. Hillabrand, that
the feminists, and the Congress does not lack some, are in total .
agreement about ,pornography and the overall, implication of what
you have just said; that if a woman is regarded, and regards ITer-
self, as a se object, the feminists do not -like it; the profamily
people do, no like it, and I do not think nature likes it.

Dr. HILLai 'D. Well; in that sense, I 'am a great feminist
myself I am n t againat sex. I do not think anything has been in-
vented that is ite that'good, but ther is a bottom. of the barrel. I
make my living on sex; I am not spe jagainst it With deliver-
ing 8,700 babies and being an expert, so-called; in infertility, and
knowing something about fallopian tubes and ovaries, I should be
able to speak. And I say that this is what s. defeminizing people,
and in that sense I an a great feminist. I think mothers and babies
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are indispensable, and the ruination of mothers; babies, andlami-
lies is at the root core of our of society today.

You forget heaven, hell, sin, virtue, bible, churchi-and anything
else, and look upon women as something valuible. Should not they,
in their own self-interest, be doing so thing to protect them-
selvee? Dr. -Hofmann wants to protect thei health, and r congratu;-
late her. I know she is sincere; but in m opinion extremely mis-
guided, and she is being misled by the drug companies that put out
things like this.

It went on for 6 months. "She is 16 years. old. She has made the
decision to be sexually active." She could not buy a car or even get
her ear lobes pierced without parental consent.

Senatot DENTODLNOr vote, nor serve' her country. - i
Dr. HILLABRAND. She has made the commitment- to be sexually

informed or responsible, ergo give herNorinyl 135, as though this
solves all her problems. Now these are paid adaty Incidentally;
there are, according to ;reports today, over 50 - million customers
taking the pill. ' . - . . .

There' is a profit motive, Which I am not against. Doctors are sup-. .

posed to be Republicai and wealthy; I guess they are wealthy. , ..

Now, the last issue of the journal of Ob/Gyn has got a 6-page ad
describing a breakthrough in the pill here by,CYril,\using the same
ingredients, tinkering with the doses of them, which does not tio
anything except confound the phYSician, who will then go, and
tell the girls that the pill is safe, and they will believe him.*
- Now, one last thing. I have used. up too much time, but I mud to
Put to rest once and for all this idea that pregnancy is more den-
gerous than contraception, and that pregnancy is more dangerous
than abortiOn. I. do not know where these- ugly rumors get started:

Dr. JohnlY. Dwyer, and I am quoting, from, Bellevue Hospital in
New York:---I guess they have heard about it in Washingtonhe
took care of over.,200 kids and he founththe incidence of complica- .

tions lower, among teenagers, and ,they are all under 16. Even in
those undet .14,They were lower in these people who were carefully

.,monitored than they were in adults and prOfessionals. They had
fewer cesarean sections, feweriwasee of toxemia, fewer cases of ob-
structed labor. The only thing ey had more of was' prematurity, ,

which is not a catastrophe today with all' our sophisticated pediat-
ric, intensive care, and neonatal care.

I would love to talk for the next weekend answer your/questions
for a month, but I would yield the floor. .

Senator DENTON. Thank you,r. Hill brand.'
Dr. Gupta?
Dr. GUPTA. Thank .you,.Senator, 'for in ing me to talk here. My'

colleagues on the right have: already Said ost of the things that I
intended to speak-on this morning, but I shall be a little more .oh-
jectiVe and a little less "einOtional.. and personal in tVhat I say. I
think what. I am telling is what cambe seen and experienced and
felt by anybody; it is all scientific truth. '

The intrauterine device, IUD, is the second most commonly used
method of contraception in the ,world: It is believed that-there Are
about 60 million women in the world using IUD's, Out 'of which

-about,40 Million are used in China; and nearly 3 inillion'wornen of
the active reproductive age group,. between, 14 and 44,.years of age,
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employ ND's in this country. Present popularfty of the IUD stems-
from, its relative chedpness, effectiveness, and general acceptability
as a safe and probably reVersible mode of contraception.

Despite being convenient and popular, the use of the IUD has
always been controversial. Since its inception, infections and.expul-
sion of the IUD were noted as'frequent complications among young
nulliparous women.

Senator DENTON. Pardon me, sir. What is nulliparous?
Dr. GUPTA. It is a woman who has not borne any children; most

.commonly, 'adults and- teenage girls below 20 years old, or who
have been married but de not have-d-child.
- Infectionslocal, intraabdominal andneralizedhave been as-
sociated with the Life, of IUD's. MainycitangeS, including use of
.monofilamentous carrier thread, changes in design. and shape, and
availability of IUD's in various sizes, have been made. Recommen-
dations,and precautidtis for use of IUD's, have .been modified in
order to minimize the complications and make IUD's more accept-
able by women and.nullipara who have smaller uteri and other in-

k ternal organs.
Currently in the United States, available IUD's fall into basiCally

two categories. One is the mechanical type," which includes . the
lippe's loop, saf-T-coil, or variations thereof, and No. 2 are the
medicated IUD's which generally have a metal, like 'a copper, in-
cluding copper-7, copper -T, or a variation thereof, or may have an
impregnated hormone, most commonly progesterone, as a part of
the IUD.

Irrespective of the degign of the IUD's, available in this country,
)' alloIUD's have a tail or a thread with which the IUD commune-

cates with the external environnient, thus permitting an easy
access to the infective organisms from outiide to invade the uterine
cavity. Additionally, the devide alters the in uterine milieu,
making it more conducive for the growth of cert microorgan-
isms. .

Actinoihyces are a °group of higher bacteria these are not..
fungiwhich normally do not occur in the female genital tract.
These organisms, however, are commonly found in the oral cavity
and in the intestinal tract. In the genital tract of women, actin

_ myces appear to be acquired by oral genital sex..
Until about WYears ago, actinomyces infection of the female geni-

tal tract had been rare. Less than 200 cases have been 'recorded, in
the world.literatUre:.This infrequent documentation of actinomyces
infection probably .resulted from the rather nonspecific clinical
:signs and :sxmptoms-of these 'patients and,. more obviously, due to
the lack of any reliablearid:cheap diagnostic procedure,

In. the year ,1976., we at Hopkins -observed the 'occurrence of aCti;'"
nomyceS organisms among' women using IUD's for contraceptive
methods. hese organisms occurred as dark; 'irregular masses com-'.-
posed of th n, branching filaments wiciCh can be correctly identified
in routine.' ervicovaginal smears:.or "Pap tests. Some experience
in evaluation' and correct interpretation of Pap smears is helpfUtin.

. increasing the specificity and sensitivity of this diagnosis:
Since the original. observation, we have:investigated over 100,000

women attending Johns Hopkins Hospital.' At Hopkins; in nearly
10 .percentIff the adult female population .employing IUD's,.etino-

9
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myces organisms have been observed in Pap Smea s. No data about
the incidence of actinomyces among IUD user is vailable. ..

Depending upon the training, experience, t e techniques em-
loyed, and the socioeconomic andleographic origin of the women
tudied, prevalence of actinomyces organisms among IUD users has

been reported between 2 and 25 percent. There is one report saying
that about 90 percent of the women using IUD's have actinomyces.
I beg to disagreewith that report.

Senator DENTON. Sir, if you wig permit Ine, I am slightly con-
fused with this part of -your testipiony. You say at Hopkins, where
you have investigated 100,000 women, in 10 percent of the adult
female population employing an IUD you found these organisms' in

,- , the Pap smears. And you go on later with a good deal of informa- .

tion about these findings and infections. I
But what doyou mean by the sentence, "No data about the inci-

dence of'how do you pronounce it?
-' Dr. GurrA. Right, Senator.

Senator DENTON. You say no data is available.
Dr. GurrA. Right. I Arn trying to differentiate scientifically be-

tween prevalence and incidence.'
Senator DENTON. Between prevalence and incidence?
Dr. GurrA. Right. If I take' this population sitting here, I may

find two cases of lung cancer. That will be prevalence in 'this
ou
Senator,bENTON. Yes. .

Dr. GurrA. If I start them smoking today and follow them for the
1

next .50 years, I may find out how many of them will develop lung
cancer. That will be the incidence. -

Senator DENTON. All right, sir, I understand. So, you have data
, . on prevalence, but not on incidence?,

Dr. GLIPTA. That is correct, sir.
Senator DENTON. OK.
Dr. GurrA. These organisms. have been'found to occur only in the

presence of a.. foreign body in the female genital tract, almost
always an IUD. We have seen it without IUD's, but always with a
foreign body. Infection can persist for a few weeks:even after the
removal of the .IUD. ,Actinomyces have been observed with all
available types of IUD's.

Sorne investigators have reported ,a protective effect of the
copper IUD. This does note appear to be so. Organisms can be ob-
served as eazly as 6 weeks afterinsertion of an IUD, tholigh their
Prevalence increases with continual use,of an IUD.

Nearly 25 perce t' of women using an IUD and having some local
symptoms, like v gihal discharge, heaviness, intermenstrual spot-,
ting, c mps, pal 'and prolonged and/Or heavy periods, 'hay.e been
fours to have actinoinyces detectable in their vaginal smears. It is
relevant to note that these local> symptoms have been generally
coritidered innocumis 'and -a7cOrrithon accompaniment of IUD 'usage.

Nearly 50 percent of women ;using" IUD's and attending thig hos
pital for pelvic inflammatory disease, or ND, requiring surgical in--
tervention have been found tb 'harbor these organisms. Of the IUD
users- admitted for PID, actinomyces were observed in 37 and .40
percent of these cases in:Arizona and Vermont; respectively.
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.In St.: Paul, Minn:, 66 percent of women admitted with IUD-relat-
ed complaints were foUnd to have pelvic inflammatory disease:

Definition' and diagnostic criteria for PID are imprecise present
ly. It is estimated that nearly 187,000 women using IUD's develop
PID every'year'. Nearly 20 to 25 peiCent; or; 46,000 of/these women,
develop tubal;iiifections and they Probably beebrue infertile.

PID in the presence of actinomyceS is always more'fieriOui.,clini
: caliy, requiring extended hospitalization and;treatment. During the
last 4 years; incidence of marelated PID has increased from 4. to
20 percent, arid,-if I may correct Dr. Hofmann, this has been due to
nongonococcal PID. The incidence of gonoCoccial infection, indeed,
in relation to PID has gone down with. the use of IUD's,' but the'
nongonococcal, probably due to actinomyces and other things, has
gone up. ,

. PID is least three to four times more common among women
using IUD's. The risk of PID is 'considerably pore Among young
nullipara women who have had more than one -sexual ,partner or
who,havet had;PID before. The risk among such nullipara w-orrien.is
estimated to. be 7 to 12 times greater thin the 'general femalelooPu-
hitibn. . . .

Tubal inflammation, of some degree has been observed in over 54
perCent oT, women .using IUD's: Exact figures for deVeloPing PID
among these cases presently are not available. This inflammation
is highest, with Dalkon Shield being about 63 percent, but with
lippes'loop it is about 40 percent:

PID is most common:, within 6 to 8 weeks after insertion of the
IUD, and also after nearly 2 years of its continuous use. In a study
in the Netherlands-in schoolgirls between 13 and .20 years of age,
nearly 50 perCent of the IUD's were still in use after 2 years of in-

,sertion; 25 percent were removed because of. PID.
Improper diagnosis and inadequate treatment of these Women

with PID can result in rare but serious complications. Dissernina-
tion of actinomyces infection to other parts of the body and deaths
have been reported.

Senator DENTON. sir, let me see if I have that right. You say in
Sweden --

Dr. GUPTA. That should be the Netherlands,"sir.--,
Senator DENTON.. Sir?
Dr. 'GUPTA. That is not in.Sweden; that was in the Netherlands.
Senator DENTON. I thought that is what you said.
Dr. GUPTA. Right. A

.SenatorDErrroN. In a study in the Netherlands in schoolgirls be-
fween 13. and 20, nearly.-50 percent of the IUD's were still in use`
after 2 years of insertion. But 25 percent were removed because of
PID?

Dr. GukrA.,. Right: -

Senator DnrirOtt. That leaves 25 percent or close to it?
r.. GuzrA. 'Right. They were removed either because of expul-

` §ien or acConipanying pregnancy or heavy menses or some cramps.
Thg,girl could not tolerate it.

nator DENTON. So, with the one cause of PID alone, 25 percent
o 100 percent had been removed?

. GUPTA. Right, sir.

.12 -743 .0 83 4



Improper diagnosis or inadeqUate treatment of these women.with '-
PM, can result in rare but serious complications...Dissemination of
actinorriyces ,infection to other, parts of the body and deaths have
been, reported. Most commonly,. however,. the infeclion causes

. damage to' the fallopian tubes, ovaries, the uterine' cavity, and the
writing bladder, and the rectum.
early 850,000:ieases of PID oc'cu'r 3n,the. United States every

' -year. At the most 'Conservative estimates, it Can be calculated that
RAYS are '!responsible for 187,000 :cases oftPID'annuaIly.- Total:
inediOal cost or these cases is estimated to b $75 'million per year.

1The total testi .according to studies from CDC, for All PID. ii this
country is over 82:billion a year. , ;

, At least 25`e.percent of these cases are associated -with actino-
rnyces Which' can topiCked up ona'p smears.; Also, based, upon the
published information, 25 percent of these women WHIT PID will
bebome infertile as a result of tubal 'inflammation and infection.,

Exact management of women fOund to have actinoinYces yin their
Pap smears is controversial. In most' iisymPtomatic women found 'to
have actinomyces, removal of the IUD is.generally.considered ade-
quate, although the National Medical. Cominfttee Of the. Planoed
Parenthood Federation recommended prophylactic use of antibiet-
ics in all women found to have actinomyces. In women having local
or general symptoms, antibiotics should be used after diagnosia of
actinomyces is established.

Because of increasing risk of infertility, IUD' is not recommended
as. a mode of contraception,-especially among nullipara or women
who plan to :have more, children. In a French study published in
1980, the only aliaohite contraindication for the use of 'TM's. is nul-
liparity.

Senator DENTON. Is whit?
Dr. GupTA. Is a nulliparous woman; that is an obaolute cootrain-

dication..
The magnitude of the' IUD and actinomyces problem, its nature

and-sequelael are not known. Incidence of infection, long-term ef-
fects and socioeconomic implications need to be investigated-Obvi-
ously, there is no final Answer.to the prevention and management
of these cases. . 0

USe oflUD's,among nullipara women with resultant tubal scar,
ing and temporary or permanent sterility problems and its cost to
the society and. the Nation need to: be studied. I believe the prob-
lems of' ectopic pregnancies and lost and expelled IUD!s are per-
haps only indirectly related to this infectioh.

The. price of contraception; especially IUD, is a question. that
needs, to be answered. Thank you.
% Senator DENTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Gupta. Miss Cham-
berlain?

Mig CHAMBERLAIN. thank you for the invitation-4:-
Senator DENTON. Would you lower those' Mikes please, Miss

Chamberlain, so we can hear you?
Miss CHAMBERLAIN. Thank you for the' invitation to discuss some

of the programs concerned with adolescents. The programs that
will be described took plate in Georgia and in -Washington, D.C. We

:are presently' working with infant mortality in the District of Co-
lumbia for the Commission of Public Health.



All of the flowers of all the:tomorrows are found in the seeds of
today. The hearing on 'healtk.aspects of adolescent sexual activity,.
has particular relevance to this 'adage. 'The_ forms of our..program
haslpeen to'ahow how lifestyle and health style=. are and,
how the quality and quantity of one's life caivberaffected.',., ,-,

Senator Durrox. Lifestyle and .health style are connected, and
What else? I missed the rest of that, and I will ask you,to speak-'up
or place the microPhones closer to your mouth because I value
your testimony. v _

affected
Miss Citii.Auszki.Api.. And' how the quality ,and quantity of life-are

--:Thc-ninitirdeTninInTacated--pitblefir
Tikes .a multiple, Multifaceted, approach foi.'effectiVe prevention or
reduction. We shall, describe one way' theti.we have 'launched pre-
vention progranis fortornorrow's flowers with success.

'Moth
The magnitude of -trii

a year -the United States; demands
problem ;adolescent child-bearing;

600,000 adolescent
that we provide opportunities ,for 'maximal growth for those who -

are most at risk. Health maintenance habits, continuation of
schooling,, skill acquisition, life planning, and the expansion of acre-
ative talents aimed at:increased self-esteemthese things comprise
our approach. -

The holistic model plays a significant role in addressing:the ado,
lescent probleth. The methods used have been -related to the batik
needs as follows: One, to u existing health,facilities as a means of
lessening dependency and increasing self-management; two,, iSrac-
tice in decisionmaking and giving service to others as a means of
increasing self esteem; three, participation in activities that enCom=
pass the spiritual, mental and' einotional,., as -well as the -physical;
aspects of life; provision of opporiunities to overcome the deficits-in
health, knowledge, as well as the inexperience of the adoleacent in
problem-solving through group role play simulation and actually
planning and executing community programs; rehearsal of coping
skills to deal with identity crises:academic pressures, and interper-
sonal communication barriers. - . 4,

The adolescent target population-and I am only speaking today
about the adolescent portion of the program. The total program in--
cluded families, churches, schools, out-of-school- youth, et cetera.

The adolescent target population of approximately 200 boys and
girls in three predominately urban lodagensyoungsters ranging in
age from 9 'to 18 were included. The average age was aboutil; and
the .average income of the family was $6,000 or less, and an aver;
age gKade level was 6:5. n

.Our experience with-youth who are considefed high risk revealed,
the following characteristics. They had had limited experiences.
Some who lived Within:a 10-block radius of a major universityrcom-
plex had never been on campus. The participants had not -attended
a concert or play, except at school. They belonged to no club or or,
ganized,group. The Oarticipants hadhad no experience' in a leader-
ship role or in-a star role. '' -

. Participants could identify only eight -possible careers or occupa-
tions, and the six. consistently named were those with whom they
had had some contact-7ininisters, teachers, nurses, social workers,
school counselors, ,and physicians.
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Now, the positive attributes of this higb-riele grouP included:an
absolute eagerness to talk,- as they said, NobOdy liatens to us; they
just' either tell you something or they ask you a lot ,

Two, an excitement .at learning that they could ,learn peiv things
rapidly and that they were learning things that their peers and Sig,-
nificant adults in, their lives did not know ...They had .13-.-desire to
practice each new skill that was taught, and Aiseetheirtraining.in
independent transportation to take-others to art galleries and mu-
seums that had been introduced to them.

They showed great appreciation for being treated with respect,
which did not include on our part trying to be a pal or to-be one of
their peer group. Atall times, our role models-were required to - `-,-

maintain both a dregs and speech standard. -.
Senator DEzsrrozsi. To.maintain what? ,.
Miss CHAMBERLAIN. A dresS and speech standitia. No one who

worked with 1#23, with the adolescents; was allowed .,tO wear jeans
and T-shirts aridlo, so-called, speak street language in an attempt
to make a relationship. They already had had those, examples; we,
did not need to do that: 1.

Some of our principles are in agreement with the Furstenburg 6-
year study, in. which he compared 400 adoleacent Mothers with
others who did not become parents, and he found. the at-risk 'popu-
lation to 'have these features: early .ands frequent dating; a belief
that ."everybody is doing it;" and, three, a belief that one would not -.
get caught. We found those, same beliefs.

Unplanned, pregnancies, for adolescents, ;,whether married or npt,
usually end with the mother hiving the sole responsibility for the..,
child. Young people who stay in school or who have returned to

a
scgheo. ol are more likely to defer child-bearing to- a more appropriate

One-half to one-third of all female dropouts cite pregnancy and/
or marriage as the- principal reason. The tinemployMentrate for
dropouts is 50 percent higher than for high school graduates.

Priority must be given to educationil and life planning in devel--
oping a preventive approach that focuses on the building of self
esteem through specific skill-building and experience. It is of little
use to tell the youngster, "Feel wonderful about yourself; you are
really terrific," when the youngster cannot list two interests,
cannot list; any hobbles, has trouble in reading and spelling, and;
hat: never received applause for anything. It is important to have
something one is proud of. So, we :believe that skill training Is a
part of building self-esteem.

Career directions 'must be made available. on a continuing basis
because all life planning is subject to Change, to Compromise and to
renegotiation. One's initiarcareer,deciiion does nq stand as, a per-
Manent and irreversible act. "

As part of our preventive approach,intrOduction of all the par-
ticipants to appropriate .aupportive- local agencies already in place
Was emphasized, for adolescent child-bearing, is not a short -term,
problem tonfined.to adolescent years; The deficit in, the quality of
life increases in proportion .-to the advance of technology. The
young adult period of early child-bearera adds another deficit as
the years go bythe inability to ..give thair children a maximal
start toward competing in aziever4iicreasingly compleX world.
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-
most i.The :salent. features of our program were the provision of .:

-

role .inddels who looked like the youngsters with whom we were
...working and Vibe.were 'perceived as high status by!the. youth.
,,These role models interacted in information-giving and.in role sim
'ulatibn',' that used actual .life experiences,, encouraging activities
which reinforced the career infOrmation. . ''
, As an example, when iVe, discovered that the, young people's
knowledge of careers was limited to 'six vobations, we designed an
exercise to correct :and,- expand their, hoiizo,r10....EaChi,person. was
told, r.,-`2Yoq 'are to ask every; single-yerson working ques,- -_,..-.,
tiona. You hoe_ toida,:three_a_day-=-for-.1.a.,--c."ertairi,-;-length-Of---tifilei-1:----
whether it is the 4diniater or a waitress Or a'Postman.'

..

The questions were,, "How. did you get this job? "What did yolit
have-to do first?" "Do you.like it ?" "Did 'YOU learn SOW to .do. this
on:-the job?" "When you Were rok, age; what Iltind of did you _-

want," :for many of our youngsters 'had not :beed in .contact:With -,a '..

large number', of working, people. whom they could use as a ,role .
^ model for life planning. :;. . . ,,',.

So, specific dialogs were. written to, demonstrate w to overcome
specifio:barrierg. and" obstacles,, hOw to seek sourC of help, 'and,.

' ' how to serve as an advocate: Our followup data ti5 'ate. haa- shoWn
that tbe youth wholarticipated, fOr example, in t Georgia Com-=diversity Plan; have 'increased their use. of community ;and 1 .

human resources, have continued in school,:havemaintained their ..
belief in themaelvea, and have to date successfully avoided the'
early- entry, into parenthood that destroys their chance, for use of
tlidir potential and often burdens theintwith _disabled or high4isk
dependents whom they are ill-eqUipped to'belp. , :

We do not Clairn that this is the answer' to the PrOblem of early
child - bearing.. We dd sincerely .helieVe that strong, -preventive-on
ented, holistic approaches have -met, with some success and are
therefore worthy of seriouaconsideration. -. '.In closing, Dr. Fursteriburg's qiiotetuds up our feelings concern-

I inethe adolescent's present dilemma. He, states: s

i F.Srly parenthood destroys the prospect of a successful economic and family
career, not because most young parents are drtermined to deviate from accepted

_pvenues of success or bedause they.are indifferent to or ,unaware,of the costs of
arly parenthood. The prindipal reason that so many young inothers encounter

problems is that they lack,the resources to repair the datria,ge done by a poorlytimed birth. - 1; , s ,,, !
.... ,All of the 'flowers of all our tomorrows are indeedlounit inthe

..,

Seeds of today. They are worthy of our combined efforts to helpspre:
pare the soil and environment in which they are to grow,_ and to. ..--.

, water itjwith.skills that lead to self-esteem so that. they -may bloom
as. :Mature, responsiVe-and.respensible adults who contribute to and
participate in a rich, full,: quality life. Thank you.

Senator DENTON. Thank you, Miss Chamberlain. Dr.,Shori? After ...

Dr. Short's opening statement, wea will -4have . questions _for 'the -,,

Dr. SHORT: Senatoi, I am not sure I belong here. I am not a medi;
cal doctor. I have no- evidence one way or the other Whether the ,-
IUD or the pill is safe or uniafe. I am primarily concerned. as a. '
sociolegist with the social;.,Psychological and emotional well being
of youth, and the effect. on their health. , -.

I c.
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Senator DENTON. I guess psychological tin(' .emotional
have something to do -With health. .

DT. SHORT. I hope so; psychosomatic medicine seems to indicate
. .

.

My concern and my.lresearch seems to 'indicate that the two
greatest, concerns of young people in the whole area of marti.*e'
and family which is, of course, the area on* life's workis, one,
how can I really know when I have found the kind: of love that-will
support a happy and permanent., marriage? 'And that is the basis'of
my book, "Sex, Love or Infatuation: How Can I Really KnoW,"
whicli modestly, I---hight- say; -has -been. a -bestseller -for-4-yeare- for--
AugsbUrg Press... . - .

And I think the reason for that demand is that young .people
really want to know that answer. Nine-and-a-half out of every ten
of the will marry at least once in theielifetirne, but 33 percent of
their first marriages will end in divorce; another 3 percent in sepa-
rationthe poor man's divorce---:and another 15 to 20 percent will
stay togetherbecause of religion or children, or they are too
thicken to get a aiyorce, or something elsebut they do not like it
very much. And they want to avoid that kind of result for their
own marriages.

The second most commonly asked question is Most ,directly relat-
ed to this hearing, and that_is: How do I cope with mrsextiality
before marriage? They are marrying later and later. The average
female now marries at slightly over age 20, and the average male
at slightly under age 23..

Yet, they are getting able to perform sexually earlier and,earlier,
and unfortunately the public media tends to encourage them to do
it. The soap operas count it a lost cause if there are not at least a
half dozen-cases of adultery every week, I think.

My_ concern, then, has been to help young people Understand
that this is a decision they are going to have to make for them-
selves. They are going to have to decide what to do about their sex-
'nality. And-I ani, sorry, Dr. Hillabrand; I have to say that ,when
they are in the back seat of a car breathing hard, you and I cannot
help them. They are going tO have to 'decide for themselves what
they do.

So, my approach has been scientific. When they ask about it, ,

they usually say, "Professor Short, what do you think about premari-
tal sex?". Frankly, I 'do not think this generation gives two hoots
about what Professor Short thinks about premarital sex, or what any
of us think. The important thing. is what they think

,

So, 'I Would simply walk to the board, draw a line down the.
middle, and say, "You give me all the argumenni you can think of
in favor of premarital sex,". and we will get them all down, and to
to the other side of the board'!all the argunients you can think of
or have ever heard against it."

Over the, years, I have gathered a list ,of all the arguments, pro
and con, that they can think of. They have not, been able to come
up with'Eruy new umerits in the last 5 years; it is a pretty coin-

1 :

plete list.
[The list referred to follOws:]
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WARM GROUPS orfsruncirrs at-the University of Duitraue,-,Irmi,And the
Mdsconsin-PlatteFille, were asked to list all the arguiehts they could think of both.
for and against pre-marital maxnal intercourse, the folloWirq lista were fccOulittads

A. Arguments offered Form IndicatefOr each item the degrei.Of sOuindness or ,

. _ _uneOgOgese_which, in_yourgments_that_ergulsent for irslaarit44,100itus really merits-. ,

year-Fairly Undo- Fairly very
J Sound Sound cidmi unsound Unsound.'

1. it:is the highest expression of bUian love.
2. nix the' natural eax expression.
3. WagOids frustrations aroused by petting.
a. It is ;a maturing experience. .

S. 5i- student cannot afford Marriage.
--:Xibellion of student whose parents will not
allo4AArriage.

7. It is a wmY to rebel against society,
B. It avoids reetionsibilities ()few:lege,
9. It is.a,method of gitting'aMate.
10. It brings pleasure,,enjoyment, fulfillment.
11. It seems increasingly secs socially acceptable..
12. It is condoned by °this' modern cultures.
13: It melanin. curiosity. ,

14. It is a test of physical cumpatibilltP.
1S., It is.a tact of mental caipetibility.
16.''It fills a need for, affection (lonAlines.):::,
17.. Why wait; the world may, blow up tamorkoif.!';'
18. t.'e O.K. lf.you don't get discovered.
19. It can be used as 'an escape mechanism-,
20. Same people have had experience living, 5n a

culture where pre-marital coituswas acceptable.
21. O.K.' if dime for fear of losing desired mate.
22. Prohibitionelinhibit,sirreseion of Peal love..-
23. O.K. if coule is engaged, plan marriage.
24. O.K. if couple consider selves married already.
25. Sexually experienced persons adjult more quickly'

to sex in marriage.
26.

27.

TOTALS

D. Arguments Offered Against3 Indigate for each item the degree of soundness or -

unsoundhesa which, in ypur judgment, that argument against pre-marital_coitus neritk
.A ,W .c D

'h very Fairly Unde-.Fairly. very ...

41 Sound Sound sided unsound Unsound
1. :,- The fear And danger of,pregnancy.

17:: the danger of venereal diecala.
It causes guilt feelings. '

4. Br11.14A social disapproval, pressure, penalties.
fear of being discovered.

SUB TOTALS

.. _
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'12. T to pro)o.ig ascend reletiteshiPi"fiki.
which noriallY-would L.

_
hoed toseptal cOnflicts: in extreme caeca,

ev mania3111ness or suicide.'
,14., Np- likely to be as thrilling es anticipate

ioabnoreal conditions, fears, guilts.
Vi etas the ideal of not breaking.sexual.

City before Marriage. ,"

. If love you pithier, yqu,woc't wish to
ex se them to probable nagative,coneeguences.

17. ti4um:are dangbrous, hmsoral, traumatic.
.x s tq lead 'Apt.) Oihme or prostitution.

14;,. the couple before 'marriage!
20: to doubts that partisir can:. .4 trusted.

'21. It 'le/4 to epliatter0 of feir; guilt connected
them= ant, even lasting inio,Marriage.

22: It impair,the aesthetic (kmmutiful) aepent
in marriage.

23.. Poo conditions for zoitus.,,usuelly

24. T spoilrelationship irptegnancy
44: If child comes, it will likely belkowanted,:and,

ten need to be wanted.
to leed'to extramaritafrelations.

27. rxu s loss of respect for self and sex partner.
28. ft procreelon, which is a sacred trust.,
29. persons'Aonwantcto marry someone who his'

had ntercourse Xith'others. .

30. ity is reinforced --person wants the joy,
plc e of sex without any responsibilities.

31. The elationshfp may be exploitive,
32. S ly experienced persons havi less happy

ly'eXperienced persons are more likely__
to divorced:,

14. S ly experienced persons are less` happy with
the married sex iife.

latOlAr.i4ligi6111 .

igme >La on the unwed mother-end
tinWii"espeeiallti problem it One:is

acceCt'Uirriage4espolspilitieit:.-
forcel.tO)serry it

intirruptseormal life yittexiug.
social. IffiOtr on, ard ibreot: tile'

35.

36.-

YOUR AN

TOTALS

Of.the'above eigiinents both for and against,
intercourse Imieramarr44i is in your best judgM:it_

Wfie Undecided -> Unwise

Short. 1/3. LatataHai o.. I Bali
berg Publishing Home. May 1878) 176 pp4'5th.pristins

think Vernal.
(che!). Et)
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Dr. &row. So, my approach has been to look upon them as
adults, and to help them have the kind of information to nii*e a
sound choice for themselves. T.

That apparently has. been fairly effective in changing their atti-
tudes on premarital sex, even 'though as a scientist, I never once

-,Say to them, "Do it or do not do it; it is good or bad; you ought to
or you ought not to." Insteadj say,:"Here are the facts; you are
going to have to make up-your own mind."

The 'resulting change in attitudes on pretharital sex has been
quite surprising. Last Year,.I talked to literally tens of thoUssnds of
young peolge, inbittf hikli,aiidTa number'
of bollegestudent grouts brithig subject, Before-taxi:4liter studies at
two Wisconsin high schools were made. the young'People took the

. attitude' survey before I spoke to their assembly and then again
:after: They were anonymous surveyS; where the researcher
what their coded before-and-after-attitudes vidie, but -nobody elie
knew and nobody .could identify the persons paper. In one case at
Port Atkinson High School, out of 600 itudents, 171 changed their
viw in the direction of rejecting premarital sex. Of that group, 110 4
moved from undecided to rejectionand--I never once said dd it or
don't do it. ' '" ,

The second, and even more surprising -result was at Tomah.
School with a little. over '800 students..4, had about 214 hours with :.

them in a iymnasium. Sixty7six percent did a turnaround in 'their
thinking in the direction of teje4ing premarital sex.

[Information supplied folloWs:]
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On ,April IIIsnd ApVril I7 pn iemiparimere141d:riff CalouniCating
nd Moral Stir- Dr:: DrhyShort:;: Professor of

Wiscon ttevfile spoke, to.ethedituderg'.bOdy at'both the Junior,
andSenioe H Schools during .thez:'daY. Nis metsagwas on 'Live or
Infatuation. . .

4>VMP. tee
weredays prior to is speaking; tho,isenior higli studenti were given

a survey.. to determine their attitudes regarding,sex. The. same survey
'-'14?-13iVen*veral-'days-lif ter Dr.-Short.',s-appearence

students.
. . . . . .

The'major'question asked on the survey was: .'In view of all the arguments
for and against pre -maritel'sex, do you.think-sexual intercour,se before is:

very wipe, wise, undecid unwise, very -unwise?'
,

The surveys have.been' tabu ated me the results are as follows: .4.,

Pre-prrvey PostrsurVey ; .

.
Very Wise e%
Wise

Undecided .. 40%
. . a,

unwise Jo."
Very1.1foitise 11/' .. -

1.1i'gikef't 41a.e.h x.20. vii,,,c.,*4 .

The cant ttee-memtfers are very Pleased-with the results IchiCh
c,hangektin attitudes from before Dr. Short's presentation to after'his talk.. '.

- t>.
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Waa(it Dij
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Dr. SHORT. Senator,-I think this is a great generatjon of young ,.,
' people. I think they are really a great bunch., , : .. . :. -.

, Seriator DENTON. Sir, I .cannot, help but interject at this point
that I agree with you 100 percent on that, and I cannot help relat-.
ing a very similar ancedote to yours: I was invited to a very liberal

,. r'.00llege ins 1974. I.was to speak supposedly on the Subject of yiet
nam. . - --, , -. t.,,,- .,,, 0,

1,,went in uniform to speak there. I waS -adviied by the young,
lady bringing me to the auditorium that it- would be unwise iso;: ...

wear my- uniform beCause e last time anyone ha worn a uni-
form was= .several racmths:ago dile -had beekstonecl.ffild-tomatoecl: --

offoff the Stage. , .7 ' . a '''' '" .ZI . 1 .... '
I went' ahead and 'ware the uniform, and I talied about Yietmilitn

and I talked about sex and'I talked about dope. And I, was told that ', '

a great number of the kid§more, than 50,prztent7vvere.liiirid to':
gether in the dorms; moStf them were on pot or more ,.. 4 ' - .." ' - -

When it came time for me to quit, after 5pmintiteraf talking:
.a oung

..,

and 45 minutes of questions and answers, man who hap- t'
pens to be a son of one of the Supreme Court usticekstood up and
Said, "Well, thank You, AdMiral," and indicated *it iy4 .tim011o -
break up. I started speaking at 8 o'clock. That was at 9:3CF

Those kids did not let me out of there until after in the morn- ,
ing, and'notbne of them leftt.I did not lose any of themI did not
have any enemies in that crowd. So, I agree with you:Those kids*"
are More perceptive than they were .when I 'Was, a kid, because
their consciences are being Challenged and abrased-mOre'than ours
were when we were kids, and they are rising to tliiit occasion.

I also think, Senator, that some of them are not cornfortablqmith -
the cheap, sleazy, purely' physical conception of sekAhey are get-
ting on the TV every night and in movies. ! ,

You might be interested to know liTsw this turnardtifid iikthink- :,

Mg about premarital sex occurred, when itO recoriimeFidation was .'.-
made one way or the other.. In my ;book, `Sex,, Long, or Infattf-
ation"' I. have compiled as' a ,result df my'research what. I'tEilI, nixie -; , !

known facts 'relationships etvieen having premarital sex in one's.
background and one'sepeSsibility or ,probability of mitilrying and
having a happy and permanent marriage; which4I 16.o* they are t--
interested in since almost-all of them will marry at least once in
their lifetime .

-
,

,

'Senator DikToiL.That is the key thing; that was what r got them .
with All ',they want is lOve, and they want 1 more,, or less pernia- ...
nent. They want the security of that, and they know., this -other
route, this so-called new 'morality, is just about as new as Adam
and Eve and is juSt about as perrrianent a§ the evaporation of a
raindrop.
. Dr. SHORT. In any case, the first known fact is this.: Two 'groups
of young people were analyzed.' One group of young people- id :get .
involved in having premarital sexual intercourse with each .other .;
and.the other group did not. Those that did get involved in sexual', -:.-
intercourse, it was discovered, were far more likely, to bieak U01.,e4-

.:.before giarrying.than those *ho did not, which tends -to refute the:. ;.
., ; : , eomrpOn bqnC'eption -a lot of girls have that if they, do not :giYe--in,

- ;: he will 'cut out If she does not give in and he cuts ,OUt, maybes he ".., ,11 ,

,,lucky. ____. - , ' , ;

7--17--:
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But if she really wants to keep him, if nheigives in .he 'js. less
1 r

likely .to out than if she holds out. : : .

knoWn fact: .Thcia ..who have' had premarital sex of
any kind in their hackground,reported they were less, happy in
their.marriages than thoge who had remained ,virgin Until -they
married. ,

Third known fact: Ycitt would 'expect from the second` -those who
:have had .prernarital sex, are::considerably.,MOre .likely to 'be:di-
voiced or separated than those who have...not.ObViously, if they are

. less happy; they are more likely to be divorced orneparated,
Fourth- icnoWn-Ject:-:While -a lot of -young-fales..3.21:; our-- society -do

everything they can to reduce the riumberof virgins populai
when it comes time to marry, 55 percent of the. most mar-

.riagefible aged males .in America7--those.rbetween Wand
marry- a girl who has not been pawed over by .any,bodelse,:-AnCV

if she wants to Marry. an outstending,19ung inan;,,orie 'who is .out-
standing enolighto make '',Who's Who in ,AmericamHigh:SehOOle.',...,-.

r in a survey in.1079iJiiat &years ngO;.63.percent.of that grOup pre
ferrfrd to .marry a virgin/That's

You recognize:the dottble!stanft7d; 'What the:guy,iiSaiing-is;
is 'all right for :me ..,to 'have' sex: WItb.e you merry;.. olckbuddy.;,
it is not airtight :fortyOUto,heve spic;WithAlingirn marry." i

The fifth Itntivyn: fact mai be more, inipOrtent Ulan the, other Yogi
Out together terms of rave, and,: importance of,the'fami0.
Those who bevelled Preineritni:Seleare.considerably,,MornlikeIy.to
haie extra-marital= sex; -that: commit edUltery-.--nfter. marriage..

And 'tell the young .nfen,."P,'ellOvis, yoUthinkti Lot 'Of her and
you 'might: like.. to merry''her '.someday; yati.-might. want to

keep .thiein..mind.- The girls, in America, who have -.had premarital
sex, are a little mire . than twice as likely tot cheat- on their
banda, after 'Marriage-, then Ahose WhO remain. virgin until' mar-
ria

theThe reasoirtnia important that u one thing;Lhat very.
few marriages in Ainerica', can Survive- is adultery oir the part of
one partner if the.: other partner knOws about it. That ,ahnost

'always break's: up 0 marriage: If it does not break it up, it drives a.
, deep wedge ,of suspicion and lack of trUst in the relationship. :.'So;..
-that finding is -very impel-tent:Om 'the 'standpoint of sociologists,
and Our..concern for the , 4

Facts six and s-even. go together; Sixty is a temporary advantage
from having premarital sex;. and:seven, a longlange disadvantage.
Six: those ;who haVe had .preingurital, sex report that took them a

period of time to adjUs£ to each other sexually after they
got married than it .,took,: he 'Virgins. The virgins toble longer to
adjust sexually.

That is underStenciable, I: think. Sex is; part,.a phYSical
it's like riding a: bicycle. Well, it is not quite like riding a bicycle,
but you do not just get' on a bicycle and ride off down the street at
20 miles an hour without skinning shins- and falling over several
times: ou have.to learn when to turn the wheel. You do not 'just.
sit down at a typewriter, and bat off-00 words a' without

It takes 'practice in any Skill, so it is ,understandeble that the
more sexually skilled, one is before marriage, the quicker the ad-
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justment.--I sometimes tease the boys anditay; "Marry a prostitute
if that is :, what you want, fellows. She has had more , experience.
than anybody.".'
: -Senator DENTON.%Did you do, any looking,intO who was having
the most fun sexually 5 or 10 years down the pike?
.-: Dr. SHORT. Yes; that,is my, next point. -

Seventh known fact: While thoge who are Virgins- take longer to
- adjust and make their mistakes tOgether-do their- bumbling and

fumbling together- but once they do adjust to 'each other sexu ly
they report greater satisfaction and happiness in their sex l' e in
marriage than-those -who have a great-deal of-eiiperience. I__th nk .

#, part of that is the element of comparis6ri with previous se al,
partners, particularly on the part of males -beceuse "females have
such widely differing reaction to the sexual intercourse encounter;

And eight is? in my judgmeht, the thing that accounts for more
bachmarriages than anything else in- America today. It is what we
in sociology call thetest of time There is'a natural, built-in protec-

.... lion against getting into-a lousy marriage- if it is only a romantic,:

.--- love, so-calledand 'I do not dignify that by calling it love becauSe
it will only; statistically, hold a couple together 3 to 5 years evenif
you throw, in a red-hot sex relationship. In.-3 to 5 years, it is over..

Many people'' fool themselves into ; thinking they have a good
overall relationships when they do not, and here is how it works, A

..:.: romantic infatuation, given enough time, does not have the ingredi- .

ents to hold the relationship together and it will falter and fall; it i

will wither and die in a matter of weeks Or, at most, monthsthus .
saving the -person from getting into a lousy marriage. ,

If it it a ggod relationship, it will last not just weeks and months,,
but many YearsMaybe a lifetime..Now, this is tCbbilt-in, natural
protectionthis test of tiineunless in the proceeg,Of the relation-
ship the couple involves' themselves in a mutually 'satisfying sex re-
lationship. And if that happens, all bets are off on the test of time -
because a sex'relationship. that is mutually. Satisfying may hold a _

couple together, statistically,- up to 3 to 5 years. It will not hold it
together any longer than that, but lt 'may hold it together that

t long:, . - '1,, '
I am npw saying to my ettidents, one should enter the high

privilege of marriage these days, in w of those 50-50 odds that
they will make a mistake, without. at east a 2-year period of court-
ship and- engagkment. I think anything less is -spitting in the tiger's
face. They armikating on thin ice; they will probably falfthrough.

Here.-is a couple that gets involved sexually; if is mutually sates-
' fying. They say to .themselves, "Well, old Professor Short says 2
years. We have been going at it 21/2; it must be the real thing." Whey -

,:, g61.9 the 'altar; they say their vows. A year or two down the pike,
they have tragedy, they have heartache. It goes on'the rocks; they

1 .. have trdivOrde and they Wonder, what happened. - , .. -:`
,

ai,
-Well, what: happened: was this They assumed it w - ,passing the

test of tune, since if a relationship lasts, that long it would; ordinari-
1y prove, that the couple was being held together. by a good; total,-
overall relationship. What. actually was happening was that they :

were coming back to a good sex relationship with each er, That
fooled them into thinking, they 'hadhad the stuff of.a. good marriage,
when it'vyas largely sex that held them together. ;
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In My judgment, tell them if there were no other argument
against premarital sex than'that one, that would be enough. It has
nothing to do with morality, nothing to dO with religion, and noth-
ing to do with social approval or disapproval. If for' example there
were no danger 'a ,pregnancy. But, of course,' is. One out bf,..
three teenage, girls that get sexually. aetiva gets pregnant outside of .
marriage. One out of two teenage.girls who stand at the altar to be,.
married is already .carrying a baby in her bodY. One;out of five
teenage girls who'gets sexually active take little or no precaution
against getting pregnant at all: In;faet, °be but of five of those 'who
get pregnant. outside Of marriage :get pregnant within the st
month after they 'start having sex. They do not even get to enjoy t
very much beforethe boom gets lowered. ^-,.

Whileand here I disagree with some of thb panel meinbers-7--
while I think most of us scientists agree that there are now four
reasonably safe and effective methods of, preventing pregnancy'
what I call the favored four in'the bookeach of them.between 90 .

, and 97.5 percent effective:in common practice, no one of them is
100 percent., We 'do. not have a 100-percent contraceptive y9ti but
someday we will, I think. So, just the fear of pregnancy is not going
to keep people fiom hating sex.

If there were no danger of getting -venereal.disease, but there is
As we have heard from, otherpanel members, it is at ekidemic pro ,
portions,, in America today arid,:growing worse. 'Two kinds, we can
do nothing about. Herpes II has been mentioned:The other one is
an Asian strain of gonorrhea. ".It does not respond to penicillin; it
does not respond to wonder drugs: They get it and they just.have to
take it, and it is not very nice; neither of them is. But if there were,
no danger of venereal disease. :

If there were no social disapproval of their having premarital
sex, but there is. Their generation is much more tolerant of-pre-
marital: sex than their parents' generation. But as of now, society
as a whole Odes not accept premarital` sex. -

Their parents, virtually ,without exceptiOn, oppose their ,having
premarital sex, especially their daughters. Of course, there again is ,

that unfair, unfortunate, unjust double stanard. But, of course, 'we
know why parents are, more concerned about their daughters than
they are their sons. . ,

Senator DENrox. A 'lot of pencils got:busy, Dr.,Short, when you
said society does not approve of premarital sex. I imagine that
there are many polls 'Which will say that people polled,.with the
question, "Would you categoricallY disapprove of preinarital sex,"
might say no, in, that they mean that the person ,should not 'be pUt
in jail orsomithing like that. t

If, the question were asked another. Way, "Do you think it would
be advisable that our society, in terms of its mores, try to have
standards which motivate one to try td withhold: to the maximum
degree possible the full indulgence of their sexual appetites until, '
marriage," I think` that question would confirm that most of our
society would be against premarital sex. It depends on how. the
question is worded: \

Dr. SHORT.* Well, this may change as these yeung 'people become
parents themselves. liwould be very interested,- and I 'hope I live
long enough to find Out whether their views change; whether fire:
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marital sex will be as .,acceptable to them for their daughters as.,.'
they want it , to be for themselves.- I will be. interested in that. I:do. ,.:

not know how it .is ,goingto turn..out; I'do not think anybodY:does,.'':.
put.,;:as.of now,:,poCiety., does' not .approve. ,- -:. :. :' . ' '

4 Virtually every. study indicates' that virtually exception,
parents ,oppose their kids having piemarital Sex; .particularly' their
daughters. Of course, the reason is they are afraid she' will bring:,
home a package they did not order from SearaRoebuck, ''''.. .. -; .,

I' tell my 'students: at the :.university ..1. am ..'against the doublii:'
Standafd personally, i:Senator;.1 want to make that clear., But I am'
afraid they are going to have to go on.putting up with a . certain
amount: of that.untilwe find some way for men to have-babiesi,and ...

that ma?, take us a while. ', . -. i ' :-

' Finally?. every :Major religion ,in -America condemns premarital......
sex I db not knoW of-any exception' in either Catholicism or .PrOtes- .

;tanlism in Christianity or Judaism: Every major religion conderims -
premarital sex, .:. ' ....:... '..

;.,, .,pu.t if. none of these were- theioiOtiire.No cOndemnatiOn'of.Pre-
.i;;friarital -sex by their religion and 'parents,, no4anget. of VD, no

danger..of4etting.:Pregnant:. In- my judgment, this one: faCtOr, -the ,

fact that theY;are robbing themselves Hof the best- natural. protection.
7 ggiihs t getting :into- a; lousy marriage is more than enough feason

.?. Why .a person wan14);vant to think, a long time before getting into a'
;';;.' mutually satisfying sOcual felatiOnship.:It causes to flunk the

tes..of time if they- et involved sexually, they will fool theniselves
into thinking they. have: ::a better- relationship than they do, and
they make al big. nust4ke:,, . ,. .

.

The',finarOnei'.'in.frriyjUdgtnent, now accounts for More sexual - ..-
Maladjustrnent'atteelharriage these days, I think, than anything. ;
else in Arnerica It. used'to be caused mostly by ignorance ;arid:lack .
Of considerationon the part of the :Male; prudery and:lack of

. knoWledge:and:lack. of understanding' on theTart of the female. I
'think We 'are'prettY much over that hump! ... . .. .. .

.

..Now, it has been.replaced.bY.:6 concept which I call sexual saliva- .,.

tion. I. call it that because I am 'sure everybody is familiar With-the, ..,.
",:i . Russian scientist, Pavlov, and his pooch,-..He. set up the .dog. in the. . ; laboratory and showed the dbg food. Every thile. the dog' saw. food,
:.....he 'Salivated. Every. tiine.lhat 'happened, Pavlov, rang,. a-. bell over

no food. He rang the..bell:Ovet the dog'S, head,' and What, did the dOg .

the dog's head; this happened Over,:and over. again,: over and over .

again: Then- he-.took the food away; no need for the ;dog to salivate;,

de.tFlefsalivated:iilt over the place: . -., .. .. ';.. '': ''..- '..

.14.6*,,tringlate that to premarital sex, and here is how: I think it .

ruins a lot of the. early stages. of sexual adjustnient of newly Mar-
,,,;tied'' couples. Hereis -a couple .that. gets involVed in a- premarital ."

.,,. sexual relationship. Let us put the beg possible face on the illus-
.',:.:.t;",tration. Let us saythat neither:of theni .havehad sex with anybody -.

, ...else before having. sex with each other. That may be kind of a
;:. broak andan'aybe unexpected these days, but let Us. say

it is'true. ''''.':' ' :- ?'
.,,<Let.'us say:they .go ahead and many each .other; the* -go ahead

and make- it -legal. SOMehoW, hi. America.;it, is:not 'thougbt quite 'as
,... bad if they do. Let. us say that they do not. get a' pregnancy, they do

not get :.-Venereal disease, they knot...get discovered; none of:these-
., I.:- -

,,,



negatives 'happen. Will they experience sexual salivation ? :I think
they will. _

Probably:every time they haveprematital sex in America vir-
tually all Pases.they 'will havathree negative feelings. This, will be
particularly true of females because unfortunately-we come down
so much harder on the females in their sexual expectations than
males, -so,..every timer they hate premarital, sex; they are probablY
going to experience, first, ghilt feelings because they know their so-
ciety, particUlarly their parents and their religion, is against it.
They have sex, they have guiltsothetimes, a real guilt trip, cum

---seldrs tell ine.
.SenatofDzisrrox. But thepolls and many of the so-called findings.

always report that only percent, 'like 25 percent of the teenagers
report guilt feelings, as distinct from feeling it.

Dr. SHORT. I think many of them are going to not report it but
many of them are going to feel, maybe not even consciously: But I
think subconsciously, there going to .be real -guilt out- there. I
doubt if there are many females in America, that have premarital:
sex without feeling--guilty.:

The 'Second- thing they are piling to expetierice is tearrear of
two kinds; one, a "fear, of pregnancy very '1'4d fear',.*:aa I pointed
out; second, a' fear of being discovered. They iiie afraid mom; or dad
will come home unexpeetedly. By the way, the first instance of-in-

. tercourse for teenagers that get involved sexually occurs in the
home of either the boy or the glib not in the back seat of. a car. As .

more and °more mothers and fathers are both. working, there is a
gap of l' hour or 2 between- the time school is out and the time
work is over, and I guess .I do not have to draw a picture.

. But if they are doing it in the back seat of a car, they are afraid
somebody will come around in lover's lane looking into the back
seats of ;pars with, a long flashlight. I understand it is very exciting.

Sethere is ajar of discovery, a very real one. If she is-a couple
of days late having her menstrual period,;. it probably sores the
liver out of them. They may even swear. off for 1 week or 2, and
thek rone kiss leads to anotheand they: re probably back in bed.

The third thing they aregoing to experience every,time they
have premarital, sexnot just guilt, not just fear, but -,.lesEi''of self

.esteem. Right or wrong, we have been taught since we were sci high
that nice girls do not, and neither do nice boys, 'and there, ts a loss

. of self-esteem if you do,
No if none of those were in the, then I think swami

salivation is still going to operate. They:have sex, let us say, three
times a Week. The national a 'verage is ,four times a week,.m the
teens and twenties, three times a week in the thirties, twice or less
after 40. After 30, it is all downhill. ,

*t2. they ?have sex three times a week. Every time they have sex,
,%,-,4463, experience guilt, fear, and loss of self-esteem. This hap ,ris

4h-fee times a wee K; week after week, month after month. Thent.
ro'Aliey get married. Now, society says, "You, have 'got the piece of

paper; "it: is right. We do not care whether you have sex; we do
not care how you have sex.Xdu,can stand.on your headeand do it if

.

you want to; we do not care."
Question :' Does that mean that just because they have: got the

certificate, they -an just fall into bed with each other on the night

12-743 o!'7 83 - 6
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of the ceremony and release themSeIVeS fully and freely to each
other without any lOnget .experiencing 'any guilt or fear or loss, of
self-esteWA"think not

I have-a ,case- which I -cite in Sex, Love, or Infatuation. from my
own counseling .records a couple, who hod been married ,for 10
years. She had four children. She had never had sex with anyone
before getting involved with her husband inzin 18-month premari-,
tal sexual relationship, They did mot-get caught they did not get a
pregnancy, they did not get venereal, diseasemone of these hap-
pened,. They were not dummies either; both .of them wive college
graduates.

But 10 years and four children after the Marriage,- that woman
was still in some measure experiencing what we used'IO .611' frigid
ity in womeninability to release herself fully .and freely to her
husband in the sekual encounter. ,

I tell young people,,those are the facts. "Do not ask me whether
you should or whether you should not. It'is not up to a scientist to
try to tell you what to do. Our job is to give you facts. But at least
you ought to consider those nine knOWn facts." Apparently, it is
getting done: It leads to a lot of rethinking of attitudes to`vvard pre-
marital sex. , ,

Finally; Senator, I want: to close by 'saying that I suggest two,
main reasons why I think so many of our young people are involv-'
ing themselves in irresponsible sexual behavior. One-is the public
media and;the,movies. If they are bombarded with vivid examples ='
Of unmarried.; near - strangers climbing into bed; they just come, to
assume that it's the only way to go. :

Senator DENTON. Or' with the ,corollary that there it no fun in
married sex: It is all outside; that is where the fun is. .

Dr. SHORT. Yes; or that sex is the most important thing in mar-
riage, and that is a big, fat mistake, too.

The second reason is perhaps less obvious but of equal influence.
Dr. George Wald, Nobel laureate from Harvard, has called this the
generation in search of a future. They have never known brie
moment of their. lives, Senator,Iwhere they were not under the con-
stant day-to ,day threat of being annihilated by nuclear holocaust.
This younger gerwration has never known a,moment oe their lives
without that.

When asked whether as a' biologist Dr. Wald thought our astro
nauts would ever find intelligent life on other planets, he smiled
and replied that his main concern was not whether we would find
intelligent life on other planets. His concern was 'whether when
bur astronauts rattrned to this planet, they would find intelligent
life here.

Little wonder that our young people so .often opt for immediate
thrills rather than long-term values. "If l'ido not have sex now,. I ,

may never get to know what-it feels like," they say'to themselves,
and I can understand that: If;we are to curb irresponsible sex, We
will have to put a stop to this insane' nuclear arms race and pro-
'tiide enough responsible world law so that nations must settle their
differentet 'through courts of law ,like anybody else and not
through weapons' of war. Thank you very much.

Senator 'DENTON. -Thank you, Dr. Short. On that last point; I. 1,
agree that that fear is an active factor m this .desire to reproduce. :'



yourself, ,fehichi. in its most fundamental beginnings; just the

':.I:Avould-reirnind you, however, that,back in the. days of ReMe and

that:Carthage must be destroyed. And When they destroYed Car-
thage, they.did in every man, woman and child and left not a: stone

Carthage, they said in Rome for about a couple of hundred .years

upon a stone:

but the queationisliow to keepit from happening: t't

So, I admit it can happen `faster I:am againift.,it.'happening,

Dr. SHORT. Right.
----Senator-Dnrrox.-Welr,-before wegninto the questionfc I-want to

, say a few,Words. t
First :I want to delUde,anyone of the idea that I do not think-sex .1?

is fun. It is the most, fun, maybe, there is. It is an apPefite by
which I think our caittor, insured that we would procreate.our-
selves. I am not trying to deny, it to anyone; r am trying;to,maxi4..

'Mize that fun in a: mariner consistent' with the inaxiinizatAon-.**of
happirieis; cOnsidering the whole life of the individual who would.
indulge in the sex, the partner of that persen, anal tlfa,,:.,possible
huMan product or products ofthOse two persons.

That isthe only reason lr am into this, except for thielact that it
happens-to be my responsibility, as chairman of this subcorninittee
to.deal with. this subject: Itik not out of a feelirig of :.omniscience or
dictatorial desire tb, impose my morality or beliefs that I address
this. I ain addressing it .with.as Much humility. and objectivenesi,
which I can dredge up from within myself, and I am just -.as sure
that Dr. .Hofriiann and Fay Waddleton are as well-intended as; ,I
am, did Dr. Ratner, Pr. QuPta, or' those, who may disagree': with

I would' like for us to just proceed further into what appears to
be a nationally ipOrtant issueyou might say an -internationally

,important issue; indeed, an issue of importance with respect the
continuation of civilization as we kriowit.. .

It seems striking to me `that there are no more SenatOrS herethis
morning ins view of the fact that -both sides that it is a tragic
situation we are addressing. The reason they are not here that in
,Waehington, D.C., the most frequently quoted publications deal
With this subject-in a way Which makes it somewhat hazardous to
assume the role which I must assume as a matter of duty.

For example, "The Ear," , which everyone reads in Washington,
D.C.,. and is in -the; ,Washington Post, quotes Forum magazine,-
which magazinea perspective on sexual behavior does not corre-
spond With most of those on. the panel. It does not correspond ith
mine in terms of a'definition. of trying-to find happiness. y-

_That column. is frequently quoted; it is.read by everyone herb in
Washington. So; we-have a little bit different `erriironment on this
subject thanyou do out thereon Main Street.

I am not trying to knock anybody's imperfections. Marx Magda-
lene had a rather exciting life and then squared herself away. A
number of young men in history have,been the same way. I.do not
think virginity is an easy thing to maintain. r do not think perfeC-.
tion in marriage is an easy. to maintain. I just think there is
an infinite difference between. trying and not trying to behaves
yourself sexually in terms of your own: happiness and in fermi of



Whether or not thenational stirvival questiOn.will be answered' ina
:* favorable_ way. That qtiestion iei' Whether or not we.,are going to
-have,';eneugh fainilies: hanging in together Icing enough and well
enough to raise their children,, to raise theni as "responsible citizens.

That why was interested in this -.before F-.came.here to t
'Senate. It is a national - survival. question. It is a civilization's
...al question, and.4he, trend has not been,,,in my opinion, favora
Over the paSt .15 years..*i, I admit those predilections on my,-p
befdre we start the;citiestions.;

As w start the qUeStions; I hope you all will consdcr _these
points. VilO not think 'we shotild trap' ouraelvee into identifying;the

. issue as-one .which We are qUestioning Only whether pregnancy
or contraceptive use has more-risks: That, to me, would be a :false

.;.:. 1 I canr..not° saying that- there are not some releVently contained; .

lesser inClUded:;questiona7in that vein: But I am saying, that would' ,

be A falie debate becatie.rontraceptive use 'does not preclude preg-.
nancy. Many 'married houples' I' know7have. used every conceivable
and available means ,of/birth control, inclUdind the natural and all
the unnatural methods, and haVe six kids. .-.-,;?;.-:P

So, it is `folly to' get:into such -:an absurd debate because it has
nothing to do with the issue:: And then- wheh you start considering"
'adolescents and, as Dr: Hofmann said, if they were perfectly edu-,
cated, she would have no ProbleniVe:have too many examPIeji (it,'
girls splitting up the birth control pill in half.and giving one to one
girl and one to the other.' The .,kind. of education. they hav.had
from our hundreds of millions c4 Federal dollars has not solved, the
problems associated with adolescents sexual relations:

So,. the education h.gii.:not been perfect and will not be perfect
unless we:Change tlifie; Ithink. ,

Iir.assesSink the harm to adolescents, there seems to be, regard,
ink contraceptive -use, a different set. of data being referred 'to by
respective witnesses. It seems that there. may be A- question as to,

-the length of time involved in assessing what the ha might be.
In other words, those who are dealing with adOlesce who come .

into clinics for sex education and, ;contraceptive issuance, and so
forththey may not detect harm to those who come to them for .a
single treatment: But as F think Dr. Ratner pointed out and as Dr.
Hillabrand was ,alsolimplying, the fainily Physician or the parents
see the patient-child'over a period of thelifetinte of.that individual,
and they wouldquive a differentiet of obServations.

I know this is particularly relevant becatiae we have such an in
consistent attendance, to, -say, the planned parenthood _clinics on-.:7",
the part of the adolescents..That is.a "problem. " -Bo, the education .:

on sexual relations is not that consistently received. Clinics have a .

lot of drop outs; they have .a lot of part-time students. So, saying
that you can insure, by virtue of confidentiality, a closer to perfegt
education is a subject I think that should be consideiedi

But the decision of whether or not to commit oneself to a free-sex
lifestyle seems to 'me to be a rather key part of this disctiSsion,!ondif --
in which the question arises about the efficiency:With which the '
always inefficient impartation of values on the part of the parents
may or may not be affected by gOVernment ..policy.
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Not all parents are good, I was going to say to Dr. Short, .when

he said after. you have lived together for 2 or 3 years, that getting
:married might be like kissingyour sister. But you canno say that
any more because of the incest that some pornographic magazines?
now say is acceptable.

Dr. SHORT. It may be kissing your sister.
Senator DENTON. Yes,,, that could be pretty exciting these daYs..
Dr. Ratner brought up an interesting point. And regarding eciii-

.cation, Dr. Hofmann, I will have to say that having viewed a lot of
' thkliterature and Borne of the movies used by government grantees

thiS subject-I havelieen -many-times the statement made
itly that homoseitiality, as an alternate lifestyle, has certain ad-
varitagea One, you do not get pregnant and,, two, you-do not get a
venereal disease: Dr. Ratner seems -to be qUeationirig that, and itseems to me I read an article in the. Washington Post several
months ago implying that they are notIndeed immune from irene-
real. disease.

Dr. HOFMANN. You do not get pregnant, but you,do get venereal
disease.

SenatOr DENTON. You do not get,Piegnant; buy that....
. Dr. HOFMANN. Bit you'do get venereal disease..

Senator. DENTON. You do get V,D, apparently. So, :vie have: got. to
'take that out of those. movies and out of that literature. And,
agriin,, maybe we had better take that part out lefe We are going
to to discuss whether or not the young lady with the not ,yet
regularly established Cycle should take the .pill, and: whether or not

g that is just a conserfatiVe or a well-established dictum.
With that, and agreeing that television and- all of these things

seem to be for onexeason or another prespnting the sexual revolu-
tion as a fact and I, believe some of you out there ,would question
*thatin fact, Dr. Short' questions whether or not there has been
sexual revolution. He saya our society still has'not accepted Promis-
cuity and that we ought to try' tri behave oUrselVes.

Dr. SHORT. I did .not;:say that I did say that the _sexual feyolu-
, tion, I think,, is now being questioned by a lot of young people who

wonder whether, not the short range is` really the answer.- do
think that is tru 1,

Senator DErirON. And many parenth wriuld nOtlike their Acids ,

get into the' sexual revolution, I guess.
Dr. SHORT, There are very few parents who approve of their add-

lescent kids having premaritatsex. ,

Senator DErrroN. All .right Let me ask You to answer in order , t

and I will start from- right to left here, since we did the presenta--
tions in the other order, Although neither 'Dr., Short no Miss
Chamberlain is a physician, I would ask them ,to have a shot at.
this-question.

In view of the conflicts we have heard today regarding, data, =as a
Goverriment individual: respohsiblezfor at least trying to influence
policy, I. need the answerlo this question from all of you. Po we
need more information ,on the possible health risks associated with
adolescent sexual activity? If -so, what ,kind of information do We
need and how.,do we go about getting it

I do not expect you, Dr. Short, 'or -Miss Chamberlain; to be Mr-
perts on that, but I drinot want to pass you



Dr.,!HoitT.. I think it ,isleverY bit -AS' important 'to think iiiternia
Of their-.4aal!ty Of-life4s their :quantity ofhfe,Aheir Psychological'
and aociol cal and " emotionab,hialt4as well .0 :the' PtIS*Pal

And I ni t say'that I tell 'Yew* peoPle ihat,-,#ou know, it ishealth.: ',.':- :' ; :.;- -:;::'' -'! .',... -'-,. :,.. r ..

going to 'have to be their .decision. I cannot inake it* for ;them; you
, cannot make it for them,' laws cannot- make` it for theM. They are
.!going to have todecide what'they do.- Unless you cut out all one-t0.
one dating alone;they are going to have to-tnake that choiee,' ',::..

-1,tut;11- do--tell -them, :fr kly...in_viewa.;_of_the,Inine_.:knoivrif_feota,_____:.
When they ask me that; rsbnally dO not think having, preMari7.-..
tal sex makes .good' sense t 71111. I just Ag not think it inakei good

.:-,-.sense.
in

that one factor, flunking the :test brtiine, were the only
one in the picture, that would be enoughTto- at least:.cause- Pause
and think a long, long: time before beine.absohitely 'certain that
their relationship iaa total, overall one.

'...
But I do tell them that if they .do .decide. to get sexually 'active,

for heaven's saketo.,FSe their head as well as their tail; They really
ought to dO everything they. can to avoid bringing angtherlittle
human being into the picture, ''''

So, I think we ought:to do` more and morein ternIS';iif good 'solid
scientific. evidence giVin to young people to counter the media.1
tell yoUng people, "Who' is responsible for what ig coming overThe
TV? Who is respOnsibla for what is coming..over in the Movies?"

..
People who are wanting to sell them soap.

"Senator DENTON. :en, let us; see if we :cannot:get hope, Dr.
Short. took at the' movie . that was just chosen best' Picture=l .

,,, mean, there has been a turnaround there::'I believe the hope of this
.country lieif in the 'Media; I db. hbelieve.that the average journalist
has as'Inuch or. more honesty in hith or her than the avetag guy
in almost any other profession. :, :'

-. - Dr. SHORT. Well, I agree. ,.. `. ..

Senator DENTON. And I see that the movie of the year this year
out of that crazy,,place, Hollywood, was chosen to be "Chariot's of
Fire," which was not exactly a Sodom and Gomorrah-type movie.. -:

Dr. SliORT. Well, "On Golden .Pond" did not -.have any naked, .
people that I saw either.

Senator D:Eiifreifq;,.'Right; a little language, Lunderstand, but I ant'
going to gg see it::

Dr. SHORT,, ilt What
the

saying is, who is responsible for us get-:
ting what we get`Oyerthe TV? Soap salesmen, people who want to -
sell you something. They do not give a rap whether young people
who see that and go out and do the same thing get in trouble. They

2 do not care a bit about that; they just want to sell soap.
Senator DENTON.. Miss Chamberlain?
Miss CHAMBERLAIN. I do believe that we need more information

about the effects and the health effects, if we consider health as
being a more total kind of situation. In other words, I would cer-
tainly be interested in whether or not people who themselves have
had children at an early agewe haye.known families where the
pattern has been repeated, ~andand one of the pieces of information,
that,I'would very much like to know and I think is in the interest
of government to address is where and how can one lead a full life,
and intervene without taking over another person's, life for some-
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thing that we knew is not, t :their best interests, which ii-ea,rly
childbearing. :

Ana.I,Also believe that:the ways of getting the Message out have
not been Stifficient for those who are not the most skilled; iri'Other,
words,; persons who do riot read:; well -;or: who 'do:'...neir belong to
Kiwafris or belongtO Other grorips. They have-had limited access,
except for the media, which we all agree is definitely not in their
best interests.

So, along with seeing 'more of something, I:thirik We need much
better ways of getting the message out, and a brochurefind a pam-
phlet will not do it in thanrcommunities.

Senator DENTON': Thank you, Miss atiPta?
Dr. GtiprA. I agree. I think we have to -separate;-- in my opinioh,

the realism frorri,idealisin.
Senator .DENT0,04.tealism and idealism must becseparated:
Dr. GurrA. A4:11)i: Short said, it is nice net to have sex. That is

perfect, but we do not live in a perfect society. So, we have to be a
little more realistic about what we can do, and ,so there pre-,
Inarktal'sex, there will be addleficent Sex Whether we like it or not,
and.that is one fact we have to hire with.

The second" thing is what we ..cari do to improVe the biirden on
society of that sex and its consequences. '

Senator DErrrop. But in your first postulatien, del you riot think
that there is something we can"do to affect the relative: ei groiii:of
that indulgence? Do you not think that that has charigect eVer the,
past, 15 years by :virtue of the 'standards which we have..pkrriiitied
to become the norm?

Dr. GurrA. I think certainly, there is a definite improvement, btit
a lot more needs to be done and there is room for improvement.
And I think: the education of the teenagers, whether it starts at
hoine, whether-it Starts in primary, or whether it goes to high
school and- college, or whether it should be at the parental level or
some,other level, is, one big field that needs to be addressed too.

The first. thing Will he education. Then, once we realize that:that
is

,
to,be,:apProached

_

or looked into, we can sit':doWn'alia see` what.
should hd-dorie by way of education. That is one

The:second thing is, as Dr. Short pointed out and Miss Chamber-
lain point&I out, the psychosomatic, socio-economic impact of the
teenage pregnancies or adolescent sex need to be worked out in
detail. We have no idea;° we are talking about one study .fiere, one
in Finland, one in England, one in New Zealand. Nobody.has done
a coherent study on how it-affects our morality and our `kids in this
society exposed to the- television and :McDonald's hamburgers and
the back seats of cars. .; 41-

That is an entirely differenfenvironment we are talking about,
and that may not be entirely correct to extrapolate the observa-
tions made in Europe or in Germany or somewhere else on our
kids.

So, I think there is a definite need for a local study to see what
happens to these kids.
-- Now, coming to more direct things that can be. very easily done,:

of we can definitely help in, the guidelines for use of IUD's need to
be looked into. There is a definite need, whether industry does it,
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or whether we force them 3rou force them to do it, to improve
the designs and the requirements of the use of IUD's.

ere should be a definite change -or restudy,.or :rethinking about
t h indications and contraindications for the use of IUDs, especial-
ly adolescents. There was a report on.adolescerit sexuality pub-
li ed- J978, and there is a report by. Searle which. says; "Risks
and Dangers .of and,There are 18 things 'which 'men-
tioned :in:this,a including backache, leg pains, loss. -and' gain of
Weight, and nervousness. These are all a part of-risks and dangers,
of IUD's.'*

Also, in thiS same list is mentioned pelvicinfection, expulsion of
IUD's,' secondary amenorrhea, and a lot of other things, The point I
am making is there is a distinct need, and I think we can force in-
dust*, to come out with more realistic, more correct recommenda-
tions and guidelines for use' of IUD's, especially, for the. adolescents;, .
if we are going to use them at all

My personal feeling is a big "no." Adolescence is 'a contraindica-
tiOn for IUD's.

.

Senator DENTON. More data paiticularly on the use of IUD's,' and
a study and a concentration on the importance of .education?

Dr..GUI;TA.: Th4t is correct. ,

- Senator DENTON. ManyPeople say...that long-range, self-interest, if
it la', folly informed, is the same thing: as morality, 'And I want to
.say!, this the Washington Monthly and the WashingttinPost and
*other, pOlkations not known for being right-of-center politically,
have .recently come out with' articles' supporting Very" much .the
kind: of -thing that Dr. Short says.

I hate to see this as a liberal versus conservative *hie. lknow
some conservatives who are so diabolical on this, you 'know, I
cannot stay in the same room With them. I know some liberals who
are more conservative than -I in many ways on this issue. I would
like to see it become a bipartisan issue. I would -like to see it
become something that we look at as a survival issue, an interne-
tional survival issuer really,

Dr. Hiliabrand?
Dr. HILLABRAND. Senator, I would like to address you as a mili-

tary man. I would not have to give you a lesson t make you under-
stand that intelligence is necessary for prevailin in battle and in
wars; that battles and ,wars have been won by goo intelligence and
good communication; and the lack of it has res ted in, disasters.

But at some Point,;.somebody with a brain has got to. intervene
and make a judgMent about how to put ::this inforMation into
action, which- lea& me to the history of planned parginthood. They
have been in business ovA 50 years; I understand. They never had
any problems in the users of contraceptives until 'the pill and the
IUD came aleng. No one in this audience, I am, quite sure, knows of-

. anyone that ever died of foam, jelly, condoms, diaphragms, ther-
morneters, Or abstinence. They might go nuts; but they did not die
from using these thingei;

However, the dangers and the risks, as Dr. Ratner pointed out
everyboct3r- who haS been defending these things has been wrong.
Now, ,we cannot afford to spend all of our time collecting intelli-
gence and conducting espionage, and this has been the mode of the

it*
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'drug cartels' throughout the world, to out-perfOrm each other in col-
lecting information about the pill.

Dr. Ratner's little booklet, down there predominately has got re-
ports from foreign -countries; and I;- hope the media and the drug
companies will all copy._ind sue me when I say that this:is a busi-
ness enterprise; that the drug cartels of the world are collecting in-
formation and they are Publishing it and putting it in the best
light. And they. are: -misleading the medical profession and the.
public Into thinking-even -Dr.:Hofmann thinks that these pills are
safe-for children.--This,isAhe'reOto- cause -of -our problem--in -society.

cannot any 'longer afford-to _spin our wheels. We have
',-te,tvene, take action; and begin operations, and not just ObIleCt

data.,We have enough information !war to take adtion, andcI hope
it is not too slate to save, our youth that you like and that Professor
Short likes.

I wanted to ask you,, when,you collected your data, Whether
there is not a difference between what people write down on a
piece of paperas you posed the question tome, what 'they do' in
the back seat is tiot necessarily, what they do on your papers.

Dr. SHORT. Quite possible: , ,
Senator DENTON. Do you'liave written, Dr. Short; some of-those

percentages and data about what happened before marriage and
what happened after, because "I would like to have them for the
record?

Dr. SHORT. I will have a written :statement. -I finally was able to,
clear it sol-could come, much to late, to get, a statement together
beforehand. Butt will, and virtually all of it is in the book.

Senator Dzifrori. We will hold the record open for2 weeks.
{The prepared statement and additional material of Dr. Short-fol-

lows:1



testisinnk:tif

Ray E.:.Shora,TrofeseotiOC:SoCiolagy

Universitkof:WiecenisinBletieVille,..

..-

'Senator Dentoholleagueel.

Tam Dr.,ltay S. Short,:trtifeeler oftoCiology!st,the-VaiVersiiir.of

. Visconsin.et Platteville and author of the AngebUtit.heet**14etler, Love

.-Lifatuatioi.,Bow Can I Really'Knoww tl
.

_.ienpar ents, kp# everyone

interested in, tla young:. have tinghtjterriage and'the'lni4i-beurSeli!ai

colleges and universities here and abroad for overAS years, and:now do
. . . _

' lecturing helltiMe to tens Of7thousands of:tien4±4nd twee,-*BeFe'ind,eollage

students everylear:

:My concern is mainly for thenocial,eMitionslendotY4010gleidfieilth

'hazards tn.nuTT0!eeg.neonIe arising fr6m..their early rotIneic4nd sexual

relatiOpihint"MY research indicates that:the two inteateet'coneeins.of youth'
, -

in the wildle.fiAld, of marriage and the family are (1).HoW;.can I knovisiben'it'ej-.

love so I can choopcaleete 'wisely, and 12Y-:liteiccancene-.With my edxuality
. . , -

beforeearriege-4specially as it relates to the co equences of having pre!...

marital sex. Both can have serious consequences f r their health, nnd I Will

center my attentiOnton the'latter--premarital sex. ,

- ,

Firstrlekrni-iity that' I; think this is a'really great generation'ef:YOung..

people. They axe open, intelligent andimost of them want to do the right thing.

They insiet that weehow them strcertain behaviors are wise or unwise befbre

..they will,aCt. But give them -solid facts instead .of moralizing, and preachments

and they will-respond fevorabliinemaringly lafge numbere.,-Let me cite Vi0%,.

examples froM my own experience.

: Two Wisconsin high"schools recently condu.ted anoiiinnoils. before-and-after

surveys on student e%eitudes about premarital sex when I.spekent. their, school:

issembly. Since I am a sdientist, and scientiets are noi'in.the businese of.
.



telling p e what they ah tld do, I neveronce told them they should

should not have sex. or 0110,AX; Was good or 'hid. Ijuai gave them the - !Mine

Known,fieteufrom,my book - -facts that studies indicate are therelationshW::

,,between persons having had premarital sex and theiriprobsbiliiiii of dietting

married and having a;happy and permanent marriage. About 9s;

Marry it' least:once in their lives.

The reeults:Werre most aurprising.. .Out:,of a bit:more thee 017.studente .
..-

171 changed their views during the,i g-hour-asSeahly:in r,14 diction ', ,

yoeccpis. premarital sex. Over. 1/6 of the students (110) changed fron..040cided"

CO: rejection.

.:4t At Tomah. Public High School-, the results' were even:Mere surpiising., About,

661 of their4gdentbedY. of over 060.:chihied their thinking in.4he,directiOn

of rejecting, preearitsl sex. Perhaps those nine facts which prodUced those,
results would be of interest to thie-bodyJ tj

Nine Known Ifactn*'

- . . .

`Science has established nine facts concerning the p.obablq effect .

premiri taI sex On- your osarr i age .

Fact 1. Premarital. sex tends to break Up couples.' Other things, being

equal,:couples who engage in:sex are more likely to break up before marriage

than those who de'ilit:; 'So what about the young Woman: Who in to sex in

the hope that she won't lose her young man? . She would more likely hold hie

if she holds'OUt.

Fact 2. Many men do not want to marry a -Woman Rio hoe had' intercourse

,,.*From Rey E. Short, Sex, Love or Infatuation: How Can I Really Know?
(Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1978), pp. 83-101.



with Someone efee. Sni!iillowe do their level hist to reduce tha:ssmher

'...virgiesie^the population; -.Yet.when it comes OM, to marry.theyldOe t want'
. -

a girl who's been pawed over by other guys. Their strange logic aeen.ete

"It's OK for me to have sex wits the girl you marry, but it's not OK for you

to' -have sex with mine." I ' '

--;------lo-the-Kiesey.aiedy.:About half_ the-";lollegelevel_mmlap under age 25
. . ,

expected to marry a virgin. or SC least a woman who hadihad sex with no:one

1460.3. That propottionney,since have changed, but'osei Mae still secretly,

hold theft view. In fact, 631 of?the 1979 trop of young, men listed in Who's';.,

Who Among High School Students in America said they wantedto marry a virgin.
.

Fait 3.- Those who have" premarital sex tendto have leas happy marriages,.

On tharwhole, your chances of being happily married are hotter if-you.vait

till you're wed to have, sex. And the more premarital sex yoU have, thaless

likely youtll'be happy in your marriage.4

FactA. 'Those who have premarital sex are more. likely to have their:.

marriage end in divorce. This follows logically from Pect.3.. If a couplcis unhappy

with their marriage, they're more likely to get a divorce. And again, the

more premarital sex the individuals have had the greater the,Chance of

;.diArcee3'.

Fact 5. Persons end couples who have had. -premarital sex are more likely'

to have extramarital affairs as well. That iaespecially true of females.

The Kinsey report shows that women who had seX-before marriage were more than

twice as likely to cheat.on their husbandaas women who were virgins at the,

time of their marriage. The more premarital sex a; person has had the more

likely he or she to -commit adultery.!
c-

Thisnay well be the most serious consequence of all for a marriage. Poo



orivea;,:ind evenjeweulbande. ar0::!tlai,to't0iiarAte.!locb'isdea'apptoVe;-711cts......

ofadultery on the part of their spoeSe In some*etee-s,hUeband*eyeven,

be' held` ior iflUs.catches him .in bed with'his wife.

But., even in canes/whereit neveets die4trered by'ibe sPodaisi adultery'iay

well diive a deep wedge between the couple..'

Saving-teatiitel-teX''.itii-foioryed-int6-tarryini=a-pirton'ShO410.-

not right for you. Sex can blind you You may'helieve-yoievelaild real liVe,

,whet in fact it is-cinii:six wbich has held you together. gormZely the Very'

beat built -in natural protection'one has against getting'into'a bad marriage

tsithe:fict that an infatuation will not last very long. Infatuations,

are..usually measured in weeks: or at most months. Mire i relationship time. and

it will die out if WO only infatuation,:daving you,Irom a tragic Miorrlage.:

called passing the test of time. It can be alifesaVer. But, there is one

catch.

Infatuations Stop FastOnline

It's

Thete is one major exception to the general rule.Ahat infatuationartend,

to break off early. AnTinfatuation will end soon- unless the couple becomes

involied in mutually satisfying sexual relatiOns: Ifthat happens, All bets
'

are off'On this clue. .Sex will fiustrate:the.usbal test of time. ,'

'bon't cheat on the Test of Time

Usually, the longer a Couple stays together and!has a good relationship,

the Moie certain they.:Casebe that it'iSreal love. dods this:inat not

apply if they start to enjoy sex?

The answer is dimple enough. They may stay together just for theser; and

not because they have a lot of thiegs in common. They keep conning back for

sex; not for the full companionship of meshing personalities. Thus they cheat
,



the test'of time. . .

,
.

studx4a indicate mgood sexual 'relationship

as long a.Othree to five-years: :414t-that's'04Ut it Sex elonewilr-not keep'

a couple together /Onger than that. So if fheihave:pO,More,ii co on' than .

good eimwthe *iither-away..

aii2Catt

that the longer a. couple spends,in,coureshipend engagement,: the more likely

Wia'that-they've found. real IoVe. :Nre'Ve been.going'iSfiethetthreeryeare

now, le thavanst.mean'it's real.love."-.Weil,.maybe so, maybe no Three

years togathermay mean that a relationship is good-=but: it.lay just mean that

the sex life is good.,

Since sax issOi'deceptive, this is one of the' ost Important reasons

.

.

Storesist having-sex early in-a relationship. You need to be Very inCethati

rt

,
:the,restof your, relatienehip A's on sound ground, before you muddy up your

1,Motions with 1;0.2.:
f

If you,don't wait, you've robbed youtself of.one of the test.of all

safeguards to keep you from acting rashly on'an.unsound relationship.. Is

a '

it worth it to4fotfeit this kind. of protection a Sainst future disaster, just

for the sake of a few piesent thrills and joys? Quite apart from, the moral

and religious. issues or disapproval by parents and eotiety,.this fact alone'

eaei4 reason enough to hold off on sex. You neac6he test of time working

for; you; not against you:4..nhose who cheit on the test of time cheat no:one

but themselves.

"Making up" The Test of Time

.!But we're already involved in satisfying' sex, relations," one,couple told

me. '!We think. we fore,each other, but we want to hi;quite sure before we,.
A



. .

"marry. Is there anyway we can still apply the test of time to our relationship?"

A lot:ofcouples face this protlee. There is a way outjor those who

really vent an AliffWeir;,tmt the,remedy;*not posy- As in any experiment in

science, the variabli-in this ,cAAe.1;ex....-must be isolated.. That 1A, the

relationship of the couple must be observed end tested apart from the sexual"'

-- factor.

...-:..,,WhatAheaeriouscouple probatly'mest doqsserrange a rather' lengthy.: w

sepgiation, moltheycan'tget at eachOther.gagnally.forwany.deekeor even for

a few months. :Eta), can siay in touch by mail and'ptone, but they must gvoid

all opportunities.for sex, If theirintereet in each other survives the

crisis.of being apart that long,. it's a pretty goOd,aign that their interest

involvea love, not just. sex alone.

"But,".'couplis ask me, ''why must we stay apart? Can't. we_ jdei&vow not to

have,wex for tV,same period. of time, and go on seeing each other.as usual?",

No tile seaaon-is simple. Once 4 couple haa7establisted:a hab4:of having.

sex, it' is. impossible for them to be together without it One.kiss

leads to atipither. Like the alcohOlic who sneaks' one drink, they May'find

,.that they-just can't stop.: So.a conscious' choice to .get away from each other

for a fairly long time is the onlvway they can:lay PlAim,once more to that

crucial test of time.

The decision toy stay apart must be the couple!A own. If parents

try to forne.4nch a'separation'k the couple may just set their brakes and vows

to'ride out the test period. Then they nigh back into each other's arms.' The
,

separation test won't work unless the couple themselves want to make it work.
, .

It's a bitter pill,but it'sthe only sure cure and well worth the twalloWing.

The next two facts are bhst taken thethei.

9
Fact 7. 'Persons and'pouples with Oremarital.sex experience seem to

achieve sexual satisfaction sooner after they are married. HOWEVER



Fact 8: They are likely to be lest satisfied'overall,wiih their sex.

life during marriage. That is, they adjuatto'MeMmore iuickly, but:their
. , .

overall adjustment is less satisfying than it ie with couples WhoMait for.
-.- , ,

sex until after they wed.'" . .
, .

.
.

I

'LearMing to have good sex is in part a pbysical.4111. ,Inthat sense. it

7 ii.likeleareing tb-Pleythe-plano or -to ride a bicyCle. Toudon't. jwc sit

down to the keyboard and'rattle off a'aonataby Mbsart.Nordo you hop, on a

:bike 'for the first time and sail 6IPAIMienthe.roid. At first you make-some

Mistakes. The more you praCtice ariy-'mbtor skill, the better you get at it

Thus your first sexual experienCe is not likely to be all that-great,

esPeCially if you're female.: Both of you are bound to be a bit clumsy. It

will take time for virgin newlyweds to get their sex life in order, no matter

how much they love each other',: But.00ce they get thelbang:of it, their sex

life,tebds to be happier than that of those who have experiencecCseX before

marriage. Thus virgins at marriage have'better sex lives.
c

One reason sexually expariericed persons may be less satisfied with their

married sex life is that their premirital sex.experience can rise to haunt

them. Suppose that a certain wife has an orgasm about half-the time when she

and her husband have intercourse. She almost never has more than one cAimax

during coitus. That is, in faCt, well above the national average. According

_ -
to the Hite Report,. only aboUt30T'of the women ln the studycould orgasm

regylirly from intercourse.? But what if the man she marries 'has had sex

with other, paitnerm7before? Isnit beclikeliib'CoMbare his wife's sexual

:.."performance""01th that of his previous pi tiler's?

People differ'widely in their sexual nature and skills. Some are highly

active, some are more reserved. Whet if in the past this man had sex with

woman who had several "whoopee" orgasms each time they had intercourse? This



is not common, but it does happau.. Will his memories of such experiences,help

or hinder his adjustment to sex with his wife?, Will he be satisfied with

his wife's more reserved response? Her resPhisea are quipe.normal, yet. he

may feel cheated and unhappy.

Ngv'su.ppose that this.same sexually typical woman is married to a man

.who, like gerself,...has had'sex with no_one,else. The only ;ex they_Ave!knabw

is with each other. Axe they not much more likely to he fully satisfied

with thesex life they share? What thayhave is good; aoehey're happy with

it. The statistics are clearly on their side.

?ferried Sex is Best .

:Alaost any wife and huihand,cao'vork out a happy/sexual adjustment, if they

love each other. Any'loVing couple's sex -life is likely to be just -fine.

When they hsvis warm,'compatible'relationship, they can with very fell'

exceptions work out4 good sex life. A recent RedbOok magazine -poll of tens

.-of thousands of married men aad"romee-reveals that the vast aajority,ate

satisfied with their six life togither.8.

Sex Sn the context of a meaningful, lasting relationship is by far..the

best. :/f you've never had sex withs-4*one you truly,love,.you just don't know

what sex is all about. Sex'atonly"..thephysical:level,scarcely scratches the

surface of deep meaning and true satisfaction! In feet; it's hardlyeYen

ltuman. Afeer:-.all,'any old dog or hog can perform pure sex. The

physical concept of sex fe.quite beneath us as human peisoos. It'a.not worthy-'

of our best selves.

Total Sex

No matter how skilled and exotic amexplosiv0 e'a merely physical sexual'

..

i beginexperience may be, t cannot gin to match total sex. Total sex involves the



...egoeletion and conjoining of total personalities It merges OsSdndia, the

emotion. and the sOdialtand.'spiritual selves of -a Couple, as well, airtheir

.

tiro bodies. The- -two truly do become one:,
. ,

Author Bill ft Shadow Ran Fast) Sands is In'ex,-coS who madegOOd. He

hammered home this point about total sex to stuaente at the UnlliSrsity of

ajew years ago-.7Bome-of-thi-itUdinia4fie7stunned-by--'

his words.

A young man asked Sander what he thought about having serWith:Sibers7

besides'llis wife. .Be replied, "I see'no point in it.- Why shoUld I settle.

for hamburger when I can. have steak?"

It seems he had found a truly fine lore, and with it a fine sex life.

There's mare to gOod sex than Ai eathless bounce in bed.

If You're Engaged--Why Walt?

Couples who have avoided sex while dating.are more likely tot become

aexually- active' once they're engaged. "After all," they reason, "we fully

intend to marry. Were already publicly committed to each'other, even if it's

not yet in writing. If we take care to avoid being discovered and if we

avert pregnancy, why Wait?"

Orktheface of it, the arguments sound convineing.,, But what if do

. .

get discovered? What if the woman does get pregnant? And what if y break

up?. One out of every three engagements in the. United States is brolten, and

premarital sex is in itself one contributing fantor.',?

Smartcouples will not fail to consider diet*: 446:- But even if none

of these things happen, there is one other grave ang :that, is overlooked

far too often.

Premarital sexual experience may actually deprive you of much of the



sexual joy can and should hits after You merry. By rushing the

joys of premarital sex, you may rob-yourielf Of the deeper, more permanent

joys of total sex. Fact 9 explains how and why this can occur. Unlike most

of the facts we have4iscussed, this one applies as much or more severely

those who have had sex with nobody other than the one they marry.

Pact 9. Poor premarital sexual habits can bd cirried over to spoil sex -.
.

in marriage. Sadly enough, this,happena-irlot. The ginseyrstudies found

that more -than half of American Wives are in some degree'either not willing

or not able to sharesei freely and fully with their husbands. They have

)Atuilta and fears. They aril hesitant or inhibited.

ti4s.been a long time since'the Kinsey research, and thia.hinh 'rogue

,-may be lbwir'now. Still, many wives--and to a lesser extent their husbands--

have pOor.ettitudes about sex..-

Why is this so? Atmelbee,Of reasons are frequently cited. Our-society,

still clingejto some early'VictOrian prudery about sex. Then, too, many

Christians have adopted St. Paul's view that sex is of the flesh" and lenO;

a

to be ahunned. They believe it is at best something that ie not quite nice.

Then there has no doubt been poor sei education in home, church and school.

And unhealthy'attitudes have been handed down by our elders. -In

Americans do have lots of "hang-up hangovers" from the past:

But in addition to these more familiar reasons for lack of sexual enjoy-

. meat is a factor that has escaped the attention it deserves. What is this

Culprit? It is premarital intercourse; along with other.guilt-producing

premarital sex acta.

Sexual Salivation .

I have labeled theprocees'by which premarital sex spoils marital sex

59



"sexual salivatioM." We ell know about:the famous experiment 'of Pavlov and

his pooch. When shown food, the dog woUld:aslivate --its mouth would water.

Each time the dog was shown food, PavlOv Soon the dog was

trained (or conditioned) to salivate any time..the bell rang4-eveo when no:food

.01

WWI in eight. The real cause of salivation--the foodwas gone; yet when the

-bell was ruag.;'"t* doCwent right oiaalivatingeaUyway. -

So it is with premarital aim.' 'Mamy sexual'"hangups".inwerriage have

their roots in a similar frocesa. Here's how "sexual aaliWitioa".works:

Since premarital sex is a social and religious no-no, illicit sex acts

usually produce some degree of guilt, fear, and loss of self -eateii. This can

apply to both partners, but it is especially true for women.. They feel

guilty, since they aredoi what they believe they:.houldnot.do. . They

73lose self -reapact, 'sine they are not living up to ttieir'own ideall. .:And

they are afraieoitwothings: gettiaircaughtin the act:of-set,. and becoming

pregnant.

So what happen if'yeu get info:a pattern ofTpremaritalaexi?1WheOler
. .

your engaged or not, each time'you have sex, you "salivate" --you feel guilt and

fear and loss of self -reipert. Over and over again this happens. You have'

sex, you feel fear and guilt and remorse. 1n.time, all of these negative

feeliOga.become associated with.the,tiex act itself. As,the.dog came to
!4, 1 ., ,

,:,', 11
Associate food with the bell, unlearn to do sexvithunhealthy.feelings4 .. ,

Nov suppose.you do get married. .'Once wed, you ha4e no furtherrieedto.

feel guilt, fear, and remorse when you engage in sex: Once the relaiiotahip

is made legal, you have social license to have just about any kind of sex

you choose.' So as soon as thacerenony14,:cVer, you will suddenly. be-able

to forget. all about the past-.-right?- You can fall into your spouse's



iprifOr! the honeymoon and be utterly uninhibitedright? Tou.will:shed all

:.4hAt.backlog of guilt, fear., and shine like a snake sheds ifs ikin,in summer

'right? ,

Wrong: To-the extent:you learnedio'associate sex with guilt endjear.and.

hams before the weddIng..io the same extent_you Will feel that we* aftervard,_

Just as with the dog's-Zfood, the causes of.the response have been
. .

.;.
removed. Still; every time you two "ring the bell by hayiUMiex, that gUI1C''

and fear end shame will come back to haunt you. 'It may ifte;ionthe or even
4

r'

years for you to recondition yourselves. Only them Can your sex

and free.' ": 9.

Small vdnderSo many husbands and wives are inhibited.

life be:full

Consider the case of Jim and Mary,'taken-troirmy-own counseling records.

4 They had been hippily married for many years. Mary'had Sex with no one but

Jim before they married, but they did have sex with each other for about

'months before the wedding. They wereilucky. They got byrithduet.premariielT.

pregnant*: and the* iiere never caught.ire.the act of sex.

Did that mean they were home free? .Hardly. Sexual salivation caught

up w16,-them. After 10 years and fdur children, Mary was still in somemeeSUrer

unable to giUe herself fully and freely in sex to her husband. Sad indeed,

Nowlimiiiid Mary were not dummiea. They had college-degrees in sociology.. '

. Both became successful social writers. They had reliable information about

sex add were alert to new insights in the field of married love.

But they also had a deep interest in religiOn.', It was highly impor'cant

to the to behive in mays they felt were right. So.ateu:thOugii:they got by-. -

, .

without being.discovered or witiout4 premarAtal prignancy,"sexU41 salivation

.-.took a heavy toll. The price they paid was a dear one the loss of a full,

free sex experience through their early years of marriage. Is premarital sex

61



really worth 'ill that?

Illicit. Sex as Forbidden Fruit - -

The sexual salivation procese.beforeMmrriage may in part be responsible .

for extramaritaljek-mOltery--in.later in "forbidden

Lr sperCial pleasure and excitement. The watermelon swiped from

-the farmiros patch tastes far better than the one you buy from him.

Premarital sex:leconeidered illicit, wrong. It is:forbidden fruit--which

may bring that special pIesiure and excitement.

After marriage, sexis no longer forbidden. Couples accustomed to 'the.

excitement of forbidden fruit may find married sex to be dull. Might this

tempt a spouse to try tb find:gteater excitement Outside the marriage

bond another kind.of forbiddeO-fitUit?

Whether Plus How Much and With Whom

Let's sum up the nine knownfacts about sex-before marriage. Other

things being equal, if you have premarital sex yOU',are more likely to:

1. 8reakup,.hefore you marry.

2. Scare off anyone. 1:80...wants to marry a virgin.

, .

3. 8e.less bapPy%inyour:marriage.-

4. Get a divoide...

5. Commit adulteri:aftei you marry.

6. Be fooled into Marrying for the wrong reasons.

7. Achieve married sex happiness quicker, but

8. Be -less satisfied with your married sex life.

9. Spoil total sex due to sexual salivation.

It is not only significant whether you have premarital sex, but also how

much you have. The more of it you have, t8e..greater.the impact of the nine



facts on your marriage.

It also matters with whom yoU have premarital -sex. If you have sex only

with the person you marry, Pacts 1 and 9 At411°apply-to you, but for the most

part the other seven facts apply less harshlie'the*if:ydu have'bex.with.other'

pexeons ite:yeLl.:

et

But Why Not Try Out Sex?

Some believe they need to test out sex before marriage. Since good_

sexual adjustmeit is important, they want to know beforehand what that part

of their relationship is going to be like. "You,Wouldn't'buy a car Without

-.first trying it out," a. guy may say. "So why marry without trying out sex?".

This argument may sound logical, although_it implies a highly,,unflertaring

view of a young woman. Like Playboy magazine, the guy sees a'.girl as a

"plaything." (Their monthly nude should not be called "playmate of the month,"

-.hut "mlaythinx of the month.") She is a commodity to be acquired and used,

not a life partner to be laved enckcherished. That may be fine if he's

shopping only for a sex object, but if he's looking for a permanent relation

shivit leaves much to be deeired

So a lot, depends on what ine "sex shopper" has in mind. Does he seriously,

intend to sign a contract, or is he looking juet for the fito:ofit1 A smart

car salesman quickly spots the "joy ride only" customer. ,Once he doe/4 he's'

. . ,

not likely to allow that person any. more trial runswith:his merchandise. The

smart young women will do the same with the man who wants to"try'her out" ,.

bed. There are severalleasons the "try Wont first" idea won't holdwater--:

even in a water beds .rt.

The Teacher and the Plumber

Some people make one vetgOig mistake. They assume that sex outside of.
.

'marriage is going to:be a valiciieample of what.eex will be,like within' marriage.
.

.

But Premarital sex is not a true-test. Consider-thieease history.

/°.

--":1-



A teacher in her late-twenties and a ydung plumber'become'close friends..

They had a great deal in common. The bore time they spent' with, each other,

the morethey were certain that their love was real.

But they had bne big problem. He said he could net agree to marry her

unless-they-first-testeCeut,their-sexual-adjustmenr.,-To-this2she-simply-4,-7-

could not agree. She feltstrongly that sex'was only for marriage. To tfiff.

it out. beforehand, even with one-she loved, went against her every belief and

A:

feeling.. Yet he insisted. He just refused to marry, otherwise. Finally, with

,great reluctance and deep feelings of guilt and fear, she agreed to submit to

sex rather than lose her beloved..

Any good marriage counselor could guess how that experiment would tufa

out. Her nervous fears and guilts made herle'inhibited'and worried that the

sex session was a dismal failure. Convinced that their sex life would.never

work out, he broke off the engagement, leaving her in estate of shock, and

deep depressiOn.

How foolish for the man to assume from one premarital experiment that

their whole married sex life would not be good! In the first place,:;Ehe

first sexual experience of any woman is not likely to be all 'that good

married or not. But if her first sex comes after she's married, the chances

for success are fir better., Once'wed. she need feel no guilt. to fear. no

remorse.. She can relax and Yelease herself to sti.duch more fully and freely.'

'Premarital sex doesn't really give sex a fair,trial.

It's Not Necessary to Try Sex First

If you have real -love going for you, don't worry about your sex life being

41

-'good. It will be. The exceptions to that rule areso rare that you can'

safely ignore the issue. If.you truly love and respect yodr spouse, just relax.
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Tom.yill no doubt, baiebla to,4ork things out in yOnr.sei life. IfIhattoes

not happen Oita as Soon as you think it-should. rimed:ions toct.booki.oi:

gst;soie tounialing to help you out. 'tMtuaI love and tender caringlaikiarimore

7

important in sexual adjustment than:are emooWtechniones4tdvOtly...,,,,

,____stroilc_resPoness.__Aboi;e all. be relaxed and hoMese,..and.cOnsidersitM.oUeech

;other: Nature will.. take care of,ths'isst.

Sex Is Never An Emergency--thst4ithe:title of a recent hook. -:!lt

suggests en,masentialpoint that4m:often'overloOted..'. Sex is the, only major::
." . , .

human-trio* that does not have'tolse,satisfied. ,You tank survive without .

eating and drinking. but the sex driob'can be denimpindefinitely4Sex may

be-importint. but it's not crucial to the'good life, person cisiijka4 full-
,.

lifetine without.sex and suffer no serious damage .`Priests and una have

/-Wien proving that fak centuriet.

pirli-report,that'somCheys tryftO Mislead them on this point. During

an especialli:torribieithhei harg::.eieSicin. the botMay:getshighly.lsroused.

Then.hia argustot goes aosiath'' >t HOMOuiy,.. I'm too eiticed.to.

P ,

4. stop, Airi'Ve,gonCibi . all the

just die if ,you: don't

dosee$ g&t to have intercourse

Light then..he's no 'leal..cle won't suffer

any permanent9)FiiK, er. .It-Aron't even stunt the

: 4 V
poor boy's growth., Em or two before.

I

6'100 Wine. but be can:4:01.C.' e.alysys!*he cold shower.

the next time thosatwo'lad better gall a halt, to things before he

gets so fired.ui. Some guys tryto.uselOrce.whenthey get that excited. That

can lead to some pretty.:tenie momeate. and utaVhe lots of regrets:
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, .

Whit Every G4pl Meade TO-Know

Girin-avemot* likely than boys to be confused by these strong sexual

feelings. .Because of our tiociety'e.double tanderd, there inn basic differ

egce-in Whet sex Maine to males and What it means to females. _km= may

want sex with just about anything' that, a skirt.° He ean:enjoy seX ,

'ir:f 57-

a piclo.up 9r a. prostitute. even though he feels no affection fot2 her

,

But *gat women in our culture won't have sex With.juseany 'guy who happens to

cessOileng. For them. love and sex should go together,The.typiCal.womany,

ion't'ngreeto sex'unless she belleves:she leVee the man.

Unless a woman korawsabout .thiabasicaifference betilten females -and

males. she may be in for trouble. Say she goes out with a man shale very fdha

of. They park in.S lanely'spois comes on real strong with the eex bit.

He seems to heveinternational forelimbs Russian hands ana'Romon fingers!'
,,

His advance; grow more and more urgent. She doesn't,haVeto read a book

fibd out what's on his mind. He wants to have sex with her. Should sheleobim

or not?

If she doesn't know the facts of life about guys. she may wrongly reason

something like this "l, wouldn't want to have sex with a gaY unless I loved

his, Johnny clearly wants to have sex with me. That must mean he, loves me."

Don't you believe it Suzy! He ay just be looking for a handy solution

to his immediate problem. He might have just as much .interest in any female

who happens to be within reach. The idea of love may never have entered his.

hot little mind.

The Tenderness Trap

This situation 44n get even more complex. Suppose.Johnny has been around

enougb to know all about this particular difference between females and males:: !

He knows full well that women seldom'agree to sex unless they think thereje::.
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xeel'Iove in the rslItions ip. Sowhat does.Hr. Bright Boy do? You-guesied .

' .

it If all else fails, h may resort to wild and:atdenttlaims'of undying

love for 4.r.

Now if she's smart. Suzy-will be wart. She'd'best not believe his ,

......nlaims_ofjcive.ulaless,hiattitadae and actions support his words. Hinhe'

over a long period of time fully denoastrated.that he really. does love her?

ie'd saying. "I.:Jove you very surh."bile..mtiYhe whatAfe 'reeily:meens is. "I.

sure would like to score with you."-

We hasten to say that many males haVe very'high principles and would not"--:.

be guilty of such deceit. But better for a woman to be sate thin:sdrrY:

In conclusion. may I suggest two of the,main reaspns why I thifk eomany

of our young people are ievolVing themielves fp irresponsible sexual behavior.
A

One is the publie.media and movies. If day, aftei day they are bombarded

with'vivid examples pf unmarried near-srrangers climbitagiktped, they just

come to assume that Lila the only way to go.

The second is perhaps less obvious but Of'equal influence. Dr. George.:

Wald,'nobel laureate from Harvard, has called this the "generation'in search

of a future."i...lhey have never known One'somentrq their liVewhere they

were not under the constant. day -to-dey;threat of heing.annihilated:by auclear.

holocaust. When asked whether as.a biologist he thought our astronauts would

ever find intelligent life on other planets. Dr: Wald replied that his main

concern was whether when our' astronauts ratUrn,thiy'll find intelligent life,

N' on this planet. ,
, .

.

Little wonder that our young people so Often opt for the IsTmediate.

rather than thelontietai values. "If.I don't have sex nob never get.

to know what it feels like."

If we are to cart) irresponsible sex,
we'll have-toput a'stop to. this '7

a
insane nuclear arms race: and provide enough responsible' world la4 46'thai

nations must settle their differences through courts of law, not Weapon f. -

war. 4
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Senator) DichrroN. Dr. Hofmann?
Dr. H MANN. Well, firsVi think -it is terribly unfortunate in

terms of the kind of information we need that Dr. Hillabrand has
not published the results on his 900 adolescents that he has in his
practice with pill-associated amenorrhea., Such a rejort in the lit-
erature would be.an unprededented, unique, and spectacular; 'find-_

unparalleled m anybody else'astudies.: ,

ond, I would also like to express my appreciation for his corn-
Men :on the Bellevue study on their pregnancy program. We

I do, indeed, know a lot about how to prevent many of the hazardi of
adolescent--pregnancy.--Perhaps7Dr. Hillabrand-is- not -aware
Bellevue Hespit43s a major affiliate of New York ;University
Medical Center: it is where my office is,'Euld the program-.....
that he alludeS to is °Ohe thatkitarted,personally 6 yeaiii ago as a,
comprehensive team demonstration a proach in terms of how one

, couldndeed reduce the riikeliftll medical hazards of pregnancy.
I think that the social risks r -.probably infmitely greater :I

would like to clarify that my o position ia .one of an areh-prag-
matist. I think thatwe do ind need a great deal More-mforma-
tiop about the determinants of the decisions surrounding contra-
ception; which in.so many respects is a nondecision on the.paW of
adolescents.

My 01P10 view is that we,tave abysmally failed our young. We
have failed to.provide them' th the kited ,of information-and skills
in decisionmaking so-that when they are out on their own 4n the
situations that.Dr. Short so well describes, they are equipped ,to 'be
able to nay no or yes, or whatever; to make at least a reasoneddeci-
sion. But for flicistmost part they:now Make 'no reasoned decisions.

My remarks Et:Threw," the point that when adolescente are sexual-
ly activeHand I have determined. this --it is my obligation to pro-
tect, them from what I cannot, help but see is the infinitely more
disastrous course Of;_pregnancy to a 15-;.14-, or 13-year-old. It breaks.

; my heart, so I haVeto see contraception as a pragmatic answer:
Any choicevoipight-make is not always clearcut, bUt is a meas-

ure of risks and;behefits. Maybe we do need fb look at this concept
Inore carefully for adolescents specifically. Given two _options, any
physician operates from, principle of -which option is ih the better
interests of that patient, which prevents long-range consequences
more effectively, and which has the least hazards. I know few deci-
sions that I make in which there are not pros and cons.

I will be happy, to give you a copy of ink spetfic report which at
least cites trhe information that-Dr. Hillabrand I arte'inisguideC
in interpreting. This is a review of the world literature, and I 156.;.,
lieire some reasonably good scientific data hai beendevoteci to this
question in said totally noncommercial studies as the Willow..
Creek study_ in California, the British London practitioners' study,
and the Oxford family planning study. All these prejects have
looked at the 'pill in longitudinal case studies for very, very, long
periods of time.

I think it is an lilnest difference of opinion. Maybe we need more
nonpartisan asseasfnents of this. I have, teaay that I thought that
Miss Chamberlain's program is the kindIA. thing that really is get-
ting to the heart of it, and something that We really need to look at
more , .
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How do we help young people who, in my estimate, hive no role,
place or function in society, who are put too often in--the deep-4
freeze of unresponsive schools, and who 'haile no chance-46 be
needed or to :be wanted? They are no longer the children- who `are
valued by their parents nor yet the adults that are valned by soci-
ety.

If we, do not get around to finding some way of giving adolescents
a feeling that they have a place, a role and a contributign to soci-
ety, I think we are missing the boat very much, and that we will
continue to have a Sroblexn with what .I agree _witIP_all_paneliOa__
here is premature involveinent in sexual behavior by yotmgstera
who are not ready to make those kinds of decisions and du*noti
have the skills to deal with the consequences.

Senator DENTON. Yes. Miss Chamberlain's program seemed to
have: a couple of characteristics that are nott shared by_yoine fOr
which our tax dollars pay. Shanientioned dignity inlress and pro=
priety in. lauguage. I have seen, as yo have seen, 1-7atn, sure,
movies used/ and partially paid, for by our tax dollars in which
street/ language is used and in which he-decorum is, to spy the

not "dignified.
A onder4 the hasic Worth-of the human being, which is the

genhia, odr:Dklaratiorr.utIndependence and our Constitntion; is
not reall t th04.901-011t: hiaarhole question, and has to do not only
wit did.. -;.:.ael*Say, of the. two ers, but the prospec-.

11* h isalso human and equal dignified.-- -

174tit. t would haVe. to agree with Dr. Hillabrand that the
ation is novvn, and that new information is not going to

Acithe.,Stances that people take.- I make reference. to Planned -

.iithoocriecause they are the greatest'distributonj of4he pill to.
olingapeople. '

. ./
1964 they were known as Planned Parenthood. In the

thinkit was around 1962they became Planned'
3A'arehthood-World .PoPulation...Sikwe thatime, their prime concern

been. controlling.poPula9on,,,'; :

Now, the problem we are fading, with these two forms of danger--
ous birth control is that the pill is' the easiest to dispense. You just
have to swallOW, it accprding to schedule. The target, of the IUD is
mostly women with .poor motivation, meaning the poor, because
once inserted, it cannot be removed by theclieni.

Social engineers who keep insisting that the population "explo-
sion" is the primary concern, treat women as if they were expend
able. They.keeli pushing the pill and the IUD not only in this coun-
try but throughout the ThirdWorld despite the demonstrated dan-
gers,, . . .

On'40,,,. of that, we have the drug industry whOmake millions of
-,..*11araa'nionth on the pill and who are not interested in support-

Ong OrPublicizing unbiased research which uncover or establish the
...dangera of the pill or subsidize 'meetings trat. inmartially 'discuss
the effects of the pill. Their-grants are for the opposite purpose.

cse
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In a series of papers I have analyzed the past reports of official

n. 1 gommittees all of whom have approved of the Pill." Each one was.- ..

slanted. As an example the Chairman of the' World Health Organi:
nation's Committee on the Pill flatly told:PrbtessorSalhanik 17 of
Harvasrd; a member of- the :Cornmittee,:=Other members included
drug company representatives and members from the U.S. Public ..
Health SerVice-77that no matter What the doubts were about the

...
_ pill,,A,,,had to receive unanimous approval because of the popula-

tion 'problem Accordingly he tvould not permit a minority report.
Dr.I.,ouia:Hellman, who as Chairman of the Advisory Committee

.::-,on Obitetries and Gynecology of the, Food and Drug Administration . :-
..; was: r sponsible fOr two reports on the pill' safety. In the 1966'

. repot ru.siang a new legal definition of safety, benefit versus risk
he c eluded that the pillwas safe. But in the press conference fol
lovving the-release, of the' report he introduced "a ..yellow light of

". caution" warning. Similarly, _following the:release of the 1969
report'which also claimed the pill was safe, He again reiterated his
"yellow light or Caution" warning at a press conference. This has
turned ourto-be.one of the lOngest Yellow lights of. caution in the 14.1

...., history of 'medicine. It seesieei to '.ine that what the Government
needed on that committee was an electrician to see What. went ,n
wrong light'with the switch which seems to be unable to switch the ligh" . .,..
froth yellow to red. ,

My deepest concern as a physician oday is our failure to obtaintoday
informed. consent from our patients. It is a right which =Platck,.#is-
cussed in the third century B.C. when he differentiated betwei
doctors who took care of free: men and ,doctoris,whip took car
slaVes. ... , .

The doctor' who took care oPfiee men recognized' that the thera-,.,
peutic decision had to beadquieseed to by an informed patient. The'
doctor who took care of slayes, however, lined them .up;and like "a
.tyrant" 'gave ,his Orders.. -,,, a r

Today; prirnarilyi' kaasan oome of the 1970Welson hearingS,*& -:--,'''
do' require a patient insert with each package of the pill. It inforins,
the roman of the warning, precautions, adversa effects, and eon-
traindications_ of the pill. Though it is 'not 'as complete' and strong

, as it 'should- et-..it is watered downit did result in a 40-Percent ',.

drop in the ,of` the pill., When a woman,,Who is literate reads the
Patient labe g and has a modicum of intelligence she wants no
part ofthe pill.:

: wow; I' know of no birth control clinic, Planned,. Parenthood or ..
otherwise who have made available t9 young teenagers a transla:

. . ..
. ....,

16 Ratner. H. (Ed.) Editorials from Ch'ila:& Family Oak Park. IL. (a) The Pill -1. Reluctant
Admissioni. 12:98-9, 1973. (b) The PillII. The FDA. 12:194- 5;.1973. (c) The Pillill, The
Wright Report:12:290-2, 1973, (d) The PillIVThe WI-10 Report: The Authors. 13:2-4, 1974. (el
The PillV. The WHO Report: What It'Said. 13:98-9, 1974 :11) The POIVI. The FDA Hellman
Report, .1966,,, 13:194-7; 290-1; 1974 and : 14:2-6,,LS75. (g) The Pill4V11. The PDA Hellman
Report, 1969: 14:98-9;194-5; 290-2; 1975 and 15:2-4, 1976. : ,...ii- kt, , .

uIbid (4p. 98. "Barbara Seaman in The Doctor's Case 'A e Pill' (Peter B. Wyden,.. ,gal
N.Y., -1969) recounts that" The inembers [of the .WHO task force ivided.alinost equally for tr-

end ggainst l'endoreing':tlit pill.' She quotes from an intervie ; one member of the task
fore who Stated: 'The people who were cpncerned about popidationproblems had already decir141
ed that we were going todeliver a whitewash. Some of the delegates just went home beiciarialw* .

meeting en-cled, so that they wouldn't have to commit themselves on the IMO vote4Iittli to i
put. in a miiiirtty teport, but was told 'quite firmly that all WHO task IcifeeltPorfi.ha to 12e 44
unanimous. In'the-71,11 signed.' (p. 248) A former member of the task force: me the same,"

4 ° ltti3N
44

0

71,--

4
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tion of the package insert on the pill that can be understood by
them so that truly informed consent is obtained. What happens is
that if th-C6linic decides the ill is the method the teenager gets
the pill. Or if the provider dem on the IUD the bulk of them get
the IUD. In either case the. 1 is ultimately assured that the -
method is safe.

The big mistake made in t e 1973 Supreme Court decision on
abortion was when Supreme Court Justice. Blida:nun concluded
that abortion should be a decision between the woman and her
doctor. But-the woman does not have the doctor Justice Blackmun
had in minda family or personal physician who is primarily de-
voted to her interests. "Her doctor" is a stranger and an abortion-
ist, a doctor who is employed at an. abortarium, a killing4linic,
who is not interested in the woman as strelkput in the money .and
in moving her along to make room for others: At abortion cham-
bers they, even abort women who are not pregnant.

-Whatever our opinion is about the safety or the danger of the
pilland I must call to mind h re that the drug industry avoids
the term danger. They first co out with a safe pill, and then a
year later they come out with a afer pill, and now Dr. Hillabrand
just gave us another safer form a. Danger and risk are just not in
their vocabulary when drug mpanies_ advertise and physicians,
following them prescribe. 4

But it seems. to me that we do have an obligation to yoinig teen-
agers, no matter how far down in age we descend,,7to let thein know
in an undergandable way that their tr.k and limbs are at risk
when on the pill. We have an'Obligation to -prepare and
and to make it obligatory that all clinics inake 'available to _en-
agers, unbiased printed material which paraphrases the.:-gip kegs

The FDAvatilerit,insert which was finally approved would hayei:
been mucli-stronger in terms of the literature had it not passed
through the hands of social engineers and pharmaceutical reprilro.;q4.,
sentatives. But even with its limitations it does better 'than the
verbal reassurances of proyiders.

I agree here with Dr. Short that a person'has a right to his or '4'
her own informed decision. This is the way to raise children to give

- 'them practice at decisionmaking even at the ages of foul'; five, and 4it,,
six, so as to get in the habit of making their own decitions. Ulti-
mately the individual has to make the decision; nobody else can do
it for them. After all it is the teenager not the physician or the pro-

_ vider who is swallowing the pill and takes the risk. So we do have
an obligation 'to give them thAata on health and we do not need
any more data. Our immediate obligkiltion is to make wh we know
now available to the public at large and to the indjvid Nre con-
template prescribing it to.

Senator DENTON. Thank you, Dr. Ratner. I am just to
throw two more questions out there, and I think we can julrlieve a
general assent or dissentan individual assent or dissent about the

:question. .

Eunice Kennedy Shriver recently wrote something about the poti-
sible health hazards of the pill and IUD. I quote her:

No parents should be kept in the dark about their children's exposure to such
dangers. No physician shduld be asked to treat a child without knowing she is on

1 .'

_72
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the pill. No child should be,encouraged.to bear such risks, Inchiling-alwayalhe414-
of pkegnancy, alone and Iii Secret. .

I would gather that except for Dr. Hofmann, because she, has in
. her Aualifications about confidentiality not included thatithat the
rest of yoU would agree that given what we-have discUssed. here
.thia morning, it would, be advisable, to have parents help adoles-
cents eValuate-the existifig'eYidence'on contraceptives Or any.other
aspect of sexual relation&

In other words, granted that there is an .inefficiency in that
dialog,- and -with certain- exceptions -in- parents for examplerthe-in----
'cestuous or aneshould not the average parent have access to
the child rega g this decision,_which is: snot just physical and
psychological?:Sh ld not the pafent kkpermitted. to get into that
ball game?

Dr. SHORT. I think ireu are making an assumption that I cannot
accept, Senator. Not all, of us would take hat .except Dr. Hof-
mann. I, as a parent of two daughters arid-.thee sons--

Senator DerrroN I said. I tbouilbt,alLwOuld-agree except per
Dr. Hofmann.

Dr. SHORT. Yes, I know, but I dO not
Benator DENTON. You are not going to agree with that?
Dr. SHORT. I do not agree.
Senator DEisrroN:Gp,ahead. . -

Dr. SHORT. The reason is that while I would hope that we juge
the kind of relationship with our family that. if one of my solid Or
one of my daughters were to consider bein sexually active, I would
hope that they would have the 4 f ationship with us. where °
they Would feel that we would- 13' it h e their best interests at
heart and would do everything we could to help.

But I know from past experience that Most young people simply
do not have that kind oflfrelatiOnship with their parents.- And I
think we have got, to realize the fact that not all parentsmost
young people would go right ahead being sexually active without
.taking any precaution at all if they felt they had to go tri their par-
ents, or if they felt the only way they could get any contraceptives
was that 'their parents would be -notifi ed about it. I am afraid I
would Wave to disagree.

Senator DENTON. Right.' Well, you know, the -ruling which was
brought up by Dr. Hofmann pertains to prescription drugs and de-
vices and notiticaVon of the parent. 10 days after the fact..She her-
self said that she thought parents should. he involved, Wherever
possible, in this whole process. Do you disagree with' that?

Dr. SHORT. No, I do not disagree with that at :b11,, but I do think
that the panel is not typically representative of the medical corn-
rnirdity in Atnerica. I think most, medical authorities would not
take the view that the three out of fotir that are on this panel have
taken.

Sen for DENTON. 'Go' ahead, Miss Chamberlain.
Mi CHAMBERLAIN. I was going to say that I do agree with what

Dr. ort said. In so many instances, there is no family structure
the with which to deal. . .

Senator DENTON. That observation refers to the adolescents with
which you have been dealing.

Miss CHAMBERLAIN. Right.
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a!4tDieNToic !there is a natiMi-out there of some 204 nition
.,..-..raaint.--telngttold that they do not have,any,thiiily

lire; andsthe ;lila being made to apply to that.,":r7 "' ;
I agree.

.BeitatorDENTON . And I feel I have to; represent the
in IV State they feel that way.

Miss. CHAMBERLAIN. Well, I am for e4zybacly being rep
and information not being withheld. ,I ceitatilyAgree.with

Dr. HILLABRAND. I could verify the facCthTit the root cause of this
thing-is this -lack of-communicatio&-Tor,zrapport -between- parents
and children. That, seems to apply to contraception, to abortion,
and everything else. If that is the etiology, why then we should he,.
addressing, our therapy to that root cause rather, than to be blam-
ingAhe kids for this.

used to preach:to these kids all the time, "What the hell, I was
not brought, up, that way. What is the matter with you? Did your
parents ript.lescli:iyau any better than that? Gee whiz, you should
not be doing that,'!

But they-areln a different milieu and environment now in which
Senator Denton and John Hillabrand did not grow up, and we
cannot appreciate what they are up against in the peer group pres-
sure. And I would have to include the soaps in the peer group pres-
sure.

Senatdr DENTON. Right.
Dr. HILLABRAND. You are not with it unless you are taking the

pill.
Senator DENTON. Right.
Dr. HILLABRAND. Now, the remedy is Miss Chamberlain here, in

her approach to this thing to try to repair the family. Now, I will
surprise everybody because in our efforts. in dealing with these --
girls that have problem pregnancies, we find very definitely,-aeross
the country and around the world, thatTyThen we can get-that kid
back in the arms of her mother, things start to look up again.

Get them both in here And say, "Hey, look, you have,gotyrob.''
lems. If there ever was a time mom needs you ancl.,if there ever
was a time you needed momyou start talking." And to make it
easy, you start talking right here. And then they kind of lighten
up.

And where we are successful, it invariably because we reestab-
lished this relationship. And we are amateurs; we are not profes-
sionals at it. But that can and will work. If there were some prates-.
sionals clever enough to do what we are attempting to do in an
amateurish way, there is where the they: 'y is.

Senator DErTro Well, do, not et any be misled. I am not in
favor of restrictiii this.educational to the parent and the
childfar from it. As a pent of seven.; ildren, I know how dis-
astrous that would.be.

But I do believe that to make the assumption that since the age-
old problem of parent cornsnitriication and child communication qh
this subject exists, that therefore we should absolUtely, exclude the
Parent-7is wrong Why not _try to educate the parent asyou draw
them into the qifestion with the child,: anckwhy not draw in other
shppart people? And that is .what we have done sponiored.

Yea; Dr. Hofmann? .
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Dr. HOFMANN. I think if you are going to mandate anything, let
.;.:z.us. mandate parents going back to school. terriselves and getting
-"some education in terms of teaching and cbnimunicating with their

kids.
Senator DENTON. That is right, and they will have to do their

part in breaking not only the barrier but the misunderstanding.
Yes, Dr. Ratner?

'Di. RATNER. I would say and emphasize that every species has a
characteristic mode of reproduction. Even Playboy now agrees'that
monogamytwo people pairing-off to raise their childrenis char-
acteristic of the human species.

Children need a longer period of rearing and education, than any,
other young animal. Accordingly the fact remains that the parents
are the primary teachers. It is also true that all families are not
functioning as well as they should.

Now, to think that since the family is disfunctioning, substitutes
are going to function better, especially with the limitation of being
strahgeia, is I think an erroneous notion. The real solution is to
help the family to function again.

What I would object to as a former public health officerI am
also senior medical adviser to La Leche International, the largest
mothers' organization in the worldis the tendency for govern
mental:41nd voluntary agencies, to practice what has been called
Rarenteclorny. Now, an appendectomy means to cut out the appen-
dix, and a parentectomy means to cut out the parents.

Professional people keep thinking that if you eliminate the par-.
ents, you can solve .the problems of the young. But it does not
work. It is imperative that we bring the parents back into the pic-
ture. They are the primary teachers and the primary ,influ,ence. It
is the family that. is the cradly of lo e, the cement of society.

Even the day care. Movement is sruptive of the parent child re-
lationship. If nature wanted child en to be brought up in litters,

. they would have come in litters. T e fact is the. are born bne at a
time, because love is best taught in a one-to-one relationship and to
know how to receive love and to give love is the most important
gift a child can inherit.

So, m a bit bothered when we begih, to practice parentectomy.
I do 145w that the function; of the famil Sand there is no substi-
tute that thatches it, is to hawthe chi} to mature and be hide-
pendentand to acquire the hilidff of making his own decisions.

Somewhere along the linethe family may have4wt done its job.
But the fact still remains that when everything else 'is said, the one
whO will really be interestedI am,, of course, talking for the most
partthe place you can always go back to and be received with
openoarms is the family, not a social agency.

Now, I say it only works for the,most part. We have special prob-
lgms with certain types of dysfunctioning families that need help.
Rut the help whenever possible should be channeled through the

Senator DENTON. Thank you all every much for your comments.
Let me ask another question.

Do any of you know, when thepill and IUD were being tested for
use by the general public, whether that study included a particular
class of study which applied to young adblescents only4.?
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Dr. HOFMANN. No, not in this country.
Senator DENTON. No. That seems kind of unfortunate in that we

are finding things like cervical cancer with multiple 'partners, et
cetera, and other related

Dr. HOFMANN. That is not related-tdPill use, though.
Senator DENTON. No, I know -it is not. But what ,I mean is that

there is a specificity of application and reaction on the part of ado-
lescents to sexually-related practices, including, I would gather
from what .I read in this and even froth what you said, Dr. Hof-
mann, the IUD, the pill, and that sort of thing.

They did not do any, so we are sort of still learning, are we not?
Dr. HOFMANN. Generallydrug testing in minors is a separate set ,

of protocols only after testing in adults, and because of the in-
creased cost, it often is waived.

Senator DENTON. But, ironically, although we call .this family
planning in the Government, we are dealing with a bunch of 13- to
16-year-olds.

Dr. HOFMANN. Nonfamily planning.
Senator. DENTON. Yes. Go ahead, Dr. Ratner.
Dr: RATNER. I think we have to pay tribute to the Washington

.41 Post in at "least one instance.
Senator D,FNTpx1.421bey are not all bad.-
Dr. RATNER. '19*-'::lhad a national reporter by the name of

Morton Miritz, wird4hortly after the pill was marketed in 1960,
after the first few deaths from the pill were reported from. Eng-
land, began keeping track of the pill. He subsequently wrote two
remarkable books: "By Prescription Only," and "The PillAn
Alarming Report." 18

He was the only science writer in this, country who looked at
things objectively, independently of the influence of drug.g&Apa-
nies, social engineers and his .paper's editorial position. W he
pointed out in his first book was that the apprOval of the pill-was
based on a study, of only 132 women who had used it a minimum
of 1 year. Di. John Rock, the foremoSt promoter of the pill, had
said in effect, "This is a physiological method; the pill just imitates
nature:" 19 Because of this belief everybody was lulled into believ-
ing that nothing could go wrong.

As 'P. result the original studies in Puerto Rico failed to 'survey
adequately untoward results. For example, in a study of 838
women. .conducted by Gamble of Harvard and others, two women
died up in They were dismissed in a footnote as having
'died from heart attack.s.2° These women were healthy when they
entered the study. These women died unattended by doctors. No .
autopsies were performed.

I a la) Mintz, M. "By Prescription_Only." Beacon Press, Boston, 1967.
(b) " 'The Pill' An Alarming Report." Fawcet Publications, Inc. New York, 1970.
(c) *. The Pill: Press and Public at the Expert's Mercy. Colmbia Journalism Re%

Part I. Winter 1968/69, pp. 4-10; Part II. Spring, 1969, pp. 28-35:4Reprinted in Child 8z`Fami ,
Part I. 15:303-12, 1976; Part II. 16:67-80, 1977.

" Rock, J. "The Time Has Come." Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., New York, 1963. "" ' they provide
a natural means of fertility control." P. 167. "" the steroid compounds are the first physiolog-
ic means of contraception." P. 168.

2° Satterthwaite, A. P. and Gamble, C. J. Conception Control with 'Norethynodrel. J. Amer.
Med. Women's Assoc. 17:797-802, Oct...1962,
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The pill promoters were absolutely naive and innocent about the
kind of dynaniite they were handling. And I would disagree here
that a -priority is to do additional research in-adolescents'. The basic
physiology of the adolescent is not uniquely different from an older
woman. There are some differences, but the mechanism of blood co-
agulability and thromboembolism, what happens in terms of the
liver, and diabetic precursorsI do not want to run through the
whole listbasically deals with the same physiological system.

One other additional concern is that when you start an adoles-
cent on the pill, say, at the age of 15; she stays on the pill as long
as she is sexually active. She is going to become 16 and 17 and 19
and 20 and 21 arld 22 and -23, and by that time the long-term ef-
fectsOf the can prOduce liver tumors and pituitary tumors. ,

Concerning the latter Dr. Hillabrandtold me last night that one
law firm in Detroit has four cases of pituitary tumor which they
claim were caused by the pill. So, what I am saying is --

Senator DENTON. Well, now Dr. Hofmann is going to disagree
with you, I think. She shook her head. But what were you going to
say, Dr. Hofmann, before we lost that point? .

Dr. HOFMANN. Just essentially that there is very questionable
evidence on a lot of the things that Dr. Ratner is saying. In so
many ways, I would like to suggest that we not end up in an argu-
mentative debate. I think there are some substantive issues that
you and those who hear the evidence which you have already
heard will have to decide as to which has weight and merit.

Senator DENTON. Well, Dr. Hillabranck has a point there, that al-
though there is much more data-that 'needs to be gathered and
issues that need to be blarified, we do have to prodeed now oper-
ationally in some fashion.

Dr. HILLABRAND. There is .an additional factor, Senator; that is,
the pill is not therapeutic for any known disease in the book. You
are not prescribing itwhatever they might be, the risks are not
justified in terms of therapy, contrasted with the dangerous. drugs
that we use for treating leukemia. You will accept those bebause
the alternative is death. The alternative to faired contraception is
pregnancy, which up to now has never been listed as disease.

So, the truth of the matter is that the pill needs additional justi-
fication. And as a rule in the 'practice of medicirie, the first thing
has to be for the safety of the patient. So, where there is an oppor-
tunity, to achieve the same result with a method which is less dan-
gerous, then you are duty and professionally bound to recommend
that.

You can cure a sore throat with chloramphenicol or with penicil-
lin. Chloramphenicol kills and cures. Penicillin, except for allergic
reaction, will cure. Everybody sees that point, but when it comes to
birth control pills anti using other methods of avoiding parenthood
that are not dangerotis, they go blind because of, the simplicity and
the ease and the effectiveness of the pill.

Senator DENTON. And the financial interests, according, to Dr.
Ratner.

Dr. RATNER. Yes.
Dr. StiorT:Way I add one thing, Senator Benton?
SenatoKElsirroN. Sure, pr. Short. Let me' add one thing and we

will turn it', over to you.
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toolrsRath oti.are saying thal in spite of your feeliifg that
g woman. *thquf q regular cycle should not use the pill,
of >the. other tommon-to-all-ages difficulties and possible
we would rki4 be well-Ovised to have further study just

Adolescent ertd bf this:
r: Hofmann saysAat in ta conservative approach, she

gree that *fill resto this young wornan'without a regu-
e-,'ahe wouldvi Oa* go Liking with this warning here. Are

Or on that thatwe know 'what We are learning? .

migivisr. Yes.
r Demo's/. OK

Dr. -HOFMANN. Research could well be done in the whole area of -
studying ovulation patterns after pill use.

Senator DENTON. Otherwise, Dr. Ratner, you do not feel we. have
to put Money into that? --

Dr. RATNER. No. Generally speaking, we already know the pill .

results in Sterility as well as serious and fatal disease-.
Senator DENTON. All right. Go ahead, Dr. Short.
Dr. SHORT. I just want to say that I think I would agree with you,

Senator, that it would be ,unfortunate if we simply dwelleclibn the
values or lack of values of the pill or the IUD or something else,
because there is a lot. of other research going on in birth control
Methods which ingy outdate these momentarily.

I think it is also a mistake for us to leave with the impression
that I think we might be in danger of leaving,' and that is that the
major responsibility in this is the1 woman. We have talked about
what her choice is and what she does about pregnancy and what
she does about sex.

I happen to believe that we me have copi5ed out just about long
enough; Senator. I think just be use society comes down harder
on the female and the parents co e down harder on their expecte-
tioris'bf their daughters than their 'son's, there is no reason' to
excuse the finale in terms of our sexual behavior.,

Why should not the male take every bit as much responsibility
for what -happens to his sperm as we expect the female to takere-

). sponsibility for what happens to her uterus? Why should it alWays
be the woman that, has to say no?.

Senator.DENT411. All right, sir.. Well, I will not disagree with
that.

This is the last question: There is a study .on the relationship be-
,. tween, the pill and hypertension which states that the use of oral

contraceptives for younger women is "relatively contraindiCated"
for 'younger women in whom a longer-term commitment is likely,"
and you Ibublied on that.

There is another study which suggests that the "effect on the
risk of myocardial 'infarction persists after the discontinuation of
long-termuse cital .contraceptives." What we are seeing, then, is
evidence that healtihripice associated with the pill may increase. if
the pill is used fat iitatii years, and that tille danger may continue
after the pill is nqjoilgiir used.

Do we agree thattlat woman starts'. using oral contraceptives in
,

her adolescence, the lilividwiN has a greater chance of using them
for many years?,10 :Iight.einRia, and especially since there is wide-,
spread 'pill usageignong adolescents and it is a relatively new oc-

t



curren,qe, should we be stating that because some of the effects. of
the pill are not seen during the adolescent years'-' ;' ilOgs safe for
young girls? This is aside &OM the one thin '0'''`''.. ,mentioned
here about:the irregular cle ' PO:

Yes, DK Hofmann? e:,--
'Dr. fletin1IANN. Again, I riot rhan - gt _,-'4't n the other wit-

nesses, but I would say that. c. _ly k.of Myocardial infarc-
tion over time has to be seen ;le -of. the possible consequendes of
excessively long pill use. It does epress the part 'of the blood fat

-:- '=- - components, 'called- high-density -lipo-proteins. These, when elevat-
ed, ar protective against heart attacks. When they are depressed,.%1
they se to be associated with an increase. t

It is t same factor that is uniformly depressed in smoking,
which ia why smoking plug the pill is additive. My own view would
be that maybe there is the possibility of an increase in thronibotic

that is a different situationover timemany earssuggesting
diseases, myocardial infarction and strokenoVirombophlebitis;

that contraception beginning in adolescence probably should be dy-
namic.

I think if I myself were contracepting, I might use the pill during
adolescence when Iedid not really want to have a pregnancy and
could not even afford to have the risk. But then I might switch to
the IUD when I was somewhat older, when a pregnancy would not
rally be that disastrous. It might not be when I would want it, but
it,would still fit into my family life plans. And then I /night seek
out or ask my husband to seek out a steriliiatiOnitiClattr point in
time when my child-bearing life was filled.

So, I do see'that there is legitimate suggestion that there may be'
a need to limit pill-taking to 5 to 7 years; even more so-to the use
of pills containing no more than 50 milligrams of estrogen. Sta-
dell's recent report hr the New England Journal of Medicine sum-.

marizing the whole issue pointed out that an under-50 micrograirk
trogen dose could reduce ,risks 50, to 80 percent over doses which

^,te over 50 micrograms, which most of patients in studies up
until very recently were taking. It is a very specific dose-related,effect.

I do not think that the data suggest that there ii' rdlationship- _

betweeh the pill and high blood pressure. The pill may elevate' it.e
point,4,or two, byt. as far as anybody can see over time, the pill does
not saute lukhillood pressure. It can exacerbate high blood pres-
sure Which already exists, and because of 'the change in clotting
factors and increased risk of heart attack and stroke with high
blood pressure, you would riot want to compound the possibility
possibly by giving the pill.

So, it is contraindicated'when that.sittiatiOnexists on a theoreti-
cal basis, but it does not seem from what I have read-and evaluated
to increaiti the probability' of such 'complications on an .actual sta-
tisticalbasis. -, "* c

Senator DENTON. You haie referred to recent studies, and so on,
and I do hope that between you and Dr. Ratteri- we can get whit
you all woulc both generally agree is the latestl and valid t of
finding's, :

1
..'t 1,

:p

Dr. Hotitivint.-Dr. Ratner and I will never agree.
Senator-DENTox. You will,never agree? 2

i

4 1-
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Dr. HorivtANS: Sir, I will submit to yOtiAny report and you can do
with it what'you Went.

Senator DENTON. Well, anyWay :let us let Dr. Rather have his
last say here. ..,

Dr. RATNEa.,,I do not w_iipt to spend any time disagreeing about
andnd So forth. Back' in 1967, the: first reports came in

cbrrelating the pill with increases in -blood pressure. They have
been amply confirmed by. a leading. authority, PthfeSsor Laragh of
Columbia University and others and the complication is,re,cognized
as; sUchbSithaFDA and the Work' Health Organization-.2

But I want to make one other point:The original pill was 'ighly
effective because 93 percent of the time, it7knockecl out the egg but
in addition there were two supplementary mechanisms which k
care of 'escaped fertilized eggs, namely, impenetrable cervical
mucous and a hostile litling of the uterus wjlich blocked tile nest,
ing in thelembryonic human being.

But as we have decrease& the strength of the pill content, the L.-
pills has become less and leSS effective aril:Lithe secondary mecha- '
nisms have taken over. We are still riding en the basis of the origi-
nal formulation that ,it is 99 percent effective. Now, just 3
week.? ago, I had luncK.with Dr. John Bonner, who is on one of the
task forces of the World -Health Organization. He is head of obstet-
rics at Trinity. He came from Okford. He runs the Rotunda, which
is the Kg Protestant maternity center in Ireland.

He told me that. the World Health Organization has two reports
which they are not publicizing. If I remember properly,, he told me
that they are finding out .that some of the preparations are Only 7Q -

percent effective, and there are so many irregularities attached' to
them that people go off the pill in a relatively short-period of ti&e.

Senator DENTON. Well, even if there is just a grain of truth in
thatand there is certainly truth in what I said about people using
all formsit is folly ts,box oneself into the question of whether or
not use of ContraceptIves or pregnancy is more dangerousyou are,
taking the risk of pregnancy when you use' the contraceptives.

Dr: RATNER. Yes, but people are getting pregnant on the pill, and
that is because as the Eheinkcal components are redried in amounts

.the-pill is getting less and oss effective:
Dr. HOFMANN. I are'teferring to the progesterone-only
i tki -pills; are you nit:A.'4 t estrogen-- ;
Dr. RATNER: No I am talking about the low dose, of pins.
Dr. HOFMANN. Above 30 micrograms?
Dr. RATNEA,. It Stands to reason, you know, that if, the lower

doses of.pills reduie the anoyulato4 effect, there is going to be a
1 greater possibility of pregnancy. ,

[The'prepared statement of Dr. Hofmann and additional material
supplied for the record follow:]

2' "Oral Coktraceptives: Technical and Safety Aspects." WHO Offset Publication No. 64. '
World Health Organization, Geneva, 1982. "There is a small but significant rise in both systolic
and (later) diastolic blood pressure with prolonged use of oral contraceptives." P.14.

80
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TESTIM3NYOF

Aiii24. HOFMANN, M.D.

Nr. Chairman frod Members of the Subccemittae:

1-am Adel: lofteian, a-beet&-cartified-OdiatriCian, Olio, for allost-20. :

years, has:spacialized in ado medicine. I ima Pale president of Oil

Seciety for Adolescent Medicine, a past dumber ofthe Committee on Adolescence

of thiemarican Academy okradisttics.and of.theleademy!s,

Section otzlidoiescantDealth. Aithoilh I as:Director ofYthe Adolescent Medical

Unit of-the NOW Tortt University Medical Canter and an Aisociate-Professer at

.:'

the Uniesisity's School of Madicina,-the vievspresented:to you, today ere my

,ova and do not represeit'tha pOaitions of the University.

I hi,' recently completed a review of world literature on thasychosocial

and.sedical aspects of contraceptive use by teenagers commissioned by the World

Health Organizatio4 and 1 appriciate the,opportteity toapieetbafc4 this

panel today to praient some.of.tha findings of that review that are pitilcUlarly

relevant to'iheinquiry being conducted heretoday. As you are aware, Mr, Chair7

man, thig is an :extreme*. timely topic. There has been vide publicity given to

the administration's proposed regulation requirineparentalaqtife when

adolescents receive prescription contraceptives -- a regulation 4itt3i' he :Wain,

istration:justifiii in large part on the assumption that prescription'contraiep-

tives presentee major health hazard fOr teenagers.

No method of congtaception is erfect, either for adplescents Of adults:

"./...

:-,-vn:neii.complet y foolproof andnor entails absolutely no risk. However,fhe

w 0.im.a vacuum. They*must,bi examined in light f the much greater and well-documented

.::: risks to adolescents from iontracaptime use'areSinieel and must not be, viewed'. ...'

h th -risks to adole'icents*4r,egnancyNa frequent result of "fleiiisal activity in

the ab once of contraceptina. According 4illa nod and Drug Administration's
*

faiient packet 'insert for oral contrac!!!!!3,1 -the risk of death associated with

all methods of contraception (both prescription'end nonprescription) tt'aimilar

ar



for teenager* and is roughfy Wne-sixth that associated with pregnancy.

Because each method of- .contraception entails different risks, I shall exaekne

each individually.

''L Oral Contraceptives

Oral contraceptivesAthe "pill") are the most-frequent priscription method_

of contraception used by adolescents, because of theit lowfailure rites and .

'disassociation from the act of intercourse. Legitimate concerns have bead raised '

.

shout the possible elfecsof oral contraceptiVes on a young woman's.gipwth,

arising from the known ability'ofsstrogen to slow skeletal development. While //

'tbere were physiological grOunds to have suspected that oral contrpciptive use
.,ao

might impair growth, there is nd clinical evidence to'bear out this hypothesis.
4. /

In fact, there is Substantial evidence to the contrary. Numerous studies of /

..young girls,ppeeifieally prescribed estrogen in order to In-event eitrakrdisarY

growth have shown that the imouht'of estrogen needed to,inhibit growth'is in .

the range of 10 times the amount used for contraception. In addition,estrogen

therapy to inhibit gir h'has behn shOwn to be significantly less effective if

conducied afiei menstruation has begun. The'clinical'data show that there is
.

in fact liitle ba4 sis for concern that the amount oi'estrogen to oral eontracep-

tives giVenoto girls who have already begun menstruating will advershly affect

iheir'growth.

A second issue relaiid to oral contraceptive use among adolescents is

a concern sboot a possible inhihitlnof the maturing endocrine system and a'

delltimental effuct. on tile eventual achievement of regular ovulation. A highly

significant study published in 1980 found that'hormonal responses and ovulation

returned to normal for.the deveropmental.age of the patient following discontinua-
,

tion of oral contraceptive use. Studies of girls with exce2ive height given

as-

estrogen specifically to arrest growth show that almost all of the patients



returned to,regular menstruatiOnwithin a few months of thm,end of-imatuent,

even though the dosage of esireiran was approximatsliAA-iimasthat ussefor

coitraceptivOespases. Again, theLeraidenca does not support t6m]catthat
0.

the estrogen innral contraceptives interferes with" the achievement of ovule-

tort'- regularity inaMiiesCea girls. *

MAraidelt;.yrassen, menstruation aedpituitary,reepodiiviness. normally resumes

: ralerkOtwweekajiiteroral contraceptiVa useuser is discontinued. At most, the '

\trUe101ativis risitof post -pill AMMorrbea, or absence of menstruation, is 1

''Fier 1,000 users: No Available evidence indicates that amenorrhea following

oral Contraceptfve vie is more likely in adolesteaterinadult Inman: The
/

eareclueion ofyeveral.msearcherg--that post-p1.11 infeiii;Atvis at best en
t:; - `7''

Unfounded concern and at worst a modest problem nsua1104MitraensiirA'to treat-

mentlwould"Appeer topply:_to4dollracents as well, as sAulT.
, --

.,.

Studie0..ve ilidicared the possibility' of-an increased riskJ3f 'several -* ,

typos. of'Cardiovaicular Aissime associated with oral contraceptiveluse.

majbr factor contributing to this elevated Mak is4n'testrogen-induced, r

versible attratiOe'of blood clotting factors. .Thisdegree of pill -assOcia

cardiovascular disease varies with the specific condition involVed and the

existence of other, predisposing. factors. For example, age end smoking increase
.

the risk of myocardial infaiction_(heart diseiie). Fifteen to nineteen yeAr

olds, whether or net thAy'amoke, are at:the lowest risk.' (The risk of death

for nonsmokers in that ags group is 1.2"per100i000 users per",ear and 1.4 for

smokers.). Similar aisociations,existfor cerebral stroke. That the risk of .

either myocardial infarction or stroke is exceptionally loi is further confirmed

by the absence inthe literately of ern ene,case of ajIll -related death of

an adolescent due to myocardial infarction, thrombotic stroke or pu/sionary -
, ,, .

embolism. The literature also appears ro show thii adolescents are not at

any greater risk of venous thromhOphlebitis than are aults, for wi;m:the.'--



it 4. , ., .. .. _ . .. .
relative. risk is two season per thousand-woman per year. Taliteratuppei

. .
show. that thoss ctinciitionsvntraindicating yill, use by adults (suclies iryier-.

lipideuds and hypertension) are also contraindications for use by'adoleicants. ..-
.

Tor other adolescents, the relative risk of cardiovascular disease associated. -,s,',",'

---7---reith-p1.11.- use 'is -sligtot. -:'` --, . . . ,
V t'

liarticUlarlY.bicauseSOf the long latency period betrein exposure to a
.,

carcinogen and. the devagipment of a malignancy as veil as Vhcauseof the an-
,, .

han cement of risks to long-kern 'Imposture, much attention has been devoted

. 4% to datermining.it a relationship exists between oral contraceptive use and

,' cane' of /breast, endometrium, cervix or liver. arrentAsta indicate1, f,... .
, ... , .

t ...,,,:,. i, .istincreased:riaat breast censer .due teeeia; contraceptive use.
'

#
.

hie ter3md such a risk and ehe studyodesign had serious leethodo- ,

S`..11,4, logical flocks iinreover..-the pill is UMW recognized asbe,.Cg protectiOs Of
``

benign breast dirsease. 'Although estrogen, when administered 'alone,.hme been

'shown to increase the endostatrIMl cancer,: the.pingesterone p resent- . r.

at oral .contraceptives 'serves to rroiect,aeooinst the precursor state of

e. °matrix' hjimorplasia 'seen when nitrogen aaUinistered independently.

endgmetrial cancer' is'not. a concerm th oral contraception in women efi'Au!y age, ,

,,i Whe b lel. cooiraceptive wee id associated inc aaa s a d 'risk 01' . '''
.;, , -"` '',.

cervecal car orAte precursor state!, dysplasia tad -inqiiiut(yre-
?:i
carrous ;onions), ie t wholly resolved, although the w t of curren.taridife

;,_..,

fseors no such, associatia* The,reCent rise in the tncidence,ofker*alipkt-:; ",0.

0 4: v---P, '''.46_ .!'( ., .

plaits among lexuailly actrve adoleacents an4yo g adults Sppearrtes -.1Mdepsa-

dent of pill use, 'epee f&v of tbose 'affected iionbistent users ;ef any contra-
flat

9. CeptiVe =std. far more significant factortoolr spryer to be nn ea age-Mt
an Ai. ,.. 41'first intercourse Inc{ increased exposure ro isexnatly transmikred diseases threougn

frequent coitul with multiple sexual pa- mars. Ifierisk of, hepatocealular.linaoma,4 *' fl_
or benign livertumors, recently associated with pill:use is also low among

s '' 5.-`t e . .
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va

adolescents; the' greatest risk is among wozionv44ei 27 who have taken the pill

for at seven years.

Im.stisary. the exiSting medical
ar

evidence does not substantiate associating
t'

c'iteatlz,:riak for oral contraceptive use by adolescents than by women of 'any
'7*

*IS. &setts. or pill-related complications 'are far lower in teenagers\ than in
' ..,,:' ".::,i,k4 -A ?

:older-mosiej-In-fact, -it is-difficult -ea- discover any ciao -reporti-, of- pill-
It

t4d cAllcationsV. woman under age 20:

Intrauterine Devices
4e. .

One'sigaificaiirproblem compromising the use of intrauterine. deilices'')(Ittis)... :,

, In adolescents is exPlusion, but thiS its primarl; associate;! _with whether the

woman has orhjiminot; boine al.'hild...47be overall 'expluiion rate-of IUDs is simili it. : .irj e-
4.

4

in nulliparoua adoleilfents and nu.11iparoue'aldet-'women,(nulliperity being the .'4
A

techniciV tjirm for women who
. , . J

and :inlayer: rates thatt:4parou;

',

never had a'thild).: both have higher explusion
, .

(woman 'who have 'borne ....
.,'that may be tosed by i.1611 and inmrature bterus appear to. beeompensated fog

.., ...
by proper-sized devices Ind' Cue tidn ,..

'' 'hive :been it do 0- have.significantly 1 ',I

Although f.bareo,is an apparent. rela

IV) users, the evidence dois pot indi

raover, newer ripes of-IUDS,

lusion rates in nuiiipainu,

'

pregnamey in

. ny different
. . .

adolescent's: -ifiteed; studies of IUD. do not even

-sa Single case of Vet4,lc pregnancy; although ihisakpbfirlfmnat,,likely exists
4 011

I, !. . ...

in

Yet.v.viarate similar tg;that. in oldei SPOidall.j_ = . ' .. Z . As ';it.' '
4

1.V". : ' 1. ','" ' ' "' 49
- I

is; lo: 'se studies of fertility foliatMg t4saiscontinuation of uncolplicated N. .0,
, .

.

`VIP use have fount: inteseqUil to those gpected in the
''''"` " tVls . sjj

.

geniiil 'Papule ion. The onlietiniles to find either Tticreased incidence of

infertilitror 'a delayed return xi; fertility have found the pioblems to he!
9.V4

:t$

9
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greatest in women over 25. For all pratical.purpoees, there appears to be .

little risk of infertility with uncomplicated IbbOse'in

Pelvic inflammatory di
. 4

is generally fanned by 'bacteria, primarly,gonococc and chlamydim, but, on

(YID), an infection of the fallopian tubes, a

:tire occasions, by funghi such as actinoeycis. YID lea highly riigteificant con-- ilt

'

difpn in adoleirCatiirinsrim"-of most-concern -in- considering-IUD-Use--in-this -ark
:

group, at least for those who are are unmarried. Acete.11134s highly correlated`' f

.

with amearly age of first,,.interOurse,.friquent Coitugondjel;iple partners. Um,

married sexually active young. people are at significaltiyAcieasedrisk of YID'
1

consequent to an Inc d exposure to se Si see.. Ihip risk

'is further compounded when an IUD J.C,Iwp eaimcontrolledern49

found an IUD - related relative risk of 1.6 amo, en of all ages; the riek.in-

Creased to 1.9 for women under 25 and 2.6 if two or more partners were involved.

dlthougt studies diffet as to degree, mOst'show eqefinite ficreased risk of

Pib assOciated with -.IUD use, ranging. from 3. to.4 times at the lover. end of the

4'

. .

..'spectrum to a high df 19 times. /tilde from the morbidity (or 4xiediite illness)

+Jot YID itself, the major significance of this is for an increased risk'of ect4ic

',Pregnancy and infertility. .IUD users with a history of past PID have,a-1:160

probabilftie'f a beii;ig ectopic (if theilethod /aile),-;scompared with
, ..1.

. 4'

a1447 rilk in those whodo noi*-)6aVe an IUD itplece. Estimates of infertility
- , ,te

_Jollowing'one episode of YID (whether or not it is IUD -xelatedY'range.from 18

e (
to 37 percent. . ...

4.
?

. . .
.

. .
.

.
.

.

0 In summary; the fUD is. an acceptable altertipli..4-e married. adoleacenri / '4,.1

,.. ....,'.1-4';,':.: .

4 '.

nd among sexually active dolescepts who sre,uMeSli'fe other methods- of conrri-' '.

/ '-'

.,

ception and'who have exper ncedtne.or more pregnenciik.4' Itippse iq this age

Arouihowever, should:be accbmparded by ci6ieildicil idpervieionwith.prempt

attention to any suspfcioui symPtOms diet may arise:

a



Diaphragm

-.The majoradvantage of the disAragi is the almost total absence of
eve..

medical t: contraindications, The literatMre re4eals only,k-single
91'

case 61 -ey6tliihle diaphragm- related complication: a user who contracted

. toxic shoCk 'syndrome after being:unable'io remove,her diaphragm. Mbre

_nificait-problims are -patient,bias -against -this-mathod-ihscause-it:isTinter7,.:

couree-related and because of the requirement of correct insertion%andireie-
'.

.tively high failure rate actual use particularly among younger adolescence.

Nonprescription Methods .

spermicides or the condom have virtually no side effects, other than an'

occasional allergic reaction. Thi'only reported'risk is an =confirmed-finding:
of one Natant Inez-ease in cogenital anomalities among infants born to women

who usv have he% using spermicides at the time Of conception.' Seripus.um0P-.

dologicil flaws in this study require that additional research be conducted be

Aare a causeirelitionihip is inferrer. The major"dieadsontage of these methods..

loci use-effectiveness rate, unless spermicide ''wsesim conjunction with

rundois use does have some festures4hat make it particularly attractive.

for adolescents. Condoms are easily purchaafepand relatively inexpensiri.

Moreover, condom use has the added advantages of protecting against sexually-,

transmitted dileases as well as, -promoting male

Withdrawal

w There would be much fo commend ViShdretsigolbeadolescentovere it anlsomore
'IT-7..!-- ''' 11 I:sOi4tive. It is always availiblv.,requirem0* advance' plan1 nt, ,purchase or

.
. eonscioUs acknowledgMant.OiseAllicii tWina,is well-suited to the spontag7

. . . . .i

2..,
emu*

. patterns. of adoi4sce

...,
.* .

. .

elbeh
)'

. Dareethod failure'rateatenge

?.,

*8 7



bateeen 20 and 2$ percent»only marginally better thatno Method...at all.

Racy:41- Family. Planning:

- . .

Dispita the absence of any adverse health conseqUenceSjother than a high
. 4

prpbability of anUniniended'pregnancy. natural family planning generally IS

. no suitable matiOd of contraception for adOlescents...ths Method dspeMds on
.

a woman': ability to predict the "fertile" period --a taskthat is almost impos-. ".

Bible in'young teenagers with irregular ovulatory cycles1:74t

S'usa 7

.. 2
Oral contraceptives, condoms and foam (singly or toset§er) and the die -'

. ihragm all, have a 10441ificant place in family planning initetives.for adolescents.
:

The intrauterine device tho et added to this list for married,adolescents and,

selectively, for those who are Unmarried but have failed repeatealyvrith othle,

methods, have experienced, one or more past pregnancies and can be treated promptly

in cise orinterYening pelvic"infection.
t

,

With'the exception of an increased risk foi pelvic infections in 2170

v. frequently exposed to sexually transmitted di , contraception-in adoles

-.11ppearettobe remarkably safe. There are no greater complications from oral

contraceptives llnlhis age group than in other agi grouil and-in all,instances

. . .

risks areequal to, and in some cases less than thoae*perienced Wwomen tge

20 to 2$. IM,particular there is no cdnfeirme*.vi.tMce that-estrogens inter-

fere With pubeilgil growth or the;achievementvOl ovulatory regule,tionPin:tfact.

coilsiderable-evidenee axists'.to.1he cfotrary. The only hy¢othetical concern

.1.

rei*ims to 'questions about total p.ietime tiseof the pill in light:of-esstoge*-

P

asabeiared lipid changes and .possible implications for future cardioVascular_

die's**,
p.

ere si,a t,tb.p adolescents..sheuldilot be sexually. active'
.." !Y'-

.*,.,- .

..41'...A::
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.

because of the Possible consequences for their physics . -and:.enOtdOnelvellbeing.

However,,,whetber we like it or not,'we-muit.retognize that, for-A hostOftom,

plicated rattans, young people arimaking the decision to, engage is intercourse.

. (
As parents and as t society, we have failed to convince eany..tednigers to re-

train from sexual relations andf,r3s
. a socie4, Lbelieve we hive tn.:obligation

_

to help.our,youtig people avoid inflicting harm on themselves. As a

Physician, e0 primary duty islto protect the haalthofmyjyopng.patients and I.

cannot condoms witbhading.contraception'from a sexually' active adolesdinrsto

requests it because thitoll-occasionei by en unplaneed pregnancy in adoleeence
r

is far, far- -too high. I could cagy justify withholding contraception if I had
. ..

;grave concerns abOutifibility of my patient to give fully informed, consent

and, immy,experiencthe overWhelming majority of,adefeecents--even young',

.,.; idoleetentsIgiven approPtiameuidanee and counseling` suitable to their cog,.

nitiVe level of.maturailotr, are quite Capable of-Providing em4 understanding

all the information necessery to makete,114e cdUtraceptivieChoice. 4*

. e4At thsame time, as a Pavia and eie physician, I believe most:yoUe-People'
...

can benefit from,the advice of their pareOts -or other family members and Letrongly

. eneUrege my patients tt consul4h a,femilysimmber'i Indeed,j devote tole...,

AiltiehWtmna to hilping-them. do so. In this wey,.,I feel I cilistrike a reason-
'44A t!..:HL'

s, .s_ ., .i. ,&,. c,:,, : P
hlibelante between protecting the young. patient from harm--a goal, Which I

f.o . i,...
.,.

beilteWi-epst paxenti,,share--and'helpieg: to foiter family comdUnktation on an ,...
.

.

important-but sensitive topic/101tiitely,.hoWirmer, confidentiality is a sine

bon for many adolescents as, it isfoFmtUi-older womeneA requirement of
C. O. *

,.

.. 1..

. Oefental cons - or to theirovisiollof serrieee, parental nottficatidn,after

44

, services'ere4Aided or any Other gaApaterfor parental involvement'will serve, ...

eVR.1

to dikter ieignifitmat nuaher:Of.teanagere from seeking ears with seriouilvi;.i.

, , 4.- . . AJ
sequences for thr-health. When meAsuredcagainst the costs of an unwanted and

...

ill timed ptignaPy.-64 me4illy'active adoleicent, the benefits of, contraception, .-.'

,41:1, any method far'outweigh the 004. Chiliintfrbo noon in a young teen- 1.

.4.44. .

agar's-life not only places her health and tn.91 etiOf her infant in jeopardybut

also forecloses her'personal options fen' the future, too Often consignini.he, r-->

co a life of poverty andiuntowaid haraship. / )4.40.4=4.4c,
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INTRAUTERINE DEVICE (IUD) AND ACTINOMYCES

Intrauterineedevice MUD) is the second most commonly

used-method of contraception in theworld. It is estimated

that out of nearly 60 million IUDs in use worldwide, nearly-3"

million women of the active reproductive age group (14-44) em-

ploy IUDs in this country. Present popularity of the. IUD stems-
_

from its .relative cheapness,,effectiveness, add generally ;pc -

;opted safety and reversibility:"

Despite. being convenient sdd popular, the use of IUD has

always been controxeraiah Since its inEeption,'infectiOns a

expiusio.of the IUD were noted as frequent complications among

young nulliperous women. InfecyrioZso, local,-,intra abdominal, and

generalized have been associated withiheeZe of IUDs. Many v.

changes including use of monofilamentous carrier thread, changes

..

in design and shape and.availibility of IUDs in various sizes .

have been made. Iecazmenditions and precaUtiond
s

for use of -10

-IUDs have been modified ii order to minimize the complications

and make IUDs more acceptable by women and nullipara who""have

smeller uteri and other internal o. .'

Currently in the U.S. avail eaUDs fall intp two grcopUs:
. .

g

(i) mechanical type (lippes loop, saf-1-,coil)..and (Ad) medicated

which may tiave metallkke copper (Cu -7, Cu-T devices)- or may be
. --

impregnated with hormones (Progestasert). IrrespectiitOLthe.

5design all Idis have a monofilament synthetic 't&11' with which

the IUD. communicates with the external entdroment thuirperitting

an easy access to the infective organiamO'from outside to invade

\.../.1. ..



the uterine cavity. Additionally, the deviCe a1tere the inig
.

uterine. milieu making it more conducive for the growth of certain

microorganisms,

actinomyces a group of higher' bacteria which normally

do-tot-occur-in': Al -tract.- -Thesa_or ,_however'

*re commonly fOUn ntheoral cavity andoin the inte trac'

,;.ln the genital tract of women acti6myced appear to i)ed

by oral route. Till iit*t6tlive years ago actinomy infection

of the female genitaltra4'.has been rare, Less than two hundred

cases are recorded in the world literature. This'infrequent docu-

mentation of ectinomyces infection probably resulted from the

rather non-specific clinical signs,god symptoms of these patio:ire-

and more obtdously the lack of any reliable and'cheap diagnostic

procedure;

In the year 1976, we at The Jdhns Hopkins Hospital in

Baltimore observed an occurrence of actinomyces organisms among
404

women using. IUDs for contraceptive methods. (Gupta, Trost, Hollander,!.,m

Acta Cytol...(1976)20:295).

The organisms occur as dark, irregular masses composed of.

thin, branching filament forms which can be correctly identified

in.routine Pap smears (Pap test). Some experience 14 evaluation

and correct interpratation of Pap ears is helgul' p:.Increasing

.the specificity.thd sensitivity isdiagtosis'

.(

a
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,Sfncg the ofiginWobserVatioO, we have, investigated over

160,000 stmen arteddinglbe imptial: AT Hopkins,

in 102,of.:.thepdult femalapeOuIdTiOneMOIOYitiegn.4d0aerieo-

nisMaheve been observedA04)0eilsmea :NO data

.incidence of aftinomyces among rup risers is

ng upon rbe. training, experience, the re4hniqUes

The socio-econOmic.and geographic origin of the women

prevalence of.acrinomyces among /UD users heviA)06 reported be,

rween 2.02 to 25%. 'Mese organisms have beeniii-und to occur only

01.n the presence,of a foreign body in the female genital tret4,
.1

almosT always an IUD. Infection cart persist for a few weeks

-4even'afrer removal of the IUD. ActinoMyces have been observed

with all rhaavailable types of IUDs. Some invesrigergre:hAve

'1 ;;

-reported a'prorective'effect of Cu-IUD. This appears.dirt:To be

So. Organiais,cen be observed as early as six weekiLepei.en-::

IUD insertion, though their prevalence increases 14TkroptioMe
._.

usage of the device.
:,

Nearly 252 of women using an IUD and having some liecal:
_.,

syells like vaginal discharge, heaviness, 4nreii'metistrual
,

, . .-..

Ling,' cramps, Thin, prolonged and /or heavy periods have ii4Wilit
. _

to have actinonyces infection detectable in their wegineOlieee*.e,,,

It is relevant to-shore rher.theie./pe4Peyopromahave be
4 ," .

Re-.. . ,4,

generallyconsidered
4
innonuous.and a cdiamon aeCompaniMen*o

usage.



*
Nearly 502 of women using IUD and at tending this Hospital?.

.

.for. pelvic inflammatory disease (PID)
requiring surgical inter -`.

1

verktion have also beefi. found to harbor -these organisms} Of the

4.4

women admItied'Sgr PID, IUD has been obserVed in 37% nd 402 of

',V 1"

the cases in Arizona and Vermont reepectiVely:-Diefinition-Sild----

diagnostie7criteria for PID are impzeolae:presently. It. is

eltimated that nearly 187,000 women 'Using IUD develop. PID every

year. Nearly-202-252 or 46,000 of these womenAtvelop -tuba and

.

other.inflammation and they probablikobecome

PID in the presence of actino is' more serious clin7

ically requiring extended hospitalisation and treatment. During

the last 4 years incidenCS of IUD aifociated PID has increased

from 4 to 202. ,

PID is a least 3 to 4 times more common among women, using

IUDs. The risk of PID is considerably more among young nullipara

women, who have had more than 'one sexual partner Or, who have had

PID before The risk of PID. among such nulliparoits wasliSsic es-'1

timated to be '7-12 -.times greater than the'general female popu-

/ation. .Tubal inflammation of some degree is observed in over WC

womerr using IUDS. Exact figures for development of ''PID 409,g

these cases' are presently. not available. PID is moat common'

4
within 6-8 weeks aftet-insertion of-an IUDand4aX8o aftVeafly.

)con, pars of cogtinuous s In a study in., Swedes in school girls

between 13 0 years of age, nearly. 50% IUDs' were still in' use
-4 -
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tar, two -years bf, ineertioN 25% IUDs 'were remeved becaus* Of.

,;iik

Tip,: .
,

Improper diagnosis or inadequate, treatment of-these women

with pip can result in rare but'serioUscoMOlications. Die-

seminatiOn_Of_act omktes,infictiCn ,tn_pther_parts of the body and

deaths have been reported4MbatcObipAy however, the taftgZion

,causes damage to the fallbi.iA0411*Or1as, uterine cavity
ti

_ :

bladder,rectuM and?Adlon..

Nearly 850,000 cases sf.P4foccur in'Ahe United States every

year At_the'most conservative estimates it can be, calculated

that 'Os are' responsible for 187,000 ca f PID annually.

'Total medical cost ofthese cases is estimated. to be $75oillion

annually. 'At least 252 of these cased are associated with actin-
o

omyces, deieCtablethe vaginal smears. Also, based upon the.'

published; information 25% of these wo
iii
1pecame infertile es a

, . .result. of 'tubal and'isfeCt%di. .

i',,,....,: ExactANgement of women Co h'aire*tinomyces:in their
:4;,4%51..

:84

.:"410,Ainal smears is Controversial. . In'mOql: asymptintic women ,..

. . .

4.1ound to have ictinomYces,-*OV41 o4JUD is gener0j4! considered

. ,-

.., adeqkate: In women having localbrieperalsymptouivoritibiotics
. . .

,i-, 0 0
, should be,osed,efterthe diagnosis of actinomycesahs.establiehed".

Becausebf:inCreasing kisk of nfertilitypp is not7reCommen-

6

(eA

ecl,a de of cially among nullipara women

who ple to havk more children.

11011F

t

10Clit4a of IUD and actinomyces prOblem, its nature and

seq not kftwh., Incidence of infectipn.. long term ef-

T ectS and sociil!L
4

nomic implications needtto be investigatee.

Use of IUD among nullipara women with resultant tubal scaring end

..,,temporaryOr permanent atlrility problems and its cost to

:the society and nation need to be studied. Problems of ectopic.
. . .

:pregnaiicies, lost andexpelledAUD are'perhaps only indirectly
.

.

'relatedAdthis infeerion.:
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.

Senator DgNTON. Weil, let me:thank you all for your testimony
facia', and those who come for their interest. Thank you for your.

tittle and effort in appearing here today. In eachcase, your testimo-

ny has been valuable.
Or e

This hearing stands adjourned.
(*hereupon, at 12:55, prl., the subcommittee was adjourned.14 ": .

O


